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ABSTRACT
The pur.pose of the study was to identify health risk factor,s
for, teens attending selected Tennessee public schools as either,_ ninth
· or, twelfth gr,ader,s dur,ing the school year,. 1986-87 and to pr,ovide base
line data for. futur.e school health education pr,ogr.ams in Tennessee.
The data wer.e collected using a computer.ized health risk
appr,aisal questionnaire. The sample consisted of · 1,348 ninth and
twelfth gr,ade students fr.om seven selected Tennessee public schools
across the state. Of the 1, 348 students, 720 were ninth graders and
628 were twelfth gr.ader,s. Descr.iptive statistics wer,e used to obtain
fr.equencies and percentages of the sample accor,ding to gr,ade, gender,,
race, and geogr.aphical ar,ea. The t-test for, independent samples and
chi-square were uti_lized to deter.mine whether. signi ficant differ.ences
existed between ninth and twelfth gr,ader,s, male and female students,
nonwhite and white students, and students fr.om r,ur,al and ur,ban ar,eas.
The major, findings of the study ·included:

{1)

The majority

(46.5%) of Tennessee ninth and twelfth gr,ade students wer.e categor,ized

into the fair. health risk category.

(2) The r,esults of cr,oss tabula

tions of gr,ade (ninth and twelfth), r,ace (nonwhite and white), and

geogr,aphical ar,ea (r.ur.al and ur.ban) with the health r,isk categor.ies
were significant when chi-square was applied but wer,e not significant
for, gender..

(3) Significant differ,ences wer,e found. in pr.acticing

r,isky health behaviors accor,ding to gr,ade, r.ace, and ·geogr,aphical
ar.ea, however, no significant difference was deter.mined between male
vi

vii
and female students for. engaging in r.isky health behaviors.

(4) The

major. health r.isk factor.s of Tennessee teens wer.e substance use/abuse,
dr.iving or. r.iding under. the influence of alcohol, lack of seat belt
use, lack of adequate amount of exer.cise, and poor. nutritional habits.
The following major. conclusions wer.e dr,awn fr.om the findings
of the study:

(1) The over.all health of Tennessee teens is fair,.

Driving or. r,iding under. the influence of alcohol, substance use/
abuse, lack of adequate amount of exercise, poor. nutritional habits,
and lack of seat belt use appear, to be the r,isk factors most impli
cated in the subjects'. practice of risky health behavior,s.

(2) As

students pr,ogr.ess in grade, they increase their, pr.actice of r.isky
health behavior.s.

(3) The gender, of the subjects seems not to be a

factor concerning the pr,actice of r.isky health behavior,s.

(4) White

students are more likely to engage in r.isky health behaviors than
nonwhite students.

(5) Students fr.om ur.ban ar.eas ar.e mor,e likely to

practice r.isky health behaviors than students fr.om· rural ar.eas.

The significance of the study is that this r.esear,ch is a

major, step towar.d primary pr,evention health education progr,ams for
dealing with adolescent health problems.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Adolescence generally has been regarded as a healthy time of
life. Yet, the mortality and morbidity for adolescents are 11% higher
today than they were 20 years ago (American Medical Association, 1986).
Until recently, adolescents and young adults age 15 to 24 were the only
age group which did·not·experience the steady health improvement char
acteristic for the rest of Americans. In 1960, the mortality rate for
youths aged 15 to 24 was 106 deaths per 100,000 people, and by 1970
it had risen to 128 deaths per 100, 000 people (NCHS, 1985). American
adolescents and young adults had a higher death rate than their
counterparts in other countries such as Japan, Wales, England, and
Sweden (DHEW, 1979). Although this trend reversed in the 1980s with
the death rate for this age group declining to 98 per 100, 000 people
by 1984, adolescents and· young adults are the only age group which has
not experienced the steady health improvement characteristic for the
rest of Americans (NCHS, 1985).

It is during adolescence that many self-destructive behaviors

are developed that can either shorten or reduce the quality of life.

Such behaviors include substance abuse (use of alcohol, illicit drugs,

and tobacco), sexuality activities (teen pregnancy and sexually trans
mitted diseases), suicide, lack of good nutrition, exercise habits,
violent behavior, and alienation from school and family. These be
haviors are convnonly referred to as lifestyle habits. Many of the
1
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health problems of adults have their roots in these lifestyle habits
developed as youths (American Medical Association, 1986) .
It has been almost 10.years since the Surgeon General delivered

a report entitled Healthy People (DHEW, 1979). The main emphasis of
that report was based on health promotion and maintenance which can
be accomplished through individual lifestyle and behavior change.

One of the most promising approaches to lifestyle and health behavior
changes has been the development of health hazard/health risk
appraisal instruments. These instr�ments range from simple self
test to elaborate multimedia productions, computer-scored and
analyzed reports with extensive data presentation and complex actu
arial predictions. The instruments are. used to collect information

about a person and provide estimates of one's risks of dying and to
recorm1end risk reduction strategies (Weiss, 1984).
The initial health risk appraisals were aimed primarily at
adult population, particularly middle-class audiences. The health
risk appraisals focused on the 12 leading causes of death for sex,
race, and age group and estimate an individual's probability of dy
ing in the next 10 years. In 1978, the Florida Cooperative Exten

sion Service developed the first health risk appraisal for use with

adolescents (Moody and Rienzo, 1981). Other health risk appraisals,
subsequently, have been developed for adolescents (Goulding and
Peterson, 1983; Moody and Moriarty, 1983) . Adolescent health risk
appraisals have been used in schools, health departments, and youth
organizations as part of health education programs. They are used

3

to help adolescents select at an early age behaviors and lifestyles
conducive to health and safety in hopes of prolonging and improving
the quality of life.

I . STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of the study was to identify health risk factors
of teens attending selected Tennessee public schools as either ninth

or twe 1fth graders during the schoo 1 year 1986-87 and .to provide base1ine data for future school health education programs in Tennessee .
II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The study specifically sought to address the following re
search questions:

1 . What are the major health risk factrirs for teens in the
state of Tennessee as measured by the Teen We 11 ness Check
11

questionnaire?
2. Are there significant differences for the major health
risk factors between ninth and twelfth grade students?

3 . Are there significant differences for the major health
risk factors between male and female students?

4. Are there significant differences for the major health
risk factors between white and nonwhite students?
5 . Are there significant differences for the major health
risk factors between students from rural and urban areas?
6. What recommendations can be �ade statewide related to the
Tennessee Hea1th Curriculum Framework (1985) .

11
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III.

NEED FOR THE STUDY

Indeed, adolescence is a precarious period of development--one
is no longer a child nor is one yet an adult. Adolescence has too
long been ignored. Until recently {about 20 years ago, there was in

adequate recognition of adolescence as a distinct and hi'ghly stress
ful period {AMA, 1986; Brunswick and Merzel, 1986) . This group has
not been thoroughly studied probably because "{a) they fall between
medical specialties and thus miss peak attention by any of the

specialties or by a combination, {b) adolescents are a tough group to
deal with, their troubles are elusive and often exasperating, and
.
{c) because their very problems prevent them from presenting them
selves for medical attention" {Sternlieb and Munan, p. 177 , 1972) .
Adolescents comprise a group that has health problems that are
very specific to them: accidents {all types) , stress, depression,
suicide, homicide, unintended pregnancy, alcohol ·and drug abuse,
smoking, sexually transmitted diseases, skin problems, immunizations,
atherogenic diets, sedentary lifestyle, and obesity {Moody and Rienzo,
1981; McGinnis, 1981; and Irwin, 1986). Of these specific health

problems, sexual activity {pregnancy and sexually transmitted dis
eases), substance abuse {drugs and alcohol) , and accidents {all

types) are the major causes of mortality and morbidity among adoles

cents {WHO Technical Reports, 1986; Irwin, 1986) .
The major mortalities and morbidities of adolescents are
associated with behaviors that reflect a high degree .of risk taking.
The lifestyles of adolescents usually involve more risk taking
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behavior than any other age groups in the population. Many teenagers
know which behaviors are risky, but it is likely that they are aware of

the immediate or long-term consequences of their action (Irwin, 1986;
WHO Technical Reports, 1986) .
In 1983, the Tennessee Department of Public Health, Health
Promotion Section, Bureau of Health Services, published a report
entitled Healthy Tennesseans: A Handbook for Health Care Providers.
The main focus of the report was primary prevention through health

promotion· (encourage behaviors which reduce r.isk and disease). In the

report, special attention was given to groups with 11special needs .

11

These groups included mothers, infants, children, and 11older Tennes
seans, 11 but not adolescents, although they are a group also with
special health problems and needs . According to Healthy Tennesseans:
A Handbook for Health Care Providers (1983), in 1980, injuries were

the leading cause of death among those aged 1 to 44 years. Further,
injuries accounted for over half of all deaths between the ages of
15 and 24 years. Homicide was the second leading cause of death in
Tennessee among those aged 15 to 24 years . The third leading cause

of death among those 15 to 24 years of age was suicide, with a rate
(13.l per 100,000 population) slightly higher than the national

average (12 . l per. 100,000 population) (Healthy Tennesseans: A Hand
book for. Health Care Providers, 1983). These major, causes of mor

tality among Tennessee adolescents are associated with safety and
health behaviors/lifestyles which are preventable .

The Tennessee Department of Health and Environment has a grow
ing interest about health services and health education in the school

6
setting, therefore, in 1986, the Health Promotion Section sought to
study adolescents at the ninth and twelfth grade levels regar,ding
their health-related knowledge and behaviors. Since there are sparse
systematic data concerning the cur.rent health behaviors of Tennessee
adolescents prior to completion of this study, the results of the
study ar.e important in providing a research data base related to
adolescent health behaviors. A better under.standing of health be
haviors of adolescents at the ninth and twelfth grade levels in a
selected number of schools could possibly provide direction and/or
suggestions to school health education pr.ogr.ams.
IV. ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions were made r,egar,ding the study:
1. The subjects would respond honestly to the survey instru
ment.
2. The seven selected Tennessee public schools in the three
major. geographical areas of Tennessee (East Tennessee,
Middle Tennessee, and West Tennessee) will be representa
tive of the adolescent population in Tennessee at-large.

3. The "Teen Wellness Check 11 questionnaire has face validity.
V. DELIMITATION
The study was delimited to ninth and twelfth grade students
fr.om seven selected Tennessee public schools across the state.

7
VI. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The study was bound by the following limitations:
1. Only those students present the days the survey was admin
istered were included in the study.
2. The information collected on specific health risk factors
was limited by the type of instrument used.
VII. DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this study, the following terms were defined.
Adolescents. Persons aged 13 to 19 years.
Health Risk Appraisal. A method and tool that deter.mines the
probability of an individual becoming ill or dying from selected
diseases (Goetz, Duff, and Bernstein, 1980) .
Nonwhite Students. All the students excluding white students;

including Blacks, Native American Indians, Alaskan natives, Hispanics,

Asians, Pacific Islanders, and those classified as others.

Risk Factor,s. The envir,onmental and behavioral influences

capable of provoking ill health with or without previous disposition

(DHEW, 1979). Examples of risk factors include family health history,

nutrition, dental health, alcohol and drug use, tobacco use, stress,
safety belt use, and sexual activity.
School Health Education Program. Program which provides a
health knowledge base, information on value-clarification and decision-

8
making skills that enables students to make voluntar,y adaptation of
those behaviors which prolong and/or. enhance the quality of life.
VIII. SUMMARY
The study consists of six chapters. Chapter I introduces the
study by providing background information, purpose of the study, re
sear.ch questions, need for the study, assumptions, delimitation and
limitation of the study, ·definition of terms, and surmnary.

Chapter II contains a review of literature pertaining to health
problems and risk factors of adolescents, interventions, over.view of
health r.isk appr,aisals, teen health r.isk appr,aisals, and summary.
Chapter III describes the methodology, pr,ocedures of the study,
and includes statistical procedures.
Chapter IV contains the analysis and discussion of data.
Chapter V presents the summary, findings, conclusions, and

recommendations of the study.·

Chapter VI is the epilogue of the researcher.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter consists of review of liter,atur,e related to the
study. It is divided into thr�e categor,ies. Part I is a review of
literature related to adolescents health problems and health risk
behaviors. Part II is a review of liter,atur.e related to an over.view
of health r,isk appraisals. Part III is a r.eview of literature that
is related to teen health risk appr.aisals.
I. ADOLESCENTS HEALTH PROBLEMS AND HEALTH RISK
BEHAVIORS. IN THE UNITED STATES
Adolescents are generally believed to be a healthy population,
requiring little service from our. health care system. Yet, the mor
tality rate for. adolescents and young adults 15 to 24 has increased
over. the last 20 years (DHEW, 1979) . This is the one age group which
in recent year,s has not experienced the steady health impr,ovement char.
acter.istics for. the rest of Americans. Adolescents have health

problems that ar,e very specific to them: accidents (all types),

stress, depression, suicide, homicide, unintended pregnancy, alcohol

and dr,ug abuse, smoking, sexually transmitted diseases, skin problems,
immunizations, atherogenic diets, sedentary lifestyle, and obesity
(Moody and Rienzo, 1981; McGinnis, 1981; and Ir.win, 1986) . Of
these specific health problems, sexual activity (pr.egnancy and sexu
ally transmitted diseases), substance abuse (dr,ugs and alcohol),
9
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and accidents (all types) are the major causes of mortality and
morbidity among adolescents (WHO Technical Reports, 1986; Irwin, 1986).
The major mortalities and morbidities of adolescents are asso
ciated with behaviors that reflect a high degree of risk taking. The
lifestyles of adolescents usually i�volve greater. risk taking behavior
than any ·other age group in the population. Many teenagers know which

behaviors are risky, but, probably, they are not aware of the immedi
ate or long-term consequences of their action (Irwin, 1986; WHO
Technical Reports, 1986) .
Accidents (especially automobile accidents) , by far, are the
leading cause of death for adolescents, accounting for 60% of teen

age deaths, except for black teenage males, in which case the greatest

invnediate threat· to life is murder (Irwin,· 1986; WHO Technic.al Re

ports, 1986; McGinnis, 1981) ._ According to McGinnis (1981) , during
the childhood ages of 1 to 14 years, traumatic death (i. e., death
from automobile accidents, other accidents, homicide and suicide) is
nearly three times as likely to occur as death from chronic diseases
and infectious diseases together.

"The five leading causes of death

for the adolescent and young adult population are, in descending order
of incidence, accidents, homicides, suicides, cancers, and heart
diseases 11 (McGinnis, p. 19, 1987) .

Generally, males are more likely to be involved in accidents
than females. White males have the highest rate of death from motor
vehicle accidents. Also, motor vehicle occupant fatality rates are
much higher in low income areas than in areas of higher per capita
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income. Factors such as poor roads, old vehicles, and poor emergency
and medical care all contribute to the higher death rates in the low
income areas. Additionally, teenager drivers in high income areas
use seat belt at a much higher rate than teenage drivers in low
income areas (Miller, Adams-Taylor, Schorr, 1986; AMA, 1986) .
It is important to note that motor, vehicle accidents are
higher. at ages 15 to 24 than at any other age.

1

1

Homicide rates for

these ages are second only to the rates for ages 25 to 35 11 (Brunswick.

and Mer.zel, p. 101, 1986) . Distinct differences appear by race.
Motor vehicle accidents account for 40% or. more of the w_hite deaths
at these ages.

But homicides are the leading cause of deaths among

Black men, ages 15 to 24, and women, ages 15 to 24, accounting for
about 40% of Black male deaths nationwide at these ages (Bruniwick
and Merzel, 1986; CDC, 1985; and Task Force on Black and Minority
Hea 1th, 1986) •
Because homicide victims are mostly adolescents and young
adults, the actual impact of homicide is assessed better by years
of potential life lost annually, rather than just by number of vic

tims. For Americans under age 65, homicide ranks fourth among all
causes of death and accounts for more than 726, 000 potential years

of life lost annually. For. Black Americans, ages 1 to 65 years, in
1980 homicide was the fifth leading cause of death and the second

leading cause of years of potential life lost (CDC, 1985; Task Force
on Black and Minority Health, 1986) . Although Blacks continue to
have higher. homicide rates than whites, the diffe�ences are
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acknowledged to reflect socioeconomic dispar,ities between racial
groups. When blacks are compared with whites of similar socio
economic status (SES), racial differ,ences disappear or become much
smaller. The majority of homicides ar.e concentrated in urban areas
characterized by low SES, poor housing, and high population density.
Other factors associated with excess deaths from homicide include
broken homes, working mother,s, high proportion of single males, low
levels of education and vocational �kills, high unemployment, avail
ability of weapons, and antisocial and violent behavior (CDC, 1983;
CDC, 1985; and. Task Force on Black and Minority Health, 1986) .
Another major cause of death for adolescents and young adults

aged 15 to 24 years is suicide. ·it is the thi�d Jeading cause

of mortality for this age group (NCHS, 1987; WHO Technical Reports,
1986; AMA, 1986; and Eisenberg, 1980) . Evidence indicates that·

suicide among young people in American has increased markedly in · the
past decades. The gr,oup that is at greatest r,isk is the white male.
About 90% of young male suicide victims ar.e white which has caused
most of the upward tr.end in suicide rates for, young males. The

suicide death rate for young Black males, about half that for white

males, has been increasing more slowly. The suicide rate for females

has increased, but more slowly than for males, but the suicide rate

for Black females 15 to 24 years of age has generally been lower than

that for white females (NCHS, 1987; McGinnis et al. , 1987; Eisenberg,
1980; and Lloyd, Ar,mour, and Smith, 1987) . Although young males,
par.ticular.ly whites, have a much higher. suicide rate than females,
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Deykin, Perlow, and McNamara (1985) r.eported that females attempt
suicide more often than males.
The reasons for suicidal behavior ar.e complex and not always
clear; however, it is usually associated with the following risk fac
tors: histor.y of major psychiatric disor.ders, dr.ug or. alcohol abuse,
recent behavior.al changes such as depr.ession or. truancy, pr.evious

suicide attempts, or suicide by another, member of the family, and con
fused values. Other factors associated wfth incr,eased risk of suicide
among children and youths are divorce or separ.ation of par,ents, un
wanted pregnancy among adolescents, and occur.rence of other stressful
situations such as romance pr.oblems, loss of par.ent or. other signif
icant relative, sense of failure and recent humiliation or punishment
(Miller, Fine, Adams-Taylor, Scharf, 1986; and Neinstein and Stewar.t,
1984) . "Attempted suicide rates ar.e highest in poor ur.ban ar.eas,
where other indices of social disorganization ar.e high.

Individuals

who have suffered fr.om depression, who have exper.ienced suicide in
the family, or who have previously attempted suicide ar.e at par.ticu
larly high risk" (WHO Technical Reports, 1986, p. 56).

Lester (1987) examined five suicidal teenagers to assess the

subcultural of teenage suicide. The examination suggested several

elements of a teenage suicidal subculture: heavy drug involvement,

difficult relations with parents characterized by intense resentment
or apparent indifference, poor self-image, and shyness and dependency
on one person or on a small number of peers. Also, loss of a lover
and "deep involvement with the fantasies engendered by heavy metal

music and with daydreams of being a similar type of musician 11
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(Lester, p. 320, 1987).
Native Americans also have high rates of suicide, ·although

the overall rate does not exceed that of the white population, but
individual tribes have r.ates of suicide that ar,e several times
greater. Factors characterizing .tribes with high suicide rates are
different from those cited for the general American population aged

15 to 24. Character,istics of tr.ibes with high suicide rates include
abandonment of traditional ways of living, traditional religion, and
to clans and societies which result in a family chaos, and adult
alcoholism. High unemployment, adoption of Indian children by non
Indian families, and attending boarding schools are other factors
contributing to the high suicide rates among native Americans (Ber,lin,
1987) .
Suicide is a significant problem for youths aged 15 to 24,
not only because it is one of the leading causes of mortality in this
age group, but also because it is very difficult to assess. It is
likely that a proportion of accidents and homicides may actually be
disguised suicides. It has been suggested that many Black inner.city males subconsciously set up violent confrontations when they

engage in gang fights, high-risk bur,glar.ies, and other explosive situ

ations that involve the use of lethal weapons in order to provoke
lethal retaliatory action.
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How many of these youths ar.e consciously

or unconsciously flirting with death, even inviting destruction, so

that they can remove themselves from an intoler.able.existence without
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actually taking responsibility for the ultimate act of self
,,

annihilation?" (Gibbs, p. 77, 1988). Gibbs (1988) referred to these
apparent homicides as forms of "revolutionary" or. "fatalistic" suicide.
Among adolescents, health risk behaviors include tobacco,
alcohol, and illicit dr.ug use; sexuality (pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases); and careless risk-taking resulting in accidents
and injuries.
Tr.ends ·in cigarette use by adolescents have been reported by
the American Medical Association (1986):

Daily cigarette use by high school seniors dropped from
29%.in 1977 to 20% in 1985. More females (13%) than males
(11%) smoke a half-pack or more a day. Further., the reduc
tion in male smokers has been greater than that in female
smokers, so that by 1982 . the number of adolescent female
smokers for the first time exceeded the number. of male
smokers (AMA, p. 3, 1986).
As part of a health risk survey (conducted July 1983 through

December 1984) , information was obtained fr.om 11,657 Rhode Island
public high school students about their. cigarette smoking practices.
Approximately, 22.3% of the students reported that they smoked cig
ar.ettes. Cigarette smoking was mor.e conman among the female stu

dents (26.5%) than among male students (17. 5%) and increased by grade
(Scott, Marciano, and Cabr.al, 1986). Similar findings were revealed

in the 1983 Color.ado Survey of Drug Use. A higher percent of twelfth
grade females (22%) r.epor.ted smoking on a daily basis than the
twelfth gr,ade males (15%) (Adolescent Health in Colorado, 1986).
Evidence indicates that most experimentation with cigarettes
occurs between the ages of 12 and 17, with many youths beginning to
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smoke in junior high. Also it has been suggested that many children
fir.st tr.ied smoking as young as 5 or 6 years old (Adolescent Health
in Colorado, 1986; and Tucker., 1987) .
Certain social and psychological variables have been associ
ated with young people smoking. These variables include: peer.
pressur.e (teenager.� with fr.iends who smoke ar.e mor.e likely to begin
smoking), following the example of siblings and parents, and employ
ment outside the home (Adolescent Health in Color.ado, 1986; Ir.win,
1986; Tucker., 1987; WHO Technical Reports, 1986) .
There has been a recent tr.end toward the use of smokeless
tobacco products among adolescents because of its str.ong appeal to
this group. Also, many teens perceive smokeless tobacco to be a safe
alter.native to cigarettes. · However., there is evidence t�at smokeless

tobacco contributes to or.al cancer. and dental disease (AMA, 1986;

The Health Consequences of Using Smokeless Tobacco, 1986; and Dignan,
Block, Steckler., Howard, and Cosby, 1986). The use of smokeless

tobacco is mor.e common among males and 1 seem to be lear.ned and r.ein
1

forced through exposur.e to the media ads, peer. contacts, and emula

tion of suitable r.ole 1 models 1 dur.ing the early adolescent and adoles

cent year.s 11 (Glover., Christen, and Henderson, p. 1, 1982) .

A study was conducted to determine the pr.evalence of smoke

less tobacco use among high school students in selected rural commun
ities in Arkansas. Factor.s associated with initiation and mainten
ance of use of smokeless tobacco wer.e identified. A close-ended in
ventor.y was administered to 1,237 students in grades 10 to 12
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attending 13 rural high schools in different educational service
r.egions of Ar.kansas during the spring of 1985. The study r.evealed

that 34.5% of males and 2.5% of females reported regular use·of

smokeless tobacco. Factor,s contributing most to initiation of smoke
less tobacco use was the influence of a par.ent (57. 1%) who used
smokeless tobacco pr.oducts followed by the influence of a coach.
The most fr.equent occasions cited for. using smokeless tobacco wer.e:
when bor.ed or alone ·(63.6%) and when par.ticipating in athletics
(33.6%) (Williams, Guyton, Marty, McDermott, and Young, 1986). ·

The consumption of alcohol among adolescents has increased

over. the past 40 years. In 1941, appr.oximately 20% of adolescents
had tried alcohol, 35% by 1948, 60% by 1956, 65% by the mid-1969s,
and close to 90% by the mid-1970s (Neinstein, 1984). The consumption
of alcoholic beverages is mo�e prevalent afuong males than females,
and more are heavy dr.inker,s. Also, as youths pr.ogress through school,
they usually drink more often, and when they do drink will dr,ink
more (Gibbons, Wylie, Echter.ling, and Fr,ench, 1986; and AMA, 1986).
The use of drugs among adolescents increased dr.amatically in the

1960s and the 1970s, since then dr.ug use by teenage had leveled off

and even declined for, some dr,ugs. However, drug use and abuse ar.e

still prevalent for this age group (Neinstein, 1984). Accor.ding to

Neinstein (1984), two-thir,ds of Amer,ican youngsters (64%) tr.y an
illicit dr.ug before they finish high school, and over. one-thir.d of
teens by twelfth grade have illicitly used dr,ugs other. than mari
juana.
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Adolescence is the chief period of r.isk for. initiating sub
stance use. Most users of substances, licit and illicit, begin use
in adolescence. Gener.ally, illicit dr.ug use is higher among males
than females, higher in the Nor,ther.n and Western states than the
South, and higher in urban areas than rural (Brunswick and Merzel,
1986).
Death and injuries fr.om alcohol-related automobile accidents
among young Americans have become recognized as serious public

health problems. A survey was conducted to gather information re
garding students' behaviors and beliefs about drinking� drug use,

and driving (Wechsler. Rohman, Kotch, and Idelson, 1984). The in

vestigators wished to examine the characteristics of those students
who might be most at risk of operating a motor. vehicle under. the
influence of alcohol or, marijuana, therefore this analysis was limited
to 623 students in the 1982 school survey who were at least 16 years
of age.
The study revealed that about half of the students in this
age group used alcohol (63%} or marijuana (44%}.

Also, during the

1982 school year as many as 18% of the students had used other

illicit drugs. Most of the current drinkers (72%) did not dr,ink

more than three times a month, while nearly half (46%) of the current
mar,ijuana users smoked at least once a week. Many of the students
combined drug and/or, alcohol use with driving. About half (between
43% and 50%) of the surveyed students reported being a passenger
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with a driver, who was under, the influence of alcohol or marijuana at
least once dur,ing the 1981-82 school year,.

Mor,eover, many students

appeared to be unaware of the dangers involved i� dr,iving under
the influence of alcohol or marijuana.
It was further, r,epor,ted that students' behavior,s and beliefs
regarding dr,inking, drug use and dr,iving were significantly related
to their, level of involvement with alcohol and dr,ugs. The heavier
dr,inker., fr,equent mar,ijuana user,s, and students who used drugs other
than alcohol �r, marijuana were more likely than other students to
combine drug use and driving. They also believed that these activ
ities could be combined safely.

According to the data, it was sug

gested that risk-taking and dr,ug-using behaviors should be addressed
in educational progr,ams {with emphasis on the effects of drugs both
alone and in combination with alcohol on driving ability {Wechsler
et al., 1984).
Teen pregnancy is also a major. health pr,oblem for, young people.
It has been estimated that about one million female adolescents be
tween the ages of 15 and 19 become pregnant each year, and approxi
mately 30, 000 gir,ls younger than 15 become pregnant each year

{Nei�stein, 1984; AMA, 1986; and Miller, et al., 1986). Teenage

childbear,ing is associated with a var,iety of negative health conse
quences for the school-age mother,s and for, their babies. For, the
babies, the consequences include: low bir,th weight; incr,eased r,isk
of dying before they reach their first birthday; less likely to
adapt well to school; more likely to score lower. on I. Q. tests; and
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incr,eased r.isk of neglect, mental r,etar,dation, and congenital defects.
The consequences of the teenage mother, is lar.gely social r.ather than
biological. They ar.e less likely to finish either high school or
college and more likely to be unemployed or. underemployed. Many of
the consequences of teenage childbear.ing ar.e inter.twined with its
causes and r,isks. Low self-esteem, ear,ly school failure, and the
per,ception of poor. pr.aspects for the futur.e ar,e risk factors that
contr,ibute to teenage pr,egnancy (Miller et al., 1986; AMA, 1986;
and Wattleton, 1987).
In addition, sexually transmitted diseases are also major
thr,eats to adolescents', health. Young people ages 15 to 24 account
for approximately 75% of all new. cases of sexually transmitted dis
eases (Compendium of Resource Materials on Adolescent Heal th, 1981) .
Whether it is suicide, teen pregnancy, drinking alcohol, or

sexually transmitted diseases, most health educators feel that these
health problems can be ameliorated through school health education

programs (Seffr,in, 1981; Mason and McGinnis, 1985; and Connell, Turner,
and Mason, 1986). The School Health Education Evaluation (SHEE) demon

strated that exposure to school health education curricula can result
in substantial changes in students ', knowledge, attitudes, and self

reported practices. This study, conducted from· 1982 through 1984, in
volved more than 30,000 children in grades four through seven, repre

senting 1, 071 classrooms from 20 states in order to determine the effec
tiveness of four curricula. It was revealed that children exposed to
school health education exhibited increased knowledge, healthier,
attitudes, and better health skills and practices than those who
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did not r,eceive shcool health education (Connell, Tur,ner, and Mason,
1985; Connell, Tur,ner,, and Mason, 1986; and Seffr,in, 1981). The SHEE
showed "that school health education can decrease the likelihood that
children will adopt behaviors that ar,e hazar,dous to health, such as
cigarette smoking" ( Mason and McGinnis, 1985, p. 299).
II. OVERVIEW OF HEALTH RISK APPRAISALS
One of the most promising approaches to lifestyle and health
behavior, change has been the development of health risk appr,aisal in
struments. The health risk appraisal is a method and tool that de
11

describes a person's chances of becoming ill or dying from selected

diseases" ( Goetz, Duff, and Bernstein, 1980, p. 56) . The procedure
generates a statistical estimation, not a diagnosis. The r,isk esti�
mates are based on data fr.om epidemiological studies. Health risk
apprai sal was developed out of efforts to make the public aware of

preventable cancers and subsequently has expanded to provide predic

tions for many other health problems (Fielding, 1982) .

The fir.st health risk appraisal was used in private medical

practice in 1958; however it was not until Robbins and Hall published
their book How to Practice Prospective Medicine, in 1970, that an

attempt was made to estimate mortality risk quantitatively (Robbins
and Hall, 1970) . This book also demonstrated how the health risk
appraisal could be used in clinical settings.
The health r,isk appraisal is based on the Geller/Gesner tables,

developed by biostatistician H·arvey Geller and actuary Norman Gesner
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(Geller� 1974 ).

Robbins and Hall utilized these tables as the data

base for risk factor c�lculations (Robbins and Blankenbaker, 1982 ) .
The · tables use national mortality statistics rather than morbidity
data because mortality data are more . reliable population based
statistics available (Geller, 1974 ).
The tables are organized according to race, sex, and age
group. The major causes of death are ranked in order of magnitude
by rates per 100,000 persons in the next 10 years for each category
(Hall and Zwemer, 1979 ) • .
All health risk appraisals (HRA ) have similar components . In
addition to sex, race, and age, the health risk appraisal gathers
information regarding the following health related behaviors and
characteristi.cs:

( 1 ) 1ifestyle factors such as drinking, smoking,

exercise, and driving practices; (2) outcomes from present health

screenings such as breast exams, pap smear, and chest x-rays ; and
(3 ) personal and family history of certain diseases such as cancer,
diabetes, and heart disease. Sophisticated HRAs include certain
physical measurements, such as weight, blood pressur.e, and labora

tory test results such as blood analysis (Sievert, 1986; Tennessee

Department of Hea 1th and Envi_ronment, Hea 1th Promotion, 1984 ) • The
health risk appraisal is only the fir.st part of a health pr.emotion

program and is only one approach of attracting attention to one's
present health risks . To be an effective tool for improving health
and reducing risks to premature death, the HRA must be followed by
other programs. These programs include risk-reduction, health
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education, social-suppor,t systems, and follow-up evaluations (Siever.t,
1986) . The str,ength of the HRA lies in its ability to ser.ve as a
catalyst for, implementing a compr,ehensive wellness program.
Since the development of the fir.st HRA in the late 1950s, many
HRAs have been developed. As of Mar,ch 1985, ther,e were 10 self-scor,ed
questionnaires, 22 computer-scored HRAs, and 18 microcomputer,-based
HRAs available for, use (Sieve�t, 1986) . Some r,esear,ch studies have
indicated that attention given to health r,isk appr,aisals have been
overly excessive (Wagner, Berr,y, Schoenbach, and Gr,aham, 1982).
Another study has found that insufficient research has been done on
the reliability of the HRA questionnair,e (Sacks, Krushat, and Newman,
1980) . It was reported that only 15% of subjects had no contradic
tions when comparing the responses of the follow-up with baseline
questionnaire. It was further stated that failur,e to contr,ol for r.e
liability may account for apparent r,eduction of risk reported in pre
vious studies of HRAs.
Further studies have attempted to assess the extent and
appropriateness of HRA use, as well as to review its scientific

basis, efficacy, and effectiveness in varied settings (Wagner et al. ,
1982). Wagner et al. (1982) analyzed the uses, databases, method

ologies, and effectiveness of HRAs. The study utilized multiple

approaches to information-gathering about HRAs. These approaches
included: literature review; inventory of HRA instruments and pro

grams; consultation with experts in epidemiology, biostatistics, and
behavioral science as well as developers and user,s of HRAs; epidemi
ologic and biostatistical review of risk estimation in HRA; and site

visits to HRA programs. · Findings revealed that HRAs are used pri
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marily as progr.am pr.omotional devices, as tools for structuring edu
cation about health-related behaviors, and as motivational devices
for stimulating behavior change.
The investigation also revealed that reviews of the databases
concluded that risk predictions are difficult to validate. Many of
the risk factor values are based on extrapolations of various kinds
from data derived from two major epidemiologic investigations: the
Framingham Heart Disease Study (Dawber, Meadors, and Moore, 1951)
and the American Cancer Society Study (Sterling, 1975). These studies
largely involve middle-aged, middle-class, White subjects, yet their
findings are being used to predict the risk of Blacks, Hispanics,
Native Americans, and teenagers (Wagner et al., 1982; and Moriarty,
1985).
Further support was offered by Schoenbach, Wagner, and Karon
(1983). They cited that one of the major limitations .of HRA is the

absence of empirical data. Risk factor data are often extrapo
lated from age-race�sex groups other than that of the client.

Clients who are not "reasonably typical 11 of their age-race-sex group
may receive inappropri ate health education messages and behavioral
recommendations.

Schoenbach (1987) cited that the basic problem in testing the
predictive validity of HRAs is that "there is no entirely satisfac
tory validation standard to use--available cohorts are too small,
include too few of the prognostic characteristics used in HRAs, and
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give us information only about past. not present. mortality rates 11
(Schoenbach. p. 410. 1987). Smith. McKinlay. and Thorington (1987)
conducted a study to evaluate the validity of the scoring systems
employed by 41 health risk appraisal instruments for assessing
coronary heart disease. Validity was evaluated by comparing predic
tions of mortality risk produced by each HRA to estimates from the
Risk Factor Update Project and Framingham Heart Study. Several char
acteristics were identified as having important implications for the
validity of HRA risk scores:

(1) the sophistication of the estima

tion method. instruments using logistic regression or the Geller/
Gesner methodology had the highest validity coefficients. while self
administered general health status and lifestyle questionnaires had
the lowest; (2) the range of risk estimate. the instrument is more
likely to be valid the greater the number of different r,isk cate

gories; (3) the extent to which a person ' s age was taken into con
sideration.
The reliability of HRAs was addressed in a study by Alexy
(1984). Twenty-five males were administered a health risk assess

ment questionnaire. which was readminister,ed three to five days

later to the same individuals without any intervention during the

interval between tests. Therefore. most of the data would be

expected to r,emain the same. The Pearson product correlations
wer,e computerized on all quantifiable data from the pr.ofile response
print-out.
Reliability coefficients ranged from 0.996 to 0. 239. Vari
ables that ar,e likely to· be greatly influenced by an individual ' s
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chronological age represented some of the highest reliability co
efficients (reliability coefficients between . 90 to . 99). High

correlation on age-associated variables is · to be expected, assuming
that individuals reported correct age. Cholesterol and high density
lipoprotein levels (HDL) had reliability coefficients of 0. 814 and
0.500, respectively. These variables are apt to be age-related.
It was assumed that the relatively high coefficient for cholesterol
was possibly a result of 23 computer assumed scores based on age.
The coefficient for HDL may be due to the fac� that some individuals

· reported different values on the two tests or. had assumed values

on the first questionnaire and actual values on the second question
naire. Few individuals knew their cholesterol and HDL levels in
this particular. sample. The group of variables regarding personal
and family history had reliability .coefficients ranging fr.om 0.974
to 0. 800. The lowest reliability coefficient for. this group was
exercise levels which require� that the individual report daily

activity and weekly planned exercise. Estimated life expectancy

and the potential for life expectancy increase had reliability co
efficients of 0.774 and 0. 757 which were pr,obably influenced to a

large degree by the individual's personal, family, and social
history (Alexy, 1984).

The variable with the low reliability coefficient (0. 239) was
systolic blood pressure. Individuals were asked what their. blood
pressure had been over the past three months. The responses were
different fr.om test to test.

Some reported cur.rent readings, other.

...
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individuals had computer. assumed values on the fir.st test and an
actual value on the second test (Alexy. 1984). Much study is
needed r.egar.ding the validity . and reliability of HRAs.

Further. assessments of the HRA databases revealed that the

scientific evidence for ·certain behavior.al reco11111endations may have
been sufficient. The standard HRA includes:

(a) behaviors for

which the scientific evidence of their. pr.edictive importance r.emains
controversial; (b) char.acter.istics for. which the scierttific evi�ence
that intervention is effective remain controversial; and (c) charac
teristics about which the client can do nothing (Wagner et al • • .
1982). Wagner. et al. (1982) finally concluded that the widely-held
beliefs in HRA' s efficacy for motivating behavioral change could
not be substantiated from available evidence. nor could the assumed
absence of potentially adverse effects attributable to HRA use.
Weiss (1984) cited that an assessment of the efficacy and
potential of HRA is best carried out in terms of the purposes for
which the appr.aisal might be employed. Several factors have been
suggested as contributing to the apparent attention-getting ability

of HRA. Aspects of HRAs that make them attractive at the individual

level include the following:

1. The use of studies. statistical measures. and computer

generated reports make HRAs appear 1 scientific 11 and thus
1

attractive to many individuals.
2. They help the individuals better. under.stand the concept of
personal health risk and the role of individual health

practices in t· he etio 1ogy of disease.
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3. They demonstrate the quantitative nature of r,isk-taking
behavior and the synergistic potential of individual
risks ·added togethe.r.
4. They quantify the r..elative importance of health practices,
so that the individual can select which ones to work on
and where to start.
5. They provide measures of impr,oved risk if some of the
health practices are improved.
At the organizational level, the following factors make HRAs
attractive:
1. They provide a str.uctur,e with which to focus discussions
of health and behavior..
2. The self-administrated questionnaires, physiological
measurements, and computer.-assisted calculations make
HRAs ' application to large groups feasible, efficient,

and relatively inexpensive.

3. They strengthen development of a data base for epidemio
logic research and health planning.

4. The data-gathering devices, computer. software, and other.
features of HRA programs can be marketed as a package,
which stimulates the involvement of commercial firms.

Although HRAs originally wer,e pr,oposed for. use by physicians
in private medical practices, their. use has expanded to diver.se
settings. These settings include medical care, community, occupa
tional, and educational (Hyner and Melby, 1985; Bartlett et al". ,

1983; Moody ·and Moriarty, 1983) . Time and space limit the review
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of all HRA-related pr.ogr.ams (for, an annotated bibliography; see
Berry, Schoenbach, Wagner., Graham, Karon, and Pezzullo, 1986). How
ever, some of the most notable uses of HRA will be cited.
A study conducted by Bartlett et al. (1983) explored the use
of HRA in a family practice center.. Dur,ing the five-month period,
118 HRA for.ms wer.e distr,ibuted to patients at the center,. Of the 118
. patients, only 69 r,espondents (58.5%) actually completed and r.etur,ned
the HRA forms. The 69 respondents were later. telephoned to assess
.their opinions of the HRA questionnaire and the extent of their. be
havior change due to the HRA findings.
Varying percentages of patients r.epor.ted that the HRA caused
them to begin an exer,cise pr.ogr.am, stop cigarette smoking, limit
their alcohol intake, reduce their dr,iving mileage to under 10, 000
miles, and women to examine their breast. Ninety-four. per.cent wer,e
not bothered by the per,sonal nature of the questions, 81% believed
the amount of time r.equir.ed to complete the HRA form was about
right.

Fr.om the physicians • evaluation of HRA, six of the eleven

physicians expressed that HRA was beneficial to the doctor-patient

relationship. Four of the eleven physicians r.epor.ted that they did
not feel ver,y comfortable in discussing the HRA results with the
patients. It was concluded fr,om the study that HRA could be used
effectively in a family practice center, pr,imar,ily as a stimulus for,
health decision-making.
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Sever.al studies have implemented HRAs in educational settings
(Petosa, Hyner,, and Melby, 1986; Bensley, 1981; and Ellis and Raines,
1983).

Petosa et al. (1986) examined the appr.opriate use of health

risk appraisals with school-age children. They cited that HRAs may
r.einforce positive health pr.actices, par.ticular,ly if the teacher.
assists the child in interpr.eting the HRA and reinfor,ces identified
health enhancing factor.s. Students should receive correct infor.ma
tion on r.isk r.eduction. Additionally, they should 1ear,n appr.opriate

skills and receive · adequate suppor,t to make r.econmended · lifestyle

changes required to r.educe r.i�k. It was concluded that the use of
HRAs is .most appr.opr.iate in settings where students receive long
ter.m, comprehensive health education.

Neutens and Pursley (1985) conducted a study to compare two
HRAs for use in the university classr.oom. The two HRAs selected for.
the study were the Tennessee Department of Health. and Envir.onment
(TDHE), 1984 and the Micr.o-HRA developed by Planetr.ee Medical
Systems, 1984. The study compared the TDHE and Micr,o-HRA in ter.ms
of appraised age, attainable age, the list of positive lifestyle
factors for. reinforcement, the list lifestyle of factor.s to be

changed, and the variables of desir.able weight and blood pressure,
and differences in display and unique char,acteristics. Findings

fr,om the study r.evealed that there were no significant differences
in appr,aised age or attainable age, however. significant differ.ences
were found in the number of positive lifestyle changes listed,
number of suggested lifestyle changes to be made by students, and

several observable differences in display including graphics and
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tables. It was concluded that the selection of a HRA program for
classroom use involves sever.al decisions:

(1) which program pro

vides the most accurate data on appraised and attainable risk ages,
blood pressure, positive lifestyle reinforcement, suggested life
style changes, and weight; (2) which program offers tables and

graphs that assist understanding student data.

III. TEEN HEALTH RISK APPRAISALS
Initially, health risk appraisals were aimed primarily at the
adult population, but in 1978 work was begun in developing a health
r.isk appraisal for adolescents. The Florida Cooperative Extension
Service developed a computerized health hazar.d appraisal program
(Computerized Health Risk Profile) for adolescents, ages 12-18 ,
dur.ing 1978-81. The Computerized Health Risk Profile consisted of
104 items and required optical scanning and batch processing by a
mainframe computer..

Pilot testing of this model in four Florida

counties (Columbia, Manatee, Putnam, and Suwanee) with 307 teens,

ages 12-18, during 1978-81, to assess its usability with an adoles

cent audience, r.epr,esented one of the fir.st involvements in computer
ized health r.isk appraisal for. adolescents. Fr.om the pilot study,

it was concluded that the Computerized Health Risk Pr,ofile model is
a useful tool for capturing adolescents concern for making positive
decisions about their lifestyles and their health (Moody and Rienzo,
1981).

11
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I 1 m a Health Nut 11 is a computerized health risk appraisal for.

adolescents that is intended to effect a significant change in un
healthy behavior. and to reinforce positive health practices. It was
developed by St. Paul Public School District #625 and St. Paul Divi
sion of Public Health, Minnesota, dur,ing 1979-1982. Though the in
strument was initially targeted for. seventh grade students, the
appraisal is curr,ently being used for. students at the junior. high,
senior. high, and college levels. ·The appr,aisal has also been used
at health fairs, adolescent health clinics, and with high-r.isk
adolescent populations such as those in tr,eatment centers, halfway
houses, shelters, and alter.native education center,s (Goulding and
Peter.son, 1983).
The computer. appraisal consists of 50 questions on physical,
mental, and social health behavior,s and attitudes. It evokes informa
tion concerning family history, immunizations, exer,cise, nutrition,

dr,ug and alcohol use, smoking, safety, · dental health, r,est, personal
feelings, locus of contr,ol, height, weight, and blood pr,essur.e.
After. completing the questionnaire, each individual irt111ediately r,e

ceives a printout that describes health age as compared to actual
age and provides specific suggestions on how health age can be

improved. Also, the printout includes feedback on the par,ticipant ' s
attitudes toward health (Goulding and Peter.son, 1983).
Phillip (1985) conducted a study to investigate the extent
to which the Centers for, Disease Control ' s Teen Health Risk Appraisal
can be used by students to identify behaviors that influence their.
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health. The findings r.evealed that the exper,imental students were
significantly more able than contr,ol students to identify behavior,s
that positively or. negatively influence their, health. Although
fur.ther. developmental wor,k on the Teen Health Risk Appraisal and its
printout is pending. it was repor,ted that "the pr,ocedur,e has the
potential to help individuals and groups in the school setting to

understand health r,isk factor,s 11 (Phillipp. p. 65. 1985) .
An additional health . risk assessment for, teens is the Teenage

Health Risk Inventory (HRI). This micr,ocomputer pr,ogr,am contains
10 demographic questi ons, 40 core health risk questions, plus the
ability for the user to add 10 additional questions. The risk ques
tions elicit information fr.om the following risk ar,eas: family
history. body form. �iet/nutr.ition. dental health. substance use/
abuse. stress. exercise. safety. and sexuality. The program uses a
card reader which insur.es the participant's confidentiality. The
program also consists of individualized pr,intout. detailing advisory
health messages accor,ding to the par,ticipant's answer. to the r.isk
question. Each participant is provided with a health scor.e ranging

fr.om O to 100. A special feature of this pr.ogr,am is that it permits

the name of an appropriate referral personnel. such as school nur,se,
to be included on the printout for, "high r,isk 1 teens to seek assis
1

tance (Pursley and Lambach. 1986) .
In the spring of 1980, the Rhode Island Department of Health
intr,oduced the nation's fir.st microcomputer-based health risk
appraisal program. Wellness Check. Since 1983. when the Wellness
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Check was made available to or,ganizations outside Rhode Island, many
agencies and pr,ofessionals thr.oughout the wor,ld have utilized the
computer, software pr,ogram. In the United States, hospitals have
been the lar.gest single client gr,oup followed by colleges and uni
ver.sities. Other, clients include: physicians and gr,oup pr.actices,
state, city, and county health depar.tments, pr,ivate industr.y, health
maintenance organizations, and voluntar,y non-pr,ofit or,ganizations
(Marciano, 1985) .
The pr,ogr.am consists of a micr,ocoTputer, pr,ogr,am, r.eusable

questionnaires, and scan-type answer. car,ds. The pr,ogr.am takes re
sponses to health-habits and family-history questionnaire, scores
them, and r,etur,ns an immediate printout with assessed major. health
r.isks and advisory hea1th messages (Rhode Is1and oe·par,tment of
Hea 1th, 1984) •

Ther.e ar.e two ver.sions of the pr,ogr,am, one for adults and one
for, teenager.s. The adult ver,sion questionnair,e consists of 47 items
eliciting infor,mation about health r,isk factor,s: demogr,aphics, body
frame size, height, weight, nutr.ition, exer,cise, alcohol consumption,
cigar,ette smoking, seat belt use, dr,ive/ride with dr,ivers under, the

influence of alcohol and dr,ugs, sleeping habits, depr,essions and

anxieties, special occupational health pr.oblems (e. g. , high noise

levels), immunization, frequency of checking blood pr.essur.e, and
family medical history (Rhode Island Depar.tment of Health, 1984) .

The ver,sion for, teenagers, "Teen Wellness Check," is slightly

differ.ent. It includes ar,eas such as sex education, illegal dr.ug
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use and hitchhiking. The questionnair.e consists of 46 items for.
females and

40

for. males . After, the questionnair,e has been completed,

the data ar.e enter.ed into the computer, which produces an irrunediate
pr.intout. The pr,intout details individualized advisory health mes
sages and calculates a health scor,e (r,anging fr,om O to

100 )

which

places the participant in one of four, r,isk categories of excellent,
fair, r.isky, or hazardous (Marciano, 1985; Rhode Island Department

· of Health, 1984) .

The TWC progr,am has been used in sever.al statewide pr,ojects to
assess adolescent health needs in order. to make health education more
effective by tar.geting progr.ams to better. meet student needs . The
progr.am has been implemented in Rhode Island, Tennessee, New Mexico,
Connecticut, and Delawar.e (Mar,ciano, 1985; Bolton, Pur.sley, and
Marciano, 1987; DeMusis and Dewey, 1987; and Siegel, 1987). "The
use of inmediate response health r,isk questionnair,es in the class
r.oom can do much to enhance the quality and content of school health

pr,ograms 11 (Pur,sley and Dewey, p . 529, 1988) .
IV . SUMMARY

This chapter, consists of a r,eview of the liter.ature r.elated

to the study . It was divided into three categor.ies.

Part I con

tained a r.eview of the liter,ature as it r,elates to adolescents'
health problems . The emphases were upon the major causes of mor
tality, health pr,actices, and r,isk-taking behaviors.

Par,t II con

sisted of r,eview of liter.atur,e r.elated to an over.view of HRAs
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focusing upon the development and use of HRAs in various settings.
Liter,atur,e r,elated to teen HRAs was r.eviewed in Par,t III. This
section con�ained information r,egar,ding the development of teen
HRAs and findings of teen HRA studies.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
I. OVERVIEW
Th� purpose of the study was to identify health r.isk factors

of teens ·attending Tennessee public schools as either ninth or.

twelfth graders dur.ing the school year. 1986-87, and to provide base
line data for future school health education programs in Tennessee.
The methodology used in the study is discussed in this chapter. in
the following sections: Instrumentation, Study Methodology, Pilot
Study, Data Tabulation, Development of Reco1T1T1endations Related to
Health Curriculum, Data Analysis, and Sul111lar.y.
II. INSTRUMENTATION
A computerized health risk appraisal, "The Teen Wellness
Check," (TWC }, 1.2 version, was used to collect data. The question
naire was developed by the Rhode Island Health Department. The pr,o

gram consists of a microcomputer. pr,ogr.am, reusable questionnaires, a
scan-type answer car.d (which assures confidentiality and anonymity },

and a follow-up booklet entitled The Way to Wellness for. Teens (see
In Pocket ) (Rhode Island Department of Health, 1984} . The "Teen

Wellness Check" program is designed for. use with students in grades
seven through twelve.

The questionnaire consists of 46 items for. females and 40 for

males eliciting information about health risk factors. These risk
37
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factors include the following risk areas:

demographics, family his

tory, body form, diet/nutrition, dental health, immunizations,
exercise, smoking, tobacco use, drugs and alcohol, auto/bicycle safety,
hazardous activities, moods and stress, human sexuality, females only
(breast self-examination, hysterectomy, menstrual period, and oral
contraceptive). After the questionnaire has been completed, the data
are entered into the computer, which produce an immediate printout.
The printout provides the participant individualized advisory health
messages and calculates a health score (ranging from O to 100) plac
ing the person in one of four risk categories of excellent, fair,
risky, or hazardous (Marciano, 1985; Rhode Island Department of
Hea 1th, 1984) •

Information regarding the validity and reliability of the

"Teen We 11 ness Check questionnaire is sparse.
II

However, the ques

tionnaire appears to have face va 1idity. The "Teen We 11ness Check

11

has been used in more than 55 different locations in the United States
and Canada, suggesting that the questionnaire has been accepted by
others as having face validity.

By 1985, more than 14, 764 students

from grades ninth through twelfth in Rhode Island schools had par

ticipated in the Teen Wellness Check 11 program (Marciano, 1985).
11

Efforts were made to contribute to the reliability of the instrument.

During the developmental stage of the 1 Teen Wellness Check 11 question
1

naire, the Rhode Island Department of Health had a panel of experts
(specialties in the various health areas included in the question
naire) review the instrument for accuracy and comprehensiveness.
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After several revisions of the questionnaire, the completed instrument
was field tested at three Rhode Island high schools and evaluated by
the students . Afterwards, the instrument wai revised again to incor
. Porate the students ' evaluation comments and suggestions by a nurse
educator who had experience using the questionnaire at schools (De

velopment of the Rhode Island Department of Health Wellness Check
Teen Health Risk Appraisal, handout, 1984) .
The instrument was slightly altered by the Tennessee Depart
ment of Health and Environment study whereby question 24 (Is the abuse
of alcohol--a depressant--or any other drug dangerous? } was substi
tuted by a question which elicits information regarding the use of
smokeless tobacco, for which permission was granted by the Rhode
Island Department of Health. The substitution was due to the concern
about the use of smokeless tobacco among adolescents in Tennessee and
there was not a questio� on the questionnaire regarding the use of
smokeless tobacco. Moreover, there were other questions included in
the questionnaire that elicited response to the use/abuse of alcohol .
III. SUBJECTS AND DATA COLLECTION
The Tennessee Department of Health and Environment, Health

Promotion Section designed the sampling procedure and collected the
data during the 1986-87 school year (October 21, 1986 to February 26,
1987) . The sample consisted of ninth and twelfth grade students from
seven selected Tennessee public schools across the state . A total of
124, 112 ninth and twelfth grade students comprised the population
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size. The population consisted of the 1985-86 school enrollment
of ninth and twelfth grade students across the state of Tennessee.
It was recommended by a consultant (University of Tennessee professor)
that a minimum sample size of 1250 students be utilized in the study,
which represents a 1% sample. However, 1507 students were utilized,
754 females and 752 were males. One hundred fifty-eight (10.5%)
students were eliminated from the study because they wer.e either in
the tenth or eleventh grade.

Accordingly, the study population con

sisted of 1, 348 students; 683 females and 665 males, 1, 183 white and
165 nonwhite students, 656 students from rur.al areas and 692 students
from urban areas, and 720 ninth graders and 628 twelfth graders.
The seven public schools were selected as a representative
sample of ninth and twelfth graders across the state of Tennessee • .
The selection of the schools was based upon thr.ee requirements:
(1) race representation (84% white, 16% nonwhite), (2) geographical
area (60% urban, 40% rural) , and (3) major grand division (geograph
ical regions) of the state of Tennessee (East, Middle, West) . Four
urban schools and three rural schools were utilized in the study.

The Teen We 11ness Check questionnaire was administered by
11

II

two health educators from the Tennessee Department of Health and
Environment, Health Promotion Section.

Permission to administer the

questionnaire was obtained fr.om the principal of each school. All
students (ninth and twelfth graders) were given a choice to partici
pate in the study through a letter of parental consent.
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Initially, the data collection procedure was explained to the
students by an eight minute videocassette. The following information
was given:
1. An explanation of the Tennessee Teen Wellness study.
2. Explanation of how to comple�e the "Teen Wellness Check"
questionnaire.
3. Explanation of how to interpret the Teen Wellness Check"
11

feedback printout.·
4. The subjects' anonymity and confidentiality were assured.
IV. PILOT STUDY
During the fall of 1986 (September 23-25 and October 1), the
TWC questionnaire was pilot tested with students from a large subur
ban high school in East Tennessee and·large innercity high school in

West Tennessee • . The pilot study was conducted in order "to document

the value of computerized health risk assessment in two d1 ssimilar
schools" (Pursley, Neutens, Bolton, and Dewey, p. 11, 1987) . Two
health educators from the Tennessee Department of Health and Environ
ment, Health Promotion Section administered the questionnaire to 446

ninth through twelfth grade students.

The study population of the West Tennessee school consisted

of 261 (58%) respondents, 143 (55%) females and 118 (45%) males. The
student population at the West Tennessee school had a 97% black stu- ·

dent population. The East Tennessee school study population con-

sisted of 185 (42%) students, 87 (47%) females and 98 (53%) males,
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while the student population had a 96% white student population
(Pursley et al., 1987).

Both schools were given identical questionnair.es (TWC } , and

all the students (both schools } wer.e assur.ed confidentiality and
anonymity, but the method of administration of the instr.ument was
differ.ent. A computer was set up in the classr.oom at the East Ten
nessee school to process the answer car.ds after the students filled
out the questionnaire. The student immediately received a computer
ized health advisory message/pr,ofile pertaining to his/her health
risks. However., at the West Tennessee school, per.mission was not
granted for the research team to take computer.s into the classroom.
Therefore, the students completed the questionnaire, turned in their
answer cards with their names on the back of the cards because of
interest of the school author.ities. The students did not receive a
health advisory printout/profile.
The r.esults of the pilot study revealed the following informa�
tion:

(1) the mean health scores were quite similar between the stu

dents from East Tennessee (80. 63) and West Tennessee (79 . 94) with
scores ranging from 34 to 96 and 41 to 97, respectively; (2) the

variance was greater for East Tennessee students {standard deviation-12. 17) than the variance for. West Tennessee students {standard devi

ation--8.65); (3) a higher percent (51% } of students from East Ten
nessee were categorized into the excellent category than the percent
(32% } of students from West Tennessee, while a much higher. percent
(60% } of students from West Tennessee were in the fair category than
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the percent (33%) of students from East Tennessee. Also, a higher

percent of the students fr.om East Tennessee were in the r.isky (11%)
and hazardous (5%) categories than the percent of students fr.om West
Tennessee (r.isky category--7%, hazardous category--2%) . These find
ings were significant at the .001 level of significance when chi
square was applied; (4) based on the findings, it seems that the
East suburban students need additional health education related to
substance abuse (drinking alcoholic bever.ages, cigarette smoking,
using al�ohol with other dr.ugs, and drinking and driving or riding) ,
while students from the West inner.city appear to need health educa
tion efforts directed toward seat belt use, value of eating breakfast,
water safety (knowing how to swim) , impor.tance of brushing one's
teeth; (5) additionally, a much higher percent (79%) of female stu
dents from East Tennessee wer.e not performing breast self-examination
monthly than the percent (39%) of females fr.om West Tennessee
(Pursley et al . , 1987).
Based upon the findings, the following conclusions wer.e in
ferred:

(1) the lack of reliability for. self-reported data concern

ing one's own health practices and measurement (blood pressure,

weight, etc .) is probably the gr.eatest weakness of microcomputer

health programs; (2)

1

1

•

microcomputer. programs can be used to

identify differences between populations with known differences of

health status 11 (Pursley et al., p . 14, 1987); (3) 1 Microcomputer pro
1

grams are useful for. research, assessment, and intervention applica

tions in connection with school health programs 11 (Pursley et al . , p .
15, 1987) .
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V. DATA TABULATION
After. the questionnaire was completed, the data were entered
into the computer . which produced an immediate printout containing
lifestyle score and recommended behavioral changes. A base score
of 76 points was used.

Points were added or subtr,acted from the

base score according to each individual's lifestyle to determine a
final score. Females could achieve a maximum of 100 points while
males could only achieve 99 points . because they did not answer the
questions for females . but they were assigned one bonus point to
bring the male's maximum scor.e to 100 points. The calculated scores
placed the students in one of the following heal th risk categories:
excellent (85-100) . fair (70-84) . risky (55-69) . and hazardous (054).
VI. DEVELOPMENT OF RECOMMENDATIONS RELATED TO
HEALTH CURRICULUM
Based upon the results of the study . r,econmendations wer.e made

in regard to the statewide cur.riculum framework in school health edu

cation at the high school level for students in Tennessee.
VII. DATA ANALYSIS

The primary statistical method used to describe the students'
health risk behaviors was to compute the sur.vey responses in terms of
percentages and frequencies. The mean . standar.d err.or of the mean.
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mode, z-scores, and standard deviation of the health risk scores were
calculated. Cross tabulations were constructed of the following var.
ables: grade, sex, race, geographical area (urban and rural) , and
health risk categories (excellent, fair, risky, and hazardous) .
Chi-square was employed to determine whether or, not observa
tions of health risk behaviors between and within groups were statis
tically significant. The chi-square coefficient was calculated using
health risk categories · versus grade (ninth, twelfth), · heal th risk
categories versus gender (female, male) health risk categories versus
race (nonwhite, white), and health risk categories versus geograph
ical area (rural, urban). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test
was used to determine whether the di str,ibution of health risk score

was a normal distribution.

The t test was used in determining significance of difference
between the mean scores of health risk scores of the following groups :
ninth and twelfth grade students, male and female students, nonwhite
and white students, and students from rural ar,eas and urban areas.
The .05 level of significance was used as the decision rules govern

ing all statistical tests.

VIII. SUMMARY
In 1986, the Tennessee Department of Health and Environment,
Health Promotion Section, along with the Department of Health,
Leisure, and Safety at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, initi
ated a project to collect data on the health beliefs and practices
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of ninth and twelfth graders in Tennessee. The r.ole of the resear.cher
was to analyze the data and present it in a documentary form , which
provided support for the need of health education programs in the
schools.
The study sought to identify major, health risk factors among
Tennessee adolescents. The sample was chosen fr.om seven selected
Tennessee public schools. The type of sampling plan followed was
cluster sampling. The Rhode Island "Teen Wellness Check'' question
naire was utilized in the study. Tests of significance of difference
included chi-square, Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test, and t-test.
The .05 level of significance was used as one of the decision r.ules
governing statistical tests conducted.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
I. INTRODUCTION
The chapter. was designed to present and analyze data that were
collected via the administration of a computerized health risk ques
tionnaire, "Teen Wellness Check." As previously discussed in Chapter
I, the purpose of �he study was to identify health r,isk factors for
teens attending selected Tennessee public schools as either ninth
or twelfth gr.ader.s.
The data were collected from 1, 507 students during the school
year 1986-87. One hundred fifty-eight (10.5%) students were elimin
ated from the study because they were either in the tenth or eleventh
grade. Consequently, a total of 1,348 students were analyzed in the
study. The data were coded and entered into the Virtual Address
Extension (VAX) program at The University of Tennessee Computer.
Center and analyzed using Statistical Analysis System (SAS) .
The chapter is organized into the following sections:

(1) the

Introduction, (2) Demographic Description of the Sample, (3) Data
Description of Health Risk Scores, (4) Data Description of Health

Risk Categories, (5) Data Description of Selected Health Risk Fac
tors, (6) Analysis of Hypotheses, and (7) Sul'Mlar.y of the Data.
47
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II. SAMPLE. DESCRIPTION
Race
The sample consisted of 1, 183 white students or, 87. 8%, 144

black students or 10. 7%, and 21 students or, 1.5% were classified as

.

others. The students classified
. as other,s included four Hispanics,
.

seven Asians or Pacific Isl ander,s, six Native Amer,ican Indians or.
Alaskan natives, and four, students indicated other, for their r.ace
identification. The description of the sample by race is presented
in Table 1. The number of Hispanic, Asian, Native Amer.ican, and
other respondents was small and nonr,epr.esentative of those specific
sub-populations, therefore their, responses were combined with those
of the black students. The data were categorized as nonwhite stu
dents� The terms nonwhite and white wer.e used thr.oughout the text
when refer.ring to r,ace.
Gender
The sample was composed of 683 female students or, 50. 7% of
the total number of participants while 665 or 49.3% of the total

population wer.e male students. This information is pr,esented in
Table 1.

Table 2 r.epr.esents a distribution of the study participants
by age. The majority (87.8%)· of the students were 14 to 17 years of
age. A few students (9 or, 0. 7%) wer,e 13 years of age or. younger,.

Appr,oximately 11.6% wer,e _ 18 years of age or older,.
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TABLE 1
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SAMPLE BY RACE AND SEX
(N = 1348)

Catesory

Combined
�um6er Percent

Female
Num6er Percent

Num6er

Male
Percent

Race
White
Black
Other

1183
144
21

87. 8
10.7
1.5

598
76
9

44. 4
5.6
0.7

585
68
12

43. 4
5. 0
0.9

Total

1348

100. 0

683

50.7

665

49. 3

TABLE 2
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SAMPLE ACCORDING TO AGE (N = 1348)
Age
13 or under

Number
9

Percent
0 .7

14

396

29. 4

16

84

6. 2

15

233

1 7. 3

17

470

34.9

1348

100. 1

18 or over

Total

156

11. 6
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Geographical Area
Approximatley one-half (51.3%) of the students attended schools
in urban areas. Slightly less than half (48. 7% of the students
attended schools in rural areas. The distribution is demonstrated
in Table 3. In comparing the study population with the state popu
lation, Tennessee is 60. 4% urban and 39.6% rural.
TABLE 3
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SAMPLE ACCORDING TO GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
(N = 1348)
Geographical
Area
Rural
Urban
Total

Number

Percent

656

48.7

692

51.3

1348

100. 0

Grade
A total of 720 (53. 4%) ninth grade students were surveyed at

the seven selected Tennessee public schools. A total of 628 (46.6%)

students were twelfth graders. This distribution is shown in Table

4. Of the 720 ninth graders, 364 (50. 6%) were females and 356

(49.4%) were males. Of the 628 twelfth graders, 319 (50.8%) were
females and 309 (49.2%) were males.
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TABLE 4
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF SAMPLE BY GRADE AND SEX
(N = 1348)

Cate�or,y

Cate or,y
Num6er, �
·er,cent

Female
Num6er Percent

Male
Num6er Percent

Ninth Grade

720

53 .4

364

27 . 0

356

26 .4

Twelfth Grade

628

46 . 6

319

23. 7

309

22 . 9

1348

100. 0

683

50 .7

665

49 . 3

Total

III. SUMMARY OF HEALTH RISK SCORES ·
Data analysis of health risk scores was based on a health risk
questionnaire which consisted of 46 items ·for, females and 40 for males
(questionnaire shown in Appendix A } . The questionnaire included the
following areas:

(1) demographics consisting of five questions,

(2) family history consisting of one question, (3) body form con
sisting of three questions, (4) diet/nutrition consisting of three
questions, (5) dental health comprising three questions,

(6)

immuni

zations comprising three questions, (7) exer,cise comprising three

questions, (8) smoking and tobacco use comprising three questions,

(9) other drugs and alcohol use comprising three questions, (10) auto/

bicycle safety comprising seven questions, (11) moods and stress con

sisting of four questions, (12) sexuality consisting of two questions,
and (13) females only (breast self-exam, hysterectomy, menstrual
cycle, and birth control pills } consisting of six questions.
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In order, to calculate the health r,isk score, a base scor,e of
76 points was used.

Points were added or. subtr,acted fr,om the base

score according to each individual 1is lifestyle to deter.mine a final

scor.e. The total possible scor.e for, females was 100 points. Males
could only achieve 99 points on the scor,ed items because they did
not answer, the questions for females, but they wer.e assigned one
bonus point to bring the male maximum scor.e to 100 points (see
Appendix C for scor,ing of each item).
The health r.isk scor,es of the respondents were arranged
accor,ding to fr,equency and per.centage distr,ibution. The mean scor.e,
z-scor,es, standard deviation, standar,d er.r.or, mode and r.ange wer,e
computed and are shown in Table 5. Health r,isk scores r.anged fr.om
12 to 98 points with a r,ange of 86. The z-scor,es r,anged from -4. 88
to 1.69. The mean health r,isk score was 75.89 with a standar,d devi
ation of 13. 10 and a mode of 83. The r,esults of the r.esear,ch study
indicated that on the aver.age the teens (ninth and twelfth graders)

in the state of Tennessee fall in the fair, health r.isk categor,y.
In or,der. to deter.mine whether. the distr.ibution of the health

r.isk scores is a nor.mal distr,ibution, the Kolmogorov-Smir,nov (K-S)

one-sample test was applied. The following null hypothesis was
tested:

H0: Ther.e is a normal distr,ibution of health r.isk scor,es
among the students.
The table K-S value is . 037 and the calculated K-S value is

4. 311, which is gr.eater. than the table value (see Table 6) . Thus,
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS' HEALTH . RISK SCORES (ALL TEENS)
Cumulative
Fr.eguency

Cumulative
Per.centa�e

z-Scores

Fr,eguency

Per.centa�e

12
22
24
28
29

-4.88
-4. ll
-3.96
-3. 65
-3. 58

1
1
1
2
1

0. 1
0. 1
0. 1 ·
0. 1
0. 1

1
2
3
5
6

0. 1
0. 1
0. 2
0. 4
0. 4

30
31
32
33
34

-3. 50
-3. 43
-3.35
. -3. 27
-3. 20

2
1
1
1
3

0. 1
0. 1
0. 1
0. 1
0. 2

8
9
10
11
14

0. 6
0. 7
0. 7

36
37
38
39
40

-3.04
-2. 97
-2.89
-2.82
-2. 74

2
1
3
2
2

0. 1
0. 1
0. 2
0. 1
0. 1

16
17
20
22
24

1 .2
1 .3
1.5
1.6
1 .8

41
42
43
44
45

-2. 66
-2. 59
-2. 51
-2. 43
-2. 36

3
3
3
7
4

0. 2
0. 2
0. 2
0. 5
0. 3

27 .
30
33
40
44

2.0
2.2
2. 4
3. 0
3. 3

46
47
48
49
50

-2. 28
-2. 20
-2. 1 3
-2. 05
-1 . 98

2
5
4
9
8

0. 1
0. 4
0. 3
0. 7
0. 6

46
51
55
64
72

3. 4
3. 8
4. 1
4.7
5. 3

51
52
53
54
55

-1 . 90
-1 .82
-1 . 75
-1 . 67
-1 . 59

2
6
12
10
11

0. 1
0. 4
0.9
0. 7

74
80
92
1 02
1 13

5. 5
5.9
6. 8
7. 6
8. 4

56
57
58
59
60

-1 . 52
-1 . 44
-1 . 37
-1 . 29
-1 . 21

5
16
18
13
11

0. 4
1 .2
1 .3
1 .0

1 18
1 34
1 52
1 65
1 76

9. 9
1 1 .3
1 2. 2
1 3. 1

Scor,es

a.a

a.a

a.a

1 .0

a.a
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

z-Scor.es

Fr.eguency

Per.centa�e

Cumulative
Freguency

Cumulative
Per.centage

61
62
63
64
65

-1 . 1 4
-1 . 06
-0 . 98
-0 . 91
-0 . 83

17
15
13
-1 7
16

1 .3
1 •1
1 .0
1 .3
1 .2

1 93
208
221
238
254

1 4.3
1 5.4
1 6.4
1 7.7
1 8.8

66
67
68
69
70

-0 . 75
-0 . 68
-0 . 60
-0 . 53
-0 . 45

18
28
30
18
37

1 .3
2.1
2.2
1 .3
2.7

272
300
330
348
385

20 . 2
22 . 3
24 . 5
25 . 8
28 . 6

71
72
73
74
75

-0 . 37
-0 . 30
-0 . 22
-0 . 1 4
-0 . 07

26
20
37
36
24

1 .9
1 .5
2.7
2.7
1 .8

41 1
431
468
504
528

30 . 5
32 . 0
34 . 7
37 . 4
39 . 2

76
77
78
79
80

0 . 01
0 . 08
0. 1 6
0 . 24
0 . 31

41
37
36
60
46

3.0
. 2. 7
2.7
4.5
3.4

569
606
642
702
748

42 . 2
45 . 0
47 . 6
52 . 1
55 . 5

81
82
83
84
85

0 . 39
0 . 47
0 . 54
0 . 62
0 . 69

52
52
66
57
47

3.9
3.9
4.9
4.2
3.5

800
852
91 8
975
1 022

59 . 3
63 . 2
68 . 1
72 . 3
75 . 8

86
87
88
89
90

0 . 77
0 . 85
0 . 92
1 . 00
1 . 08

61
42
41
38
27

4.5
3.1
3.0
2.8
2.0

1 083
1 1 25
1 1 66
1 204
1 231

80 . 3
83 . 5
86 . 5
89 . 3
91 . 3

91
92
93
94
95

1 .15
... 1 . 23
1 . 31
1 . 38
1 . 46

33
22
20
16
12

2 .4
1 .6
1 .5
1 .2
0.9

1 264
1 296
1 306
1 322
1 334

93 . 8
95 . 4
96 . 9
98 . 1
99 . 0

Seer.es
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TABLE 5 (Continued)

Seer.es
96
97
98

z-Scores

Frequency

Per.centage

1.53
1.61
1.69

5
5
4

0.4
0.4
0.3

Cumulative
Fr.eguency
1339
1344
1348

Cumulative
Percentage
99. 3
99. 7
100.0

Total N = 1348; maximum scor.e = 98; minimum scor.e = 12; mean
score = 75. 89; mode = 83; �ange = (12 - 98) = 86; standar.d deviation
13. 10.

=
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· the null hypothesis was rejected at the . OS level· of significance.
It was concluded that the health r,isk scar.es were not norma_lly dis
tributed among the students.
TABLE 6
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
Table K-S Value
. 037

Calculated · K-S Value
4. 311

The mean health risk score . standar,d deviation, mode, and
range wer.e computed for. the following groups: females. males, ninth

grader (females and males) . twelfth grader.s (females and m�les) .

nonwhite teens (females and males) . white teens (females and males),
rur.al teens (females and males), and ur.ban teens (females and males).
The computations . ar.e shown j n �able 7.

The mean score for female students was 76. 45 with a standard

deviation of 11. 83 and a mode of 83. Health risk scores ranged from
34 to 97 points (see Table 7). The male students • mean score was

75. 32 with a standard deviation of 14. 28 and a mode of 86. Health
risk scores ranged from 12 to 98 points.

Students in the ninth grade had a mean score of 77.68 with a
standard deviation of 12.43, while ninth grade female students had a
mean score of 78. 18 with a standard deviation of 10. 56 and ninth
grade male students had a mean score of 77. 17 with a standard devi
ation of 14. 08 • . The ninth graders. female ninth graders. and male
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TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF MEAN HEALTH RISK SCORES. MODE. RANGE AND
STANDARD DEVIATION

Ran2e

Mean

Mode

Standar,d
Deviation

All Teens
Females
Males

( 1 2-98 ) =86
( 34-98 ) =63
( 1 2-98 ) =86

75 . 89
76. 45
75. 32

83
83
86

13.10
1 1 . 83
1 4 . 28

Ninth Grader.s
Females
Males

( 1 2-98 ) =86
( 34-97 ) =63
( 1 2-98 ) =86

77. 68
78 . 1 8
77 . 1 7

86
83
86

1 2 . 43
1 0 . 56
1 4 .08

Twelfth Grader.s
Females
Males

( 22-97 ) =75
( 37-97 ) =60
( 22-97 ) =75

73 . 84
74 . 47
73 . 1 9

83
70
83

1 3 . 56
1 2 . 86
1 4. 24

Nonwhite Teens
Females
Males

( 31 -98 ) =67
( 48-96 ) =48
( 31 -98 ) =67

78 . 25
78 . 21
78 . 29

91
83
84

1 1 . 68
9. 86
1 3 . 41

White Teens
Females
Males

( 1 2-98 ) =86
. ( 34-97 ) =63
( 1 2-98 ) =86

75 . 57
76. 20
74 . 92

83
83
86

1 3 . 26
1 2 . 07
1 4 . 36

Rural Teens
Females
Males

( 22-97 ) =75
· ( 37-97 ) =60
( 22-95 ) =73

75 . 82
77 . 28
74. 29

79
83
86

1 2 . 74
1 o. 75
1 4 . 40

Ur.ban Teens
Females
Males

( 1 2-98 ) =86
( 34-97 ) =63
( 1 2-98 ) =86

75 . 96
75 . 65
76. 28

83
80
83

1 3 . 45
1 2 . 75
1 4. 1 3

Groues
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ninth graders had modes of 86, 83, and 86, respectively. The range
of health risk scores for ninth grader,� was 12 to 98 points, while
the health risk scores for the female ninth graders ranged from · 34

to 97 points and 12 to 98 points for male ninth graders (see Table 7).
The mean score for twelfth graders was 73. 84 with a standard

deviation of · l3. 56, while the mean scores for female twelfth graders
and male twelfth graders were 74. 47 and 73. 19, respectively, with
standard deviation of 12. 86 and 14. 24, respectively. The twelfth
graders, female twelfth graders, and male twelfth graders had modes
of 83, 70, and 83, respectively. The range of health risk scores for
the twelfth graders was 22 to 97 points, while the health risk scores
for the female twelfth graders and male twelfth graders _ ranged from
37 to 97 and 22 to 97, respectively (see Table 7).
The mean score for nonwhite students was 78. 25 with a standard
deviation of 11 .68, while the mean score for white students was 75.57
with a standard deviation of 13. 26. Nonwhite students had a mode of
91 with scores ranging from 31 to 98 points. White students had a
mode of 83 with scores ranging from 12 to 98 points (see Table 7).

The mean score for nonwhite female students was 78. 21 with a

standard deviation of 9. 86, while the mean score for white female
students was 76. 20 with a standard deviation of 12. 07. Nonwhite

female students had a mode of 83 with scores ranging from 48 to 96
points. White female students had a mode of 83 with scores ranging
from 34 to 97 (see Table 7).
The mean score of nonwhite male students was 78. 29 with a
standard deviation of 11.41, while the mean score of white male
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students was 74.92 with a standard deviation of 14.36. Nonwhite
male students had a mode of 84 with scar.es r.anging fr.om 31 to 98
points. White male students had a mode of 86 with scar.es r.anging
fr.om 12 to 98 points (see Table 7 }.
Students fr.om rur,al ar.eas and urban areas had mean scores of
75.82 and 75.96 r.espectively, with standar,d deviations of 12. 74 and
13. 45 respectively. Students fr.om r.ur.al areas had a mode of 79 with
scar.es ranging fr.om 22 to 97 points. Students fr.om urban areas had a
mode of 83 with scar.es r.anging fr.om 12 to 98 points (see Table 7 } .
Female students fr.om r.ur.al and urban areas had mean scores of
77.27 and 75.65 respectively, with standar,d deviations of 10. 75 and

12.75 respectively. Female students from r.ur.al areas had a mode of

83 with scar.es ranging fr.om 37 to 97 points. Female students fr.om

urban areas had a mode of 80 with scores ranging from 34 to 97 points
(see Table 7 } .
Male students from rural and urban areas had mean scores of
74. 29 and 76.28, respectively, with standard deviations of 14 .40
and 14 . 13, respectively . Male students from rural areas had a mode

of 86 with scores ranging fr.om 22 to 95 points. Male students from

urban areas had a mode of 83 with scores ranging from 12 to 98 points
(see Table 7 } .

Analysis of the health risk scores according to sex, grade,
race, and geographical area revealed that on the average all the
groups are categorized into the fair health risk category.
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IV. DATA DESCRIPTION OF HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES
In this section, the health risk categories were presented and
selected variables were analyzed by cross tabulation. Chi-square was
applied to determine whether the findings were significant at the . 05
level of significance. The variables analyzed were grade, sex, race,

. and geographical area. These variables were cross tabulated with

the health risk categories (excellent, fair, ri�ky, and hazardous } .
The health risk categories of all the teens combined are pre
sented in Table 8. The students were categor_ized by percent into the
following categories: 27.7% were in the excellent category, followed
by 46.5% in the fair category, 18.2% in risky category, and 7.6% in
the hazardous category.
Cross tabulations of grade (ninth and twelfth} with health risk
categories are presented in Table 9. According to their health risk
TABLE- � 8HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES OF ALL TEENS
Catesories

Excellent (85-100 }
Fair (70-84 }

Risky (55-69 }
Hazardous (0-54 }
Total

Freguencl

Percent

627

46.5

373

27. 7

246

18.2

102

7.6

1348

100.0
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TABLE 9
HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GRADE
Cateaories
Excellent {85-100)
Fair {70-84)
Risky {55-69)
Hazar,dous {0-54)

Total

Ninth
231 {32 . 1%)
335 {46 .5%)
116 {16 . 1%)
38 { 5.3%)

720 {100%)
X2

Twelfth
142 {22 . 6%)
292 {46 .5%)
130 {20 . 7%)
� {10 . 2%)
628 {100%)

= 25 . 449, df = 3, p < . 05, N = 1348 .

scores, the following per.cent of ninth grade students were categor
ized into the four health risk categories: 32 . 1% in the excellent
category, 46 .5% in the fair category, 16. U in the risky category.,
and 5. 3% in the hazardous category .

Based upon their health risk

scores, the twelfth .grade students were also categorized into the
following health risk categories: 22 . 6% in the excellent category,
46 . 5% in the fair category, 20 . 7% in the risky category, and 10 .2%
in the hazardous category .

It should be noted that a higher percent

of the ninth grade students were categorized into the excellent

category than the twelfth grade students . However, there were not

any major, differences between the groups in the fair category . Yet,
there was almost twice the per.cent of twelfth gr,ader.s {10 .2%) in the
hazardous category as opposed to the ninth gr,ader.s {5 . 3%) . There was
a significant differ,ence between ninth and twelfth gr,ader,s r.egar,ding
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the health r,isk categories at the . 05 level of significance when chi
squar.e was applied.
The results of cr,oss tabulations of gender (female and male)
with health risk categor,ies ar.e pr,esented in Table 10. There were
not many differences accor,ding to sex for, the excellent category.
28.6% of the males and 26.8% of the females wer.e in the excellent

category. For, the fair. category. 44. 4% consisted of male students
compar,ed to 48. 6% of female students. A small per.cent difference
was found for, the male and female students whose health r,isk scores
placed them in the risky categor,y (males--17. 9%. females--18.6%).
Six per.cent of the female students wer,e in the hazar,dous category
compar,ed to 9. 2% of the male students. No significant differ,ence
TABLE 10
NINTH AND TWELFTH GRADERS' HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES
ACCORDING TO GENDER
Health Risk

Mal es

Cate�ories

Excellent (85-100)
Fair (70-84)

190 (28. 6%)

Females

183 (26. 8%)

295 ( 44.4% )

33 2 (48.6%)

61 ( 9. 2%)

41 ( 6. 0%)

Risky (55-69)

119 (17. 9%)

1 27 (18.6%)

Total

665 (100%)

683 (100%)

Hazardous (0-54)

x2 =

6. 257. df

= 3. not significant at p < . OS , N = 1348.
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was found at the .05 level of significance when chi�squar,e was
applied to the cross tabulations of gender, and health r,isk categor,ies.
The r,esults of cr,oss tabulations of r,ace with health r.isk
categor,ies ar,e pr,esented in Table 11. For, the white students, 26.6%
wer,e in the excellent category, followed by 47. 0% in the fair. cate
gor,y, 18.3% in the r,isky categor,y, and 8. 1% in the hazar,dous cate
gor,y. The nonwhite students wer,e categorized by per,cent into the
fo 11 owing categor,ies: 35. 2% in the ·exce 11 ent categor.y, 43. 0% in the

fair categor,y, 18.2% in the risky category, and 3.6% in the hazar,dous
category. Ther.e was a significant differ,nce b�tween white and non
white students regar,ding the health r,isk categories at the . 05 level
of significance when chi-square was . applied. A higher, per.cent of

the nonwhite students (35. 2%) wer,e in the excellent category than
the percent (26.6%) of white students.
TABLE 11
HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Categories

White

Excellent (85-100)

315 (26.6%)

Fair (70-84)

556 (47. 0%)

Risky (55-69)

2 16

Hazardous (0-54)

(18.3%)

96 ( 8. 1%)

Total

1183 ( 100%)
X2

=

8. 132, df

=

3, p < .05, N

=

1348.

Nonwhite

58 (35.2%)
71 (43. 0%)
30 (18. 2%)
6 ( 3.6%)

165 ( 100%)
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Table 12 shows the er.ass tabulations of geographical ar.ea
(ur.ban and r.ural) with health risk categor.ies. For. the students fr.om
· ur.ban ar.eas, . 29. 9% wer.e in the exce 11 ent categor.y, fo 11 owed by 42. 6%
in the fair. .category, 19. 5% in the r.isky categor.y, and 7. 9% in the

hazardous category. The students fr.om the rur,al ar.eas wer.e placed

in the following health r,isk categor,ies accor.ding to percent: 25. 3%
in the excellent category, 50.6% in the fair. category, 16. 9% in the
risky category, and 7.2% in the hazardous category . A higher. percent
of the students .fr.om the urban areas (29.9%) wer.e classified in the
excellent category when compared to the students from the rural ar.eas
(25.3%) . When chi-squar.e was applied, ther.e was a significant differ
ence between students from ur.ban and r.ur.al areas regar,ding the health
categories at the . OS level of significance.
Table 13 shows the cross tabulations of gender. and grade (ninth
grade males and ninth gr.ade females) with the health r.isk categories.
Ther.e was a significant difference at the . 05 level of significance
between ninth gr,ade male students and ninth grade female students re
garding health r.isk categories when chi-square was applied. A higher .
per.cent (34.5%) of the ninth grade male students were in the excellent
category when compared to the ninth grade female students (29. 7%).

However., a higher. per.cent (50. 0%) of the ninth gr.ade females wer.e in

the fair category than the ninth gr.ade males (43. 0%) . Ther.e was not

much difference between the two gr.cups for. the r,isky category (ninth
grade males--15. 2%, ninth grade females--17. 0%). More than twice
the percent of ninth grade males (7. 3%) wer.� in the hazardous cate
.
gory than the percent of ninth gr,ade females (3. 3%).
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TABLE 12

HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY URBAN/RURAL SUBJECTS
Health Risk
Catego�ies

Ur.ban

Rur.al

Excellent (85-100)

207 (29.9%)

166 (25. 3%)

Fair. (70-84)

295 (42.6%)

332 (50.6%)

Risky (55-69)

135 (19.5%)

111 ( 16.9%)

692 (99.9%) *

656 (100%)

55 ( 7.9%)

Hazardous (0-54)
Total

47 ( 7.2%)

*Rounding er.ror..

x2 =

8.704, df

= 3, p < . 05, N = 1348.
TABLE 13

NINTH GRADE HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GENDER
Health Risk
Catesor.ies

Excellent (85-100)
Fair. (70-84)

Risky (55-69)
Hazardous (0-54)
Total

9th Gr,ade
Males

123 (34.5%)

108 (29. 7%)

54 (15.2%)

62 ( 17. 0%)

153 (43.0%)
26 ( 7.3;)

356 (100%)
X2

=

9. 106, df

9th Gr.ade
Females

= 3, p < .05, N = 720.

182 (50. 0%)
12 ( 3.3%)

364 (100%)
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Table 14 presents cross tabulations of twelfth grade male stu
dents', scores and twe 1fth grade fema 1e students'i scores with the hea 1th
risk categories. No significant difference between the two groups was
found regarding the health risk categories at the . 05 level of sig
nificance when chi-square was applied.
Table 15 presents the cross tabulations of ninth grade female
students'. scores and twelfth grade fema 1e students', scores with the
health risk categories. There was a significant difference between
ninth grade female students and twelfth grade female students regard
ing the health risk categories at the .05 level of significance when
chi-square was applied. A higher per.cent of the ninth grade female
students (29. 7% ) wer,e in the exce 11 ent ·categor,y than the percent of
twelfth gr.ade female students (23.5% ). A lower per.cent of the ninth
grade female students (3. 3% ) were in the hazardous category than the
per.cent of twelfth grade female students (9. 1% ) .
Cr.ass tabulations of the ninth gr,ade ma 1e students', scores and
twelfth gr,ade male students'i scores with the health r,isk categories

are pr,esented in Table 16. There was a significant differ.ence·between

the two groups regar,ding the health risk categories at the . 05 level
of significance when chi-square was applied. A higher. per.cent of

ninth gr,ade male students (34. 5% ) were in the excellent category than

the twelfth grade male students (21.7% ). There was not much differ
ence between the two groups for the fair category (ninth grade males-43. 0%, twelfth grade males--46. 0% ) . A higher per.cent of the twelfth
grade male students were in the risky and hazardous categories,
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TABLE 1 4
TWELFTH GRADE HEALTH R I SK CATEGOR I ES BY GENDER
Heal th Risk
Catesor.ies

1 2th Gr.ade
Mal es

1 2th Grade
Femal es

67 ( 21 . 7% )

Fair ( 70-84 )

75 ( 23 . 5% )

1 42 ( 46 . 0% )

Risky ( 55-6 9 )

1 50 ( 47 . 0% )

65 ( 21 . 0% )

Hazardous ( 0-54 )

65 ( 20 . 4% )

35 ( 1 1 . 3% )

29 ( 9 . 1 % )

Excel l ent ( 85-1 00 )

Total

309 ( 1 00% )
X2

=

1 . 073, df

=

31 9 ( 1 00% )

3 , not si gnificant at p < . 05 , N

=

628 .

TABLE 1 5
FEMALE HEALTH R I SK CATEGOR I ES BY GRADE
1 2th Gr.ade
Males

1 2th Gr.ade
Fema l es

Excel l ent ( 85-1 00 )

1 08 ( 29 . 7% )

75 ( 23 . 5% )

Fair ( 70-84 )

1 82 ( 50 . 0% )

1 50 ( 47 . 0% )

Risky ( 55-69 )

62 ( 1 7 . 0% )

65 ( 20 . 4% )

_]1_ ( 3 . 3% )

29 ( 9 . 1 % )

Heal th Risk
Cate2ories

Hazardous ( 0-54 )
Total

364 ( 1 00% )

X2

=

1 3 . 247 , df

=

3 , p < . 05 , N

=

683 .

31 9 ( 1 00% )
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TABLE 16
MALE HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GRADE
9th Grade
Males

Health Risk
Catesories

12 3 (34.5%)

Excellent (85-100)

153 (43. 0%)

Fair (70-84)

54 (15. 2%)

Risky (55-69)

2 6 ( 7. 3%)

Hazardous (0-54)

356 (100%)

Total

x2 =

16. 018, df

12th Grade
Males
67 ( 2 1. 7%)
14 2 (46. 0%)
65 ( 2 1. 0%)
35 ( 11. 3%)
309 (100%)

= 3, p < . 05, N = 665.

respectively, 2 1. 0% and 11.3% than_ the ninth gr.ade males (r.isky cate
gor,ies--15. 2%, hazar.dous--7. 3%) .

Tab 1e 17 presents cross tabulatians of fema 1e students 1 • scores

fr.om ur.ban ar,eas and fema 1e students 1 . scores fr.om r,ur.a 1 areas with

health risk categor,ies. Ther,e was no significant difference between
female students fr.om ur.ban areas and female students from r,ur,al areas

regar.ding the health risk categories at the . 05 level of significance
when chi-square was applied.

Cross tabulations of ma 1e students 1 • scores fr.om urban ar.eas and

male students '. scores from rural areas with health risk categories ar.e
presented in Table 18. When chi-square was applied, no significant
difference was found between male students from urban areas and male
students from rural ar.eas regarding the health r.isk categories at the
. 05 level of significance.
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TABLE 1 7

FEMALE HEALTH RISK CATEGOR IES BY GEOGRAPH ICAL AREA
Heal th Ri sk
Catesories

Excel l ent ( 85-1 00 )

Fai r ( 70-84 )

Ri sky ( 55-69)

Hazardous ( 0-54 )

Total

Ur.ban Femal es

Rur,al Femal es

95 ( 27.4% )

88 ( 26. 2% )

1 55 ( 44. 7% )

1 77 ( 52. 7% )

71 ( 20. 5% )

56 ( 1 6. 7% )

26 ( 7. 5% )

1 5 ( 4. 5% )

347 ( 1 00% )

336 ( 1 00% )

X 2 = 6. 273 , df = 3 , not si gni fi cant .at p < . 05 , N = 683.

TABLE 1 8

MALE HEALTH . RISK CATEGORIES BY GEOGRAPHI CAL AREA
Heal th Ri sk
Catesor.i es

Ur.ban Mal es

Rur.al Mal es

1 1 2 ( 32. 5% )

Fai r. ( 70-84 )

78 ( 24. 4% )

1 40 ( 40. 6% )

1 55 ( 48. 4% )

64 ( 1 8. 6% )

55 ( 1 7. 2% )

29 ( 8. 4% )

32 ( 1 0 . 0% )

Excel l ent ( 85-1 00 )

Ri sky ( 55-69)

Hazardous ( 0-54 )

Total

345 ( 1 00% )

320 ( 1 00% )

X 2 = 6. 745 , df = 3 , not si gni fi cant a t p < .05 , N = 665.
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Tab 1e 19 shows the cross tabulations of ma 1e students • . scores

fr,om r.ural areas and female students ' scar.es fr.om rur.al areas with
health risk categor,ies. Ther.e was significant differ,ence between the

two gr.cups at the . 05 level of significance when chi-square was applied.

There was not much difference between the two groups for, the excellent

·categor,y (rur.al males-- 24.4%, r.ural females-- 26. 2%) and the risky

category (r.ur,al males--17. 2%, rur,al females--16.7%). Yet, for, the

fair category, ther.e was a higher, per.cent of female students fr.om r,ural
areas (52 .7%) in this categor.y than the percent of male students fr.om

r.ur.al areas · (48. 4%). A higher. per.cent of the male students from r.ural

areas (10. 0%) were in the hazar,dous category than the per.cent of fe

male students fr.om rur.al areas (4. 5%).

TABLE 19
RURAL STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GENDER
Health Risk
Cateaor.ies
Excellent (85-100)
Fair (70-84)

Risky (55-69)

Hazar.dous (0-54)
Total

Rural Males

Rural Females

78 (24.4%)

88 (26 . 2%)

155 (48. 4%)

55 (17. 2%)

3 2 (10.0%)
32 0 (100%)

x2 =

7. 833, df

= 3, p < .05, N = 656.

177 (5 2 . 7%)
56 (16. 7%)
15 ( 4. 5%)

336 (100%)
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Table 20 shows the findings of the er.ass tabulation of male stu
dents from ur.ban areas and female students fr.om ur,ban ar,eas with the
health r,isk categories. The findings for the two gr.cups were not sig
nificant at the .05 level of significance when chi-square was applied.
TABLE 20
URBAN STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GENDER
Health Risk
Catesori es

Urban Males

Fair. (70-84)

140 (40.6%)

Excellent (85-100)

Risky (55-69)
Hazar.dous (0-54)
Total

112 (3 2. 5%)
64 (18. 6%)

29 ( 8.4%)

345 (100%)

x2 =

2. 680, df

Urban Females
95 ( 27.4%)
155 (44. 7%)
71 ( 2 0.5%)

2 6 ( 7.5%)

347 ( 100%)

= 3, not significant at p < . 05, N = 69 2.

In Table 2 1, cross tabulations of white male students'. scar.es
and nonwhite male students ' scores with the health r.isk categories

were presented. A much higher percent of the nonwhite male students
(4 2 .5%) were in the excellent category than the white male students

( 26.7%). However., a higher, per.cent of the white males (46. 3%) were

in the fair category than the nonwhite males (30. 0%). A lower percent
of the white male students (17. 3%) were in the r,isky category than
the nonwhite male students ( 22 .5%), but a higher. per.cent of the white
ma 1e students (9. 7%) were in ·the hazardous categor.y than the nonwhite

male students (5. 0%). When chi-square was applied, there was a
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TABLE 21
MALE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Categories

White Males

Excellent {85-100)

156 {26. 7%)

Fair {70-84)

34 {42.5%)

271 {46. 3%)

Risky {55-69)

24 {30. 0%)

101 {17.3%)

Hazardous {0-54)

18 {22.5%)

57 { 9.7%)

Total

� { 5. 0 %)

585 {100%)
X2

=

13 . 207. df

=

3. p

<

. 05. N

=

Nonwhite Males

80 {100%)

665 .

significant difference between the two gr.cups r.egar,ding the health r,isk

categories at the .05 level of significance.

Table 22 pr,esents cross tabulations of white female students • . .

scar.es and nonwhite female students•, scores with the health r.isk cate
gories. The difference between the two groups r,egar.ding the health
r,isk categories was not significant at the .05 level of significance
when chi-square was applied.
In Table 23, cross tabulations of white male students 1 , · scor,es
and white female students•, scar.es with the health risk categor.ies are

pr.esented. For. each health risk categor.y, the findings for the two

groups were similar. The differences between the gr.cups regarding the
health r,isk categories were not significant at the . 05 level of sig
nificance when chi-square was applied.
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TABLE 22
FEMALE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Catesories

Excellent (85-100)
Fair (70-84)
Risky (55-69)
Hazardous (0-54)
Total

White Females
159 ( 26.6%)
285 (47. 7% )

115 (19. 2%)
39 ( 6.5%)
598 (100%)

· X2

Nonwhite Females
24 ( 28. 2 %)

47 (55. 3%)
1 2 (14. 1%)
2 ( 2. 4%)

85 (100%)

= 4. 169, df = 3, not significant at p < .05, N = 683.
TABLE 23
WHITE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GENDER

Health Risk
Catesories

White Males

White Females

156 ( 26. 7%)

Fair (70-84

271 (46. 3%)

159 ( 2 6.6%)

2 85 (47. 7%)

57 ( 9 �7%)

� ( 6 .5%)

Excellent (85-100)
Risky (55-69)

101 (17. 3%)

Total

585 (100%)

Hazardous (0-54)

x2 =

4.5 2 1, df

115 (19. 3%)

598 (100%)

= 3, not significant at p < . 05, N = 1183.
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Table 24 pr,esents cross tabulations of nonwhite male students'.

scar.es and nonwhite female students 1 scar.es with the health risk cate
1

gories . Ther.e was significant difference between the groups regarding
the health risk categor.ies at the . 05 level of significance when chi
squar.e was applied . Over, 40% of the nonwhite male students (42 . 5% )
wer.e in the excellent categor,y compar.ed to 28.5% of the nonwhite female
students . It must be noted that chi-square may not be a valid test be
cause 25% of the cells have expected counts less than five.

However,

the results of the test give an indication of what the outcome would
be if all the cells had adequate expected counts .
TABLE 24
NONWHITE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GENDER
Health Risk
Categories

Nonwhite Males

Nonwhite Females

Excellent (85-100 )

34 (42. 5% )

24 (28 .2% )

Fair. (70-84 )

24 (30. 0% )

47 (55. 3% )

Risky (55-69 )

18 (22.5% )

12 (14 . 1% )

Total

80 (100% )

85 (100% )

Hazardous (0-54 )
X2

4 ( 5 . 0% )

2 ( 2 . 4% )

= 10 . 900, df = 3, p < . 05, N = 165.

Cr,oss tabulations of ninth grade students', scores from r.ur.al

areas and twe 1fth grade students •. scores from r.ur,a 1 ar.eas with the
health risk categories are presented in Table 25. Ther,e was a
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TABLE 25
RURAL STUDENTS HEALTH R1SK CATEGORIES BY GRADE
Health Risk
Categories

9th Gr.ade Rural

12th Gr.ade Rur.al

Excellent (85-100)

102 (30.4%)

64 (20. 0%)

Fair. (70-84)

174 (51.8%)

158 (49. 4%)

Risky (55-69)

45 (13.4%)

66 (20. 6%)

Hazar.dous (0-54)

15 . ( 4.5%)

336 (100%)

Total
X2 = 19.213, df

32 (10. 0%)
320 (100%)

= 3, p < . 05, N = 656 .

significant differ.ence between the gr.cups regar,ding the health risk
categor.ies at the . 05 level of significance when chi-quar.e was
applied. A higher. per.cent of the rur.al ninth grader.s wer.e in the
.

.

excellent and fair. categories (30. 4% and 51.8%, r.espectively) than the
r.ural twelfth graders (20.0% and 49.4%, r.espectively ). A higher per.
cent of the r.ural twelfth gr,ader.s were in the r.isky and hazar.dous cate

gor.y (20.6% and 10.0%, respectively) than the r.ural ninth gr,ader.s
(13.4% and 4.5%, respectively).

Cr,oss tabulations of ninth grade students•, scar.es fr.om urban

ar.eas and twelfth grade students', scar.es fr.om ur.ban ar,eas with health
r.isk categories are presented in Table 26. There was a significant
difference between the groups regar.ding the health r.isk categor.ies at
the . 05 level of significance when chi�squar.e was applied. A higher
percent of the ninth grade urban students (33.6% ) wer.e in the excellent
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TABLE 26
URBAN STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GRADE
Health Risk
Categories
Excellent (85-100)
Fair. (70-84)
Risky (55-69)
Hazardous (0-54)
Total

9th Gr,ade Ur.ban

9th Grade Rural

129 (33.6%)

78 (25.3%)

161 (41.9%)

134 (43.5%)

71 ( 18.5%)

64 (20.8%)

23 ( 6. 0%)

..E_ ( 10. 4%)

384 .(100%)

x2 =

8.629, df

308 (100%)

= 3, p < .05, N = 692 �

category than the twelfth grade ur.ban students (25.3%) . Additionally,
a higher. per.cent of the twelfth grade urban students (10. 4%) were in
the hazar.dous categor.y than the ninth grade urban students (6. 0%) . ·
Table 27 presents cross tabulations of ninth grade students • .

scores from urban areas and ninth grade students 1 scores from r.ura 1
1

areas with the health risk categories. There was not much difference

between the groups regarding the excellent category (ninth grade urban
students--33.6%, ninth grade rural students--30.4%). Yet, a much

higher. per.cent of ninth grade rural students (51.8%) were in the fair
category than the ninth grade ur,ban students (41.9%) . There was a
significant difference between the groups regar.ding the health risk
categories at the .05 level of significance when chi-square was
applied.
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TABLE 27
NINTH GRADERS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY URBAN/RURAL AREA
Health Risk
Cateior.ies

9th Gr.ade Ur.ban
161 (41.9%)

Fair (70-84)

71 ( 18. 5% >

Risky (55-69)

23 { 6.0%)

Hazar,dous (0-54)

384 (100%)

Total

x2 =

8. 008, df

9th Gr.ade Rur.al

1 29 (33. 6%)

Excellent (85-100)

=

3, p < .05, N

=

=

10 2 (30 .4%)
174 ( 51 . 8%)
45 (13. 4%)
� ( 4.5%)

. 336 ( 100%)

7 20.

Table 28 shows cross tabulations of twelfth grade students •,
scores from ur.ban ar,eas and twelfth gr.ade students •, ·scores fr.om r.ur,al
ar,eas with the health risk categories. The differ,ences between twelfth
grade urban students and twelfth grade rur.al students r,egar,ding the
health risk categories wer.e significant at the .05 level of signifi�
cance when chi-square was applied.

Table 2 9 presents cross tabulations of white students ' scor,es

from rural areas and nonwhite students •, scores fr.om r,ural areas with

the health r,isk categories. The differences between the gr.cups r.e
gar.ding the health r,isk categor.ies were not signifi cant at the . 05

level of significance when chi-squar.e was applied. _Yet, a much higher.
percent ( 28.3%) of the r.ural nonwhite students were in the risky cate
gor.y than the percent (15.9%) of r.ur.al white students.
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TABLE 28
TWELFTH GRADERS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY URBAN/RURAL AREA
Health Risk
Categories

1 2th Grade Ur.ban
78 ( 25. 3%)

64 ( 2 0. 0%)

Fair (70-84)

134 (43. 5%)

158 (49. 4%)

Risky (55-69)

64 ( 2 0.8%)

66 ( 2 0.6%)

Hazardous (0-54)

3 2 (10. 4%)

3 2 (10. 0%)

Excellent (85-100)

1 2th Grade Rural

3 2 0 (100%)

308 (100%)

Total

x2 =

3. 156, df

= 3, not significant at

p

< . 05, N

= 6 28.

TABLE 29
RURAL STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Categories

White Rural

Nonwhite Rural

Excellent (85-100)

156 ( 25. 9%)

10 ( 18. 9%)

Fair ( 70-84)

Risky (55-69)

Hazardous (0-54)

Total

308 ( 51. 1%)

96 (15.9%)

43 ( 7. 1%)
603 ( 100%)

x2 =

5.693, df

24 (45. 3%)

15 ( 28.3%)
4 ( 7.6%)

53 ( 100%)

= 3, not significant at p < . 05, N = 656.
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In Table 30, cross tabulations of white students', scores from
ur,ban areas and nonwhite students'; scores fr,om urban areas with health
r,isk categories are presented. For the . excellent category, 42. 9% of
the nonwhite ur,ban students were in this category compared to 27 .4%
of the white urban students. A much higher, per.cent · of the white

ur,ban students (9. 1%) were in the hazardous category than the nonwhite
urban students. The differences between the groups regarding the

health r,isk categories were significant at the .05 level of signifi
cance when chi-square was applied.
Table 31 presents cross tabulations of white students'· scores
from urban areas and white students'· scores fr.om rural areas with
health risk categories. When chi-square was applied, ther.e was a sig
nificant difference between the groups regarding the health risk cate
gories at the . 05 level of significance. There were not much differ
ences between the two groups for the excellent and hazardous categories
(27.4% of the ur.ban white students and 25. 9% of the rural white stu
dents were in the excellent category; 9. 1% of urban white students and

7. 1% of rural white students were in . the hazardous category). For. the
fair category� 51. 1% of the rural white students and 42. 8% of the

urban white students were in this category. A higher percent of urban
white students (20.7%) were in the risky category than the per.cent of
rural white students (15. 9%) .

Table 32 presents cross tabulations of nonwhite students'.
scores from urban areas and nonwhite students � scores from rural
areas with health r.isk categories. It must be noted that 25% of the
cells have expected counts less than five, therefore chi-square may
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TABLE 30
URBAN STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Categories

White Urban

Excellent ( 85-1 00 )

Nonwhite Ur.ban

1 59 ( 27 . 4% )

Fair. ( 70-84 )

48 ( 42 . 9% )

248 ( 42 . 8% )

Risky ( 55-69)

4 7 ( 42 . 0% )

1 20 ( 20 . 7% )

1 5 ( 1 3 . 4% )

53 ( 9. 1 % )

2 ( 1 . 8% )

Hazardous ( 0-54 )
Total

580 ( 1 00% )

X2

=

1 6 . 445 , df

=

3 , p < . 05 , N

=

1 1 2 ( 1 00% )
692 .

TABLE 31

WHITE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY URBAN/RURAL AREA
Health Risk
Categories

Urban Whites

Rural Whites

Excel l ent ( 85-1 00 )

1 59 ( 27 . 4% )

1 56 ( 25 . 9% )

Fair ( 70-84 )

248 ( 42 .8% )

308 ( 51 . 1 % )

Risky ( 55-69)

1 20 ( 20 . 7% )

96 ( 1 5 .9% )

53 ( 9. 1 ; )

43 ( 7 . 1 % )

Total

580 ( 1 00% )

Hazardous ( 0-54 )
X2

=

9. 768 , df

=

3 , p < .05 , N

=

1 1 83 .

603 ( 1 00% )
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TABLE 32

NONWHITE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY URBAN/RURAL AREA
Health Risk
Cate2or.ies

Ur.ban Nonwhites

Rural Nonwhites

Excellent (85-100)

48 (4 2.9%)

10 ( 18. 9%)

Fair (70-84)

47 (42 . 0%)

2 4 (45. 3%)

Risky (55-69)

15 ( 13. 4%)

15 ( 28.3%)

Hazar,dous (0-54)

4 ( 7.6;)

2 ( 1. 8%)

11 2 (100%)

Total

x2 =

13.664, df

= 3, p < . 05, N

53 ( 100%) .
=

165.

not be a valid test. However., the findings give an indication as what
to expect regarding the groups. Ther.e was a significant difference
between the gr.oups r.egar.ding the health r,isk categories at the . OS
level of significance when chi-square was applied. A significantly
higher, percent of urban nonwhites (4 2.9%) wer,e in the excellent cate
gory than the percent of rur.al nonwhites (18.9%). Yet, a higher. per
cent of the rural nonwhites ( 28. 3%) wer.e in the r.isky category than

the percent of urban nonwhites (13. 4%).

Cross tabulations of ninth grade white students • . scores and

ninth grade nonwhite students ': scores with health risk categor,ies are
pr.esented in Table 33. Although a higher. per.cent of the ninth grade
nonwhite students (4 2 .5%) were in the excellent category than the
ninth g�ade white students (30.8%), a higher percent of ninth grade
white students (47. 7%) were in the fair category than the percent of
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TABLE 33
NINTH GRADERS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES. BY RACE
Health Risk
Cateiories

9th Gr.ade Whites

9th Gr.ade Nonwhites

197 (30.8%)

34 (4 2 .5%)

Fair. (70-84)

305 (47.7%)

30 (37.5%)

Risky (55-69)

103 (16 . 1%)

13 (16 . 2%)

640 (100%)

80 (100%)

Excellent (85-100)

. Hazardous (0-54)
Total

x2 =

5. 019, df

35 ( 5. 5%)

3 ( 3. 8%)

= 3, not significant at p < . 05, N = 7 20.

ninth grade nonwhite students (37.5%). However, the difference be
tween the groups r,egarding the health risk categories was not signif
icant at the . 05 level of significance when chi-square was applied.
Table 34 presents cross tibulations of twelfth grade white
students' scores and twelfth grade nonwhite students' scores with
health risk categories. The difference between the groups regar.d

ing the health risk categories was not significant at the . 05 level
of significance when chi-square was applied.

Table 35 presents cross tabulations of ninth and twelfth grade

white students ' scores with health risk categories. There was a sig
nificant difference between the groups regarding the health risk cate
gories at the .05 level of significance when chi-square was applied.
A significantly higher percent of the ninth grade white students
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TABLE 34
TWELFTH GRADERS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Categor.ies

1 2th Gr.ade Whites

Excellent (85-100)

118 ( 2 1. 7%)

Fair, (70-84)

2 4 ( 28. 2%)

251 (46. 2%)

Risky (55-69)

41 (48. 2%)

113 ( 20. 8%)

Hazar.dous (0-54)

17 ( 20. 0%)

� (11. 2%)

Total

3 ( 3. 5;)

543 (99.9%) *
*Due to r.ounding

x2 =

5.-743� df

=

1 2th Gr,ade Nonwhites

85 (99.9%) *

err.or. .

3� not significant at p < . 05� N

=

6 28.

TABLE 35
WHITE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GRADE
Health ·Risk
Categor.ies

9th Gr.ade Whites

Fair. (70-84)

305 (47.7%)

251 (46. 2%)

35 ( 5.5%)

61 (11. 2%)

197 (30. 8%)

Excellent (85-100)

1 2th Gr.ade Whites
118 ( 2 1. 7%)

Risky (55-69)

103 (16. 1%)

113 ( 20. 8%)

Total

640 ( 100%)

543 (�9.9%) *

Hazar,dous (0-54)

*Due to rounding er.r.or..

x2 =

24.775� df

=

3� p < . 05 � N

=

1183.
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(30.8%) were in the excellent category than the percent of' twelfth
grade white students (21.7%) .
Cross tabulations of ninth grade nonwhite students ', scores a�d
twelfth grade nonwhite students ', scores with health risk categories
are presented in Table 36 . Th� differ.ence between the groups regar.d
ing the health risk categories was not significant at the . 05 level
of significance when chi-square was applied . It must be noted that
25% of the cells have expected counts less than five, ther,efore chi
square may not be a valid test.

Cr.ass tabulations of white ninth grade female students ' . scores

and nonwhite ninth grade female students ' scores with health risk
categories are presented in Table 37. There was no significant dif
ference between the groups regarding health risk categories at the
. 05 level of significance when chi-square was applied.
In Table 38, cross tabulations of white twelfth grade female
students ' scores and nonwhite twelfth gr,ade female students ' scores
with health risk categories are pr.esented. Ther,e was not much dif

ference between the groups for the excel l ent category (white twelfth
grade females--23.4%, nonwhite twelfth grade females--24% ) . Yet, a

significantly higher percent of nonwhite twelfth grade femal es (62. 0%)

were in the fair category than the percent of white twelfth grade fe
males (44 .2%). Ai so a higher. percent of the white twelfth grade

females were in the risky and hazardous categories, r.espectively,
21 . 9% and 10 .4%, than the percent of nonwhite twelfth grade females,
respectively, 12.0% and 2 . 0% . There was a significant difference
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TABLE 36
NONWHITE STUDENTS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GRADE
Health Risk
Categories

9th Gr,ade Nonwhites

Excellent (85-100)
Fair, (70-84)
Risky (55-69)

12th Grade Nonwhites

34 (4 2.5%)

24 ( 2 8 . 2%)

30 (37.5%)

41 (48 . 2%)

13 (16. 2%)

17 (20 . 0%)

2

3 ( 3 .8%)

Hazardous (0-54)

85 (99 . 9%)*

80 ( 100%) .

Total

*Due to rounding er.r.or.

x2 =

3 . 814, df

=

3.5% )

(

3, not significant at p < . OS, N

=

165.

TABLE 37
NINTH GRADE FEMALES HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY GENDER
Health Risk
Cateiori es

Excellent (85-100)

White 9th Gr,ade
Femal es

Nonwhite 9th Gr,ade
Femal es

96 ( 29 . 2% )

1 2 ( 34 . 3% )

166 ( so . 5%)

Fair (70-84)

Risky (55-69)

56 (17 . 0%)

Total

3 29 (100%)
.443, df

6 (17 . 1%)

11 ( 3 . 3%)

Hazardous (0-54)

x2 =

16 (45. 7%)

=

1 ( 2.9%)

35 ( 100%)

3, not significant at p < . OS, N

=

364 .
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TABLE 38
TWELFTH GRADE FEMALES HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Catesor.i es

White 12th Gr.ade
Femal es
63 (23. 4% }

12 (24. 0% }

Fair. (70-84 }

119 (44.2% }

31 (62. 0% }

Risky (55-69 }

59 (21.9% }

Hazar.dous (0-54 }

28 (l0.4% }

6 ( 12. 0% }

Excellent (85-100 }

Total

Nonwhite 12th Gr.ade
Femal es

l ( 2.0% }

269 (99. 9% }*

50 (100% }

*Due to r.ounding er.ror.

x2

=

8. 156, df

=

3, p < . 05, N

=

319.

between the gr.cups regarding the health risk categor.ies at the . OS
level of significance when chi-square was applied.
Table 39 pr.esents cross tabulations of white ninth gr.ade male

students � scores and nonwhite ninth gr.ade mal e students 1 scores with
1

health risk categories. When chi-squar.e was applied, ther.e was no

significant difference between the groups r.egar.ding the health risk

categories at the . OS level of significance.

Cr.ass tabulatians of white twelfth grade ma 1e students •. scar.es

and nonwhite twelfth grade male students •. scores with health risk
categories are presented in Table · 40. There was a significant dif

ference between the groups regar.ding the health risk categories at . the

. as

level of significance when chi-square was applied. A higher per

cent of the nonwhite twelfth grade males (34.3% } were in the excellent
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TABLE 39
NINTH GRADE MALES HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES . BY RACE
Health Risk
Categor:i es

White 9th Gr.ade
Mal es

Excellent (85-100)
Fair. (70-84)
Risky (55-69)
Hazardous (0-54)
Total

101 (32 . 5%)
139 (44. 7%)
47 (15.1%)
24 ( 7.7%)

311 (100%)
X2

Nonwhite 9th Gr.ade
Males
22 (48. 9%)

14 (31.1%)
7 (15.6%)
· 2 ( 4. 4%)

45 (100%)

= 5.334, df = 3, not significant at p < .05, N = 356.
TABLE 40

TWELFTH GRADE MALES HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
White 1 2th Gr,ade
Males

Health Risk
Categor,ies
Excellent (85-100)
Fair. (70-84)

Risky (55-69)

Hazardous (0-54)

Total

x2 =

8.611, df

Nonwhite 1 2th Gr.ade
Males

55 { 20.1%)

1 2 {34. 3%)

54 (19.7%)

11 (31.4%)

13 2 (48. 2%)
33 (1 2 .0%)
274 (100%)

= 3, p < .05, N = 309.

10 {28. 6%)
2 ( 5. 7%)

35 (100%)
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category than the percent of white twelfth grade males (20.1%) , but
a higher, per,cent of the white twelfth gr.ade males (48.2%) were in
the fair category than the percent of nonwhite twelfth gr,ade males
(28.6%). Additionally, 31. 4% of nonwhite twelfth gr,ade males were
in the risky category compared to 19.7% of the white twelfth gr.ade
males, and more than t�ice the percent of white twelfth gr,ade males
(12.0%) were in the hazardous category than the per.cent of nonwhite
twelfth grade males (5.7%).
In Table 41, cross. tabulations of white ninth grade students'
scores from urban areas and nonwhite ninth grade students'. scores
from urban areas with health risk categories are presented. There
was no significant difference between the groups regarding the health

risk categories at the .05 level of significance when chi-square was ·
applied.
Cr,oss tabulations of white twelfth grade students'. scores
from ur,ban areas and nonwhite twelfth grade students', scores from
urban areas with health risk categories are presented in Table 42.
There was a significant differ.ence between the groups regarding the
health risk categories at the .05 level of significance when chi

square was applied. A higher percent of the ur,ban nonwhite twelfth

graders were in the excellent and fair categories (respectively

36.4% and 52.7%) when compared to the percent of urban white twelfth
graders (respectively 22.9% and 41.5%). A higher per.cent of the urban
white twelfth graders were in the risky and hazar.dous categories (re
spectively 22.9% and 12.7%) when compared to the per.cent of urban non
white twelfth graders (respectively 10.9% and 0.0%).
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TABLE 41
URBAN N I NTH GRADERS HEALTH R I SK CATEGOR IES BY RACE
Heal th Risk
Categor.; es

Whi te 9th Gr.ade

Nonwhite 9th Gr,ade

Excel l ent ( 85-1 00 )

1 01 ( 30 . 9% )

Fair, ( 70-84 )

2 8 ( 49 . 1 % )

1 43 ( 43 . 7% )

Risky ( 55-69 )

1 8 ( 31 . 6% )

6 2 ( 1 9 . 0% )

Hazar,dous ( 0-54 )

2 1 ( 6 . 4; )

9 ( 1 5 . 8% )

Ur.ban

Total

2 ( 3 . 5% )

3 2 7 ( 1 00% )

x2

=

7 . 466, df

Ur.ban

57 ( 1 00% )

3 , not significant at p < . 05 , N

=

=

384 �

TABLE 42
URBAN TWELFTH GRADERS HEALTH R I SK CATEGOR IES BY RACE
Nonwhi te 1 2 th Grade

Whi te 1 2 th Gr,ade
Ur.ban

Heal th Risk
Categor,; es

Ur.ban

58 ( 22 . 9% )

20 ( 36 . 4% )

Fai r ( 70-84 )

1 05 ( 41 . 5% )

2 9 ( 5 2 . 7% )

Risky ( 55-69 )

58 ( 22 . 9% )

6 ( 1 o. 9% )

Hazardous ( 0-54 )

3 2 ( 1 2 . 7% )

0 ( 0 . 0% )

Excel l ent ( 85-1 00 )

5 5 ( 1 00% )

2 53 ( 1 00% )

Total

x2

=

1 4 . 6 2 6 , df

=

3 , p < . 05 , N

=

308 .
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Cr.ass tabulations of white twelfth grade students ' scores from
rura 1 areas and nonwhite twe 1fth gr.ade students'. scar.es fr.om rur.a 1
ar.eas with health risk categories are presented in Table 43. When
chi-square was applied, there was no significant difference between
the gr.oups regarding the health risk categories at the .05 level of
significance.
Table 44 presents cross tabulations of white ninth grade stu
dents ' scores from rural areas and nonwhite ninth grade students '
scores from rural areas with health risk categories. There was no
significant difference between the groups regarding the health risk
categories at the . 05 level of significance when chi-square was
applied. It must be noted that 25% of the cells have expected counts
less than five, therefore chi-square may not be a valid test .
Table 45 pr.esents a summary of all the cross tabulations of
the health risk categories by selected variables (grade, gender, race,
and geographical area) (Tables 9-44, pages 61-91) which the chi-squar.e
pr.obability value.
V. DATA DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED HEALTH
RISK FACTORS

In this section, description of selected health risk factors
was presented of all Tennessee teens and selected groups according to
gender, grade, race, and geographical ar.ea. One of the features of
the Teen We 11ness Check pr.ogr.am is its capacity to deve 1op a group
11

II

profile of selected risk factors based upon the 46 questions in the
questionnaire (Marciano, · 1985). The pr.ofile consists of 19 risk
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TABLE 43
RURAL TWELFTH GRADERS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Nonwhite 12th Gr,ade
Rur,al

Health Risk
Catesor.i es

White 12th Gr,ade
Rur.a 1

Fair, (70-84)

146 (50. 3%)

12 (40. 0%)

Risky (55-69)

55 (19.0%)

11 (36. 7%)

Hazardous (0-54)

29 (10. 0%)

3 ( 1o. oi)

Excellent (85-100)

Total

60 (20.7%)

290 (100%)
X2

4 ( 13.3%)

30 ( 100%)

= 5.455, df = 3, not significant at p < . 05, N = 320.

TABLE 44
RURAL NINTH GRADERS HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY RACE
Health Risk
Cate2or.i es

Excellent (85-100)
Fair, (70-84)

Risky (55-69)
Hazar,dous (0-54)
Total

White 9th Gr.ade
Rur,al
96 (30. 7%)

.445, df

6 (26. 1%)

162 (51. 8%)

12 (52. 2%)

14 ( 4.5%)

_1 ( 4. 4% )

41 (13. 1%)

313 ( 100%)

x2 =

Nonwhite 9th Gr,ade
Rur.al

4 ( 17.4%)

23 (100%)

= 3, not significant at p < . 05, N = 336.
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TABLE 45
SUMMARY OF CROSS TABULATIONS OF HEALTH RISK CATEGORIES BY
GRADE, GENDER, RACE, AND GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
Var.iables

x2

Probabilities

1. Grade (9th and 1 2th)

. 000*

2.

. 100

Male and Female (9th and 12th)

3. Ninth Grade Males and Females

. 0 28*

4. Twelfth Gr.ade Males and Females

.783

5. Ninth and Twelfth Grade Females

. 004*

6. Ninth and Twelfth Gr,ade Males

. 001*

7. Race (White and Nonwhite)

. 043*

8. White and Nonwhite Males

. 004*

9. White and Nonwhite Females

. 244

10. White Males and Females

. 2 10

11. Nonwhite Males and Females

. 01 2*

1 2. White and Nonwhite Rur.al Teens

. 1 28

13. White and Nonwhite Ur.ban Teens

. 001*

15. Ur.ban and Rural Nonwhite Teens

. 003*

17. Twelfth Gr.ade White and Nonwhite Teens

. 1 25

14. Urban and Rur.al White Teens

16. Ninth Gr.ade White and Nonwhite Teens

. 0 2 1*
. 170

18. Ni nth and Twelfth Grade White Teens

. 000*

19. Ninth and Twelfth Gr,ade Nonwhite Teens

. 28 2

20.

Geographical Areas (Urban and Rur.al)

. 033*

2 1.

Ur.ban and Rur.al Females

. 099
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TABLE 45 (Continued)
Var,iables

x 2 Probabilities

2 2.

Ur.ban and Rur.al Males

. 080

2 3.

Rur,al Males and Females

. 050*

2 4.

Ur,ban Males and Females

. 444

2 5.

Ninth and Twelfth Gr,ade Rur,al Teens

. 000*

26.

Ninth and Twelfth Grade Ur.ban Teens

. 035*

27.

Ninth Gr,ade Ur.ban and Rural Teens

. 046*

2 8.

Twelfth Gr,ade Urban and Rural Teens

. 368

29. White and Nonwhite Ninth Gr,ade Females

. 931

30. White and Nonwhite Twelfth Gr,ade Females

. 043*

31. White and Nonwhite . Ninth Gr,ade Males

. 149

3 2. White and Nonwhite Twelfth Gr,ade Males

. 035*

33. White and Nonwhite Ninth Grade Ur.ban Teens

. 058

34. White and Nonwhite Twelfth Gr,ade Ur.ban Teens

. 00 2 *

35. White and Nonwhite Twelfth Gr,ade Rur,al Teens

• 141

36 .

. 931

Whi te and Nonwhi te Ninth Grade Rural Teens

*Significant at the . 05 level.
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factor.s (see Table 46). Accor.ding to Marciano (1985) , of the risk
factors, five are considered major risk factors. These include the
following:

(1) drive and/or ride under the influence of alcohol,

(2) mix alcohol with drugs, (3) drink seven or more alcoholic drinks
per, week . (4) smoke one or more packs of cigarettes daily, and
(5) highly stressed. Additionally, the use of seat belt will be
assessed since accidents, particularly vehicular accidents, are the
major cause of mortality for adolescents and young adults aged 15 to
24 years, and traffic fatalities are often linked to lack of seat belt
use (AMA, 1986 ; NCHS, 1987 ; Petosa et al. , 1986) . These five risk
factors will be addressed in this section.
Risk Factors for All Teens
Table 46 shows the selected health risk factors of Tennessee
teens. It was found that 29% . of the teens drive and/or · ride under
the influence of alcohol, while 13. 9% use alcohol with other drugs.
It was further reported that 23. 7% of the teens dr,ink alcoholic
beverages and 5.3% has five or more drinks in one day. Approximately
5% (4.6%) smoke one pack of cigarettes or more daily but 18. 4% re

ported that they smoke. Also, 8. 8% of the teens r.eported that they

were highly stressed. A high percent of the students (67. 9%) re

ported not always wearing seat belts (see Table 46 for other risk
factors). Additionally, it should be noted that a high per.cent of
the female students (79. 1%) were not performing breast self
examination. Also, a high percent of all teens do not eat from the
four basic food groups daily (67. 8%) and do not participate in aerobic
exercise three times weekly (48.7%) .
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TABLE 46
SELECTED HEALTH RISK FACTORS FOR ALL TEENS (N

=

1348)
N

%

540

79. 1

915

67.9

4. Don 1 t eat breakfast at least 5 times weekly

914

67.8

745

55. 3

5. Not 20 mins. aer.obic exer.cise. 3 times weekly

656

48. 7

6. Drive/r.ide under. the influence of alcohol

391

29. 0

330

24.5

8. Any dr.inking

320

23.7

9. Any smoking·

247

18. 4

10. Use alcohol with other drugs

187

13.9

Don't know how to swim

158

11.7

130

9. 6

13. Highly stressed

118

8. 8

14. Over.weight 20% or more

116

8. 6

Factors

1 • Females--not doing . br.east self-exam

2. Don 1 t always wear. seat belt

3. Don 1 t eat fr.om four. food grioups daily

7. Don 1 -t know or. not fully immunized

1 1.

12. Don 1 t brush teeth daily

15. Often feel life not war.th living
16. Has 5 or mor.e dr.inks in 1 day

115

8. 5

72

5. 3

18 . Hitchhikes or. picks up hitchhikers

48

19. Females--under.weight 20% or. mor.e

3.6

10

17. Smoke cigar.ettes 1 pack + daily

Number of Students

62

1�348

4.6
1. 5
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Risk Factor.s Accor.ding to Gender.
Table 47 illustr.ates the selected health r,isk factor.s accor,d
ing to gender.. Appr,oximately 31.7% of the male students drive and/
or. r.ide under, the influence of alcohol while 26. 4% of the female
students dr,ive and/or, ride under, the influence. It was found that
17.4% of the male students and 10. 4% of the female students use
alcohol with other, dr,ugs. While 9. 3% of the male students and 1. 6%
of the female students r.epor,ted having five or. mor.e drinks in one
day, 30.5% of the males and 17. 1% of the females r,epor.ted any dr,ink
ing of alcoholic bever.ages. A higher- per.cent of the female students
(11.3%) r.eported being highly stressed than the male students (6. 2%).
A higher percent of the male students (5 � 1%) repor,ted smoking one
pack of cigarettes or. mor.e daily than the percent of female students
(4 . 1%). However, a higher, per.cent of the female students (19. 1%)
reported any smoking than the per.cent of male students (17. 4%) . A
high per,centage of both male and female students do not always wear
seat belt, but a higher per.cent of the males (71.3%) do not always
wear, seat bel ts compared to the percent of femal es (64 . 6%) .

(See

Table 47 for, other, risk factor,s.) The r.esults indicate that health
education effor,ts should be concentr.ated in substance abuse towar,d

male students and substance abuse, mental heal th, and br,east self
examination towar.d female students.
Risk Factors Accor.ding to Grade
The selected r.isk factor.s accor,ding to grade ar.e pr.esented in
Table 48. A higher percent of twelfth gr.ader.s repor,ted drinking and
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TABLE 47
SELECTED HEALTH RISK FACTORS BY GENDER (N

Risk Factor,s
1. Don'.t eat fr.om 4 food groups daily

=

1348)

Males
I

R

Females
I

R

445

66.9

469

68. 7

2.

Don't eat br,eakfast at least 5/weekly

314

47. 3

431

63. 1

3.

Don't br,ush teeth daily

101

15.2

29

4. 3

175

26.3

155

22. 7

262

39.3

394

57. 7

34

5. 1

28

4. 1

116

17. 4

131

19. 1

61

9.3

11

1. 6

203

30. 5

117

17. 1

116

17. 4

71

10. 4

11. Dr.ink and dr,ive and/or. r.ide

21 1

31. 7

180

26. 4

12. Don'.t always wear. seat belt

474

71.3

441

64.6

13. Hitchhikes or. picks up hitchhiker,s

37

5. 6

11

1. 6

15. Highly str,essed

41

4. Don' t know or, not fully immunized
5.

Not 20 min. aer,obic exer,cise 3/weekly

6. Smoke cigar.ettes 1 pack + daily

7. Any smoking
8.

Has 5 or. mor,e dr,inks in 1 day

9. Any drinking

1 o. Use alcohol with other, dr.ugs

14. Don'·t know how to swim

16. Often feel life not war.th living
17. Over.weight 20% or, mor.e

64

38

53

18. Females--under.weight 20% or. mor.e

9. 6
6.2

5.7

a.a

19. Females--not doing br,eat self-exam
Number, of Students

Total

665

1.348

94
77

13. 8

11.3

77

11.3

63

9.2

10

1. 5

540

79. 1

683
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TABLE 48
SELECTED HEALTH RISK FACTORS BY GRADE (N
9th

=

1348)
12th
I

A

z

R

479

66. 5

377

60. 0

2. Don't eat br,eakfast at least 5/weekly 368

51 . 1

435

69. 3

91

12.6

39

6.2

225

31. 3

105

16 . 7

5. Not 20 min. aer,obic exer,cise 3/weekly 301

41. 8

355

56.5

3. 1

40

6.4

Risk Factor,s

1 • Don't eat fr,om 4 food gr,oups daily

3. Don't br,ush teeth daily
4. Don't know or, not fully immunized
6. Smoke cigarettes 1 pack + daily
7. Any smoking
Has 5 or, more drinks in 1 day

8.

9. Any dr,inking
10. Use alcohol with other, drugs
11.

Dr.ink and dr,ive/ride

12. Don' t always wear, seat belt
13. Hitchhikes or, picks up hitchhiker,s

22
113

1s .7

134

21. 3

25

3.5

47

7 .5

122

16.9

198

31.5

68

9.4

119

18 . 9

141

19.6

250

39 . 8

480

66.7

435

69.3

30

4.2

18

2.9

14. Don ' t know how to swim

77

10.7

16. Often feel life not worth 1iving

70

9. 7

81

12.9

45

7. 2

1o . 1

45

53

7. 4

63

1 a.a

8

2.2

2

0.6

19. Females--not doing breast self-exam

305

83. 8

235

73. 7

Number of Students

720

1 s . Highly stressed

1 7.

Overweight 20% or, more

18. Females--underweight 20% or, mor,e

Total

73

628
1 :, 348

7. 2
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driving and/or riding (39. 8%) , drinking alcoholic beverages (31.5%) ,
drinking five drinks or more in a day (7.5%) , mixing alcohol and
dr,ugs (18.9%) , cigarette smoking (21. 3%) , smoke one pack of cigarettes
or more daily (6.4) than the per.cent of ninth graders (19.6% , 16.9%,
3. 5%, 9. 4%, 15. 7%, and 3. 1%, respectively. A higher percent of the

ninth grade students (10. 1%) reported being highly stressed than the
percent of twelfth grade students (7.2%). Also. a higher percent of
ninth grade female students (83. 8%) were not performing breast self
exam when compared to twelfth grade female students (73.7%). It
should be noted that the percentage at risk for selected risk factors
increases as students advance academically except the risk factors
related to mental health and breast self-exam. where the ninth
graders have a higher percent at risk. There was not much differ
ence between the grades in regard to seat belt use. although a higher.
percent of twelfth grade students (69. 3%) reported not always wearing
seat belt than the percent of ninth grade students (66.7%). The re
sults of the study revealed progressive increase in risky behaviors
as the students progress in grade level.
risk factors. )

(See Table 48 for other

Risk Factors According to Race
The selected risk factors according to race are presented in
Table 49. White students had a higher percent in the following risk
factors than nonwhite students: drinking and driving and/or riding
(whites--29.6% , nonwhites--24. 8%) , drinking alcohol (whites--24. 6%,
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TABLE 49 ·
SELECTED HEALTH RISK FACTORS BY RACE (N = 1348)
White

Nonwhite

R

I

R

I

1 • Don't eat from 4 food gr,oups daily

809

68. 4

105

63. 6

2. Don ' t eat breakfast at least 5/wkly

630

53. 3

115

69. 7

3. Don'.t brush teeth dai 1y

114

9. 6

16

9. 7

4. Don't know or not fully immunized

294

24. 8

36

21. 8

5. Not 20 min. aerobic exercise 3/wkly

581

49. 1

75

45. 4

61

5. 2

l

0.6

234

19. 8

13

7.9

70

5.9

2

1.2

291

24. 6

29

17.6

164

13. 9

23

13. 9

Risk Factors

6. Smoke cigarettes 1 pack + daily
7. Any smoking
8. Has 5 or more drinks in 1 day
9. Any drinking
10. Use alcohol with other drugs
11. Drink and drive/ride

350

29. 6

41

24. 8

12. Don't always wear, seat belt

816

69. 0

99

60. 0

45

3. 8

3

l.8

13. Hitchhikes or picks up hitchhikers
1 4.

Don ' t know how to swim

15. Highly stressed

16. Often feel life not worth 1iving

17. Over,weight 20% or more

18. Females--underweight 20% or more
19. Females--not doing breast self-exam
Number of Students

Total

108

107

104
99

9. 1

9. 0
8. 8

50

30.3

11

6. 7

11

6. 7

8. 4

17

10.3

9

1. 5

l

1. 2

482

80. 6

58

68. 2

1183

1.348

165
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nonwhites--17.6%), drinking five drinks or mor.e in a day (whites-5.9%, nonwhites--1.2%), cigarette smoking (whites--19. 8%, nonwhites-7.9%), smoke one pack of cigarettes or. more daily (whites--5.2%,
nonwhites--0.6%). An equal percent of both races (13.9%) use alcohol
with other. drugs. A higher per.cent of white students (9. 0%) reported
being highly stressed when compared to the percent of nonwhite stu
dents (6.7%). In regard to seat belt use, a higher. percent of

white students. (69. 0%) r.epor,ted not always wearing seat belts than
the percent of nonwhite students (60. 0%). Additionally, a higher
percent of the white female students (80.6%) reported not per.for.ming
breast self-examination than the per.cent of nonwhite female students
(68.2%). The results of the study suggest that an emphasis on sub
stance use/abuse should. be directed towar,d both nonwhite and white
students. However,, a stronger emphasis on tobacco use should be
aimed at white students.

(See Table 49 for other, risk factors.)

Risk Factors Accor.ding to Geographical Area
The selected r,isk factors according to geographical ar.ea ar.e

presented in Table 50. A higher. per.cent of students fr.om ur.ban

ar.eas drink and dr.ive and/or ride and use alcohol with other drugs
(30.6% and 15. 9%, respectively) than the per.cent of students fr.om

rur,al areas (27. 3% and 11.7%, respectively). Also, a higher. per.cent
of students fr.om ur.ban ar.eas (27. 9%) drink alcoholic beverages and/
or. drink five or more drinks in a day (6. 9%) than the percent of
students fr.om r.ur.al ar.eas (19.4% and 3. 7%, respectively). Approxi
mately, an equal percent of students from ur.ban (18. 2%) and rur,al
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TABLE 50
SELECTED HEALTH RISK FACTORS BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA (N

Risk Factors

1 • Don 1 t eat fr.om 4 food groups daily

=

1348)
Rur.al
!

Ur.ban
!

R

R

459

66. 3

455

69. 4

413

59. 7

332

50. 6

4. Don 1 t know or not fully immunized

62

9. 0

68

10. 4

156

22. 5

174

26.5

5. Not 20 min. aerobic exercise 3/wkly

341

49. 3

315

48. 0

26

3. 8

36

5. 5

126

18. 2

121

18. 4

48

6.9

24

3. 7

193

27.9

127

19. 4

15.9

77

11. Drink and dr.ive/r.ide

110

11. 7

212

30.6

179

27. 3

12. Don' t always wear seat belt

431

62.3

484

73. 8

26

3. 8

22

3. 4

2. Don 1 t eat breakfast at least 5/wkly

3. Don 1 t brush teeth daily

6. Smoke cigarettes 1 pack + daily
7. Any smoking
8. Has 5 or mor,e drinks in 1 day
9. Any drinking
10. Use alcohol with other dr,ugs

13. Hitchhikes or picks up hitchhikers
1 4.

Don ' t know how to swim

1 5.

Highly stressed

16. Often feel life not worth 1iving
17. Over.weight 20% or more

55

75

73

7. 9

103

15. 7

10.5

42

6. 4

10.8

43

6.6

8. 2

59

9. 0

4

1. 2

1.8

19. Females--not doing breast self-exam

6

270

77. 8

270

80. 4

Number, of Students

692

18. Females--underweight 20% or more

Total

57

1, 348

656
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areas (18. 4% ) smoke cigarettes, while a slightly higher percent of
students from rural areas (5.5%) smoke one pack or more cigarettes
daily than the percent of students fr.om ur.ban areas (3. 8% ). A
higher per.cent of the students from urban areas (10.8% ) reported
being highly stressed when compared to the per.cent of students from
r.ural areas (6.6% ) . The lack of seat belt use was high for both
students from rural and urban areas, but a much higher. percent of
students from r.ur.al areas (73. 8% ) r.epor.ted not always wearing seat
belt than the percent of students fr.om urban ar,eas (62. 3% ) . Addi
tionally, a higher per.cent of female students fr.om rural areas
(80. 4% ) were not per.forming breast self-examination compared to
th� percent of female students from urban areas (77. 8% ) . Although
a higher, percent of students from urban areas reported substance use/
abuse than the percent of students fr.om r,ur,al areas, there were not
much differences accor,ding to geographical area.

(See Table 50 for,

other. risk factors. )
VI. ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESES
In this section, four, research questions were presented and

analyzed. The r,esear,ch questions were pr.esented in the form of null

hypotheses and tested at the . 05 level of significance using the t
test (two-tail test ).
Null Hypothesis 1
There was no significant diffe�ence in the mean health
risk scores between ninth and twelfth grade students.
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Table 51 presents the results of the t-test between ninth and
twelfth grade students. Although the mean health r,isk score of each
group placed them in the fair, health risk category, the ninth graders',
mean health r,isk score (77.68) was significantly higher than the
twelfth graders', mean health r,isk score (73.84) . The pr,obability
value was .0001, therefore it was concluded that there was a signif
icant differ,ence between the mean health r,isk scores of ninth grade
and twelfth grade students. Thus, hypothesis 1 was rejected at the

. 05 level of significance. The result indicated that grade level

appears to influence the s�udents' health risk scores, which were
based on their health practices.

( Refer, to Table 48, page 98. }

Null Hypothesis 2
Ther,e was no significant difference in the mean health risk
scores between female and male students.
The result of the t-test between female and male students is
presented in Table 52. A probability value of . 1156 was calculated
applying the t-test. The difference between female and male students
was not significant at the . 05 level of significance, ther,efore

hypothesis 2 was not rejected. The result indicated that gender

did not influence the students', health r,isk scor,es. In other words,

gender, had no impact upon the health behaviors practiced by the stu
dents.

N�ll Hypothesis 3
There was no significant difference in the mean health risk
scar.es between white and· nonwhite students.
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TABLE 51
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN HEALTH RISK SCORES BETWEEN NINTH AND
TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS (N = 1348)
N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Ninth Graders

720

77.68

12. 43

Twel fth Gr,aders

628

72. 84

13.56

Gr,oues

*Significant at the

. as

OF

t-Val ue

1282. 2

5. 39*

l evel .

TABLE 52
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN HEALTH RISK SCORES BETWEEN
FEMALE AND MALE STUDENTS (N = 1348)
Groues

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Femal es

683

11. 83

Mal es

665

· 76.45

75. 32

14.28

OF

t-Val ue

1287.8

-1.57
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In Table 53, the result of the t-test between white and non
white students is illustrated. The probability value was . 0071,
therefor,e it was concluded that there was a significant difference
between the mean health risk scores of white and nonwhite students.
Although each group's mean health r.isk scor.e placed them in the fair
categor,y, the nonwhite students' mean health r.isk score (78. 25) was
significantly higher than the white students' mean health risk scor,e
(75.57). Thus, hypothesis 3 was rejected at the . OS level of sig
nificance. Accor.ding to the result, it appears that race does in
fluence the students' health r.isk scores, which indicates that the
white students ar.e practicing more r,isky health behaviors than the
nonwhite students.
Null Hypothesis 4
There was no significant difference in the mean health r,isk
scor,e between students fr,om urban a�eas and students from rur.al
areas.
Table 54 illustrates the result of the t-test between students

from urban ar.eas and students fr.om rural ar,eas. A probability value
of .8471 was deter.mined in the t-test. It was concluded that the

difference between students fr.om urban areas and students fr.om r.ur.al
areas was not significant at the . OS level of significance. Thus,
hypothesis 4 was not rejected. Accor.ding to the result, it appears
that geographical areas do not influence the students' health risk
scores. There wer.e no significant differences between the health
pr,actices of students from rural ar.eas and urban areas.

· 1 07

TABLE 53

DIFFERENCE I N MEAN HEALTH R I SK SCORES BETWEE N
WHI TE �ND NONWHITE STUDE NTS ( N = 1 348 )
Gr.oups

N

Whi tes

Nonwhi tes

1 1 83
1 65

Mean

Std . Dev .

78 . 25

1 1 . 68

75 . 5 7

1 3 . 26

DF

.:t,- Val ue

227 . 2

- 2 . 72*

*Si gni fi cant at the . 05 l evel .

TABLE 54

DIFFERENCE I N MEAN HEALTH R I SK SCORES BETWEEN STUDENTS
F ROM URBAN AND RURAL AREAS ( N = 1 348 )
Groups
Urban Teens

Rur.al Teens

N

Mean

Std . Dev .

692

75 . 96

l 3 . 45

656

75 . 82

1 2 . 74

DF

t-Val ue

1 346 . 0

0 . 1 929
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VII. SUMMARY
The analyses and inter.pr.etation of the data were presented in
this chapter.. The data were cr.eated by the administration of the
"Teen Wellness Check" questionnaire to ninth and twelfth grade Ten
nessee teens dur.ing the school year. 1986-87. The data wer.e coded
and entered into the Vir.tual Address Extension (VAX) program at The
University of Tennessee Computer. Center, and analyzed using Statistical
Analysis System (SAS). The statistical analyses included computation
of the mean. mode. standard deviation. standard er.r.or. and z-scores.

Chi-squar.e. Kolmogor.ov-Smirnov one-sample test. and _!-test wer.e used
to test significance of difference. The . 05 level of significance
was used as the decision rule gover,ning statistical tests.
The study population consisted of 1. 348 ninth and twelfth
grade students--720 (53. 4%) ninth gr.ader.s. 628 (46.6%) twelfth
gr,aders. 683 (50.7%) females. 665 (49. 3%) males. 1183 (87.8%) white
students. 165 (12. 2%) nonwhite students. 656 (48.7%) students fr.om
rural areas. and 692 (51.3%) students from urban areas.

Analyses of the data revealed the following results. On the

average. Tennessee teens' health practices were categor.ized into the
fair. health risk categor.y. based upon their, health r.isk scar.es. The

r.esults of er.ass tabulations of grade (ninth and twelfth). r.ace

(nonwhite and white). and geogr.aphical area (rur.al and urban) with
the health risk categories wer,e signi,ficant when chi-square was
applied. The r,esults of er.ass tabulation of gender (male and female)
with the health r.isk categor.ies wer.e not significant when chi-squar.e
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was applied . The major. health risk factors of Tennessee teens were:

drinking and dr.iving and/or. riding. using alcohol with drugs. drink
ing alcoholic bever.ages. cigar.ette smoking. lack of seat belt use.
lack of adequate amounts of exercise. poor. nutritional habits. and
females not per.for.ming br.east self-examination. Ther.e wer.e signif
icant differences between the mean health r.isk scar.es of ninth
grade students and twelfth grade students. and of white students and
nonwhite students when t-test was applied . However. there were no
significant differences between the mean health r,isk scores of male
and female students. and of students fr.om r.ur.al ar.eas and students
fr.om urban areas when t�test was applied .

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY , F I ND I NGS , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I . SUMMARY
The purpose of the study was to identify health risk factors
for teens attending selected Tennessee public schools as either ninth
or twelfth graders and to provide baseline data for future school
health programs in Tennessee. The study specifically sought to
address the following questions:
1. What are the major health risk factors for teens (ninth
and twelfth graders } in the state of Tennessee as measured

by the 1 Teen Wellness Check 11 questionnaire?
1

2. Are there significant differences for the major health
risk factors between ninth and twelfth grade students?
3. Are there significant differences for the major health
risk factors between male and female students?
4. Are there significant differences for the major health
risk factors between white and nonwhite students?

5. Are there significant differences for the major health

risk factors between students from rural and urban areas?

6. What recommendations can be made related to the state
wide health education curriculum framework?

The Teen Wellness Check, 1 a computerized health risk
11

1

appraisal, was administer,ed to 1,507 students dur,ing the school year
1986-87 . The scores of 158 students wer,e eliminated from the
1 10
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study because they were either. in the tenth or eleventh grade. Con
sequently, a total of 1,348 students were analyzed in the study. The
study population consisted of: 720 (53.4%) ninth gr.ade students, 628

(46.6%) twelfth gr.ade students; 683 (50.7%) female�, 665 (48.3%) males;

364 (50.6%) ninth gr,ade females, 356 (49. 4%) ninth gr.ade males; 319
(50.8%) twelfth grade females, 309 (49.2%) twelfth grade males; 1, 183
(87.8%) white students, 144 (10.7%) Black students, 4 (0.3%) Hispanics;
7 (0.5%) Asians/Pacific Islanders, 6 (0.4%) Native American Indians/
Alaskan native, 4 (0.3%) students indicated other. for. their. race iden· tification; 656 (48.7%) students were from r.ural areas, 692 (51. 3%)
students were fr.om ur.ban areas.
The pr,imar.y statistical methods used to describe the students'.
health risk behaviors were to compute the survey responses in terms
of frequencies and percentages. The mean, mode, and standard devia
tion of the health r,isk scar.es were calculated. Tests of significance
of difference included chi-square, Kolmogor.ov-Smir,nov one sample test,
and t test. The .05 level of significance was used as one of the deci

sion rules gover.ning statistical tests conducted.
II. FINDINGS

Based on the analyses of the data in the study, the following
major, findings were revealed. The findings wer,e presented for all
teens and then categorized according to gr.ade, gender., race, and geo
graphical area.
The following is a br.eakdown of the results of all the subjects',
health risk appraisals according to health r,isk score, health risk
categories, and selected health risk factors:
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1. The mean health risk scor.e of the 1, 348 Tennessee teens
was 75. 89 with a standard deviation of 13. 10 and a mode of 83 • .
2.

Based on the mean health risk score, the students in the

state of Tennessee, on the aver.age, fall into the fair health risk
category.

3. The students were categorized into the following health
risk categories:

27. 7% in the excellent category, 46.5% in the fair

category, 18. 2% in the risky categor,y, and 7. 6% in the hazar,dous
category.
4. Twenty-nine per.cent of the students drive and/or r,ide
under, the influence.
5. Appr.oximately 13. 9% of the students use alcohol with other,
drugs.
6. It was revealed that 23. 7% of the students dr,ink alcoholic
beverages and 5. 3% have five or mor.e drinks in a day.
7. The study· revealed that 18. 4% of the students smoke cig
arettes and 4.6% smoke one pack of cigar,ettes or, more daily.
8. Approximately 8.8% of the students repor,ted that they were

highly str,essed.

9. It was found that 67.9% of the students do not always wear

seat belts.

10. A high per.cent of the students (67.8%) do not eat fr.om the
four basic groups daily.
11. Almost half of the students (48. 7%) do not exercise,
aerobically, at least three times

per,

week .
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12. The majority of the female students (79. 1%) wer.e not per
forming breast self-examination.
Grade
The following ar.e the results of the analyses of the health
r,isk appraisals of ninth and twelfth grade students according to
health r,isk scores, health risk categories, and selected health �isk
factors:
1. The mean health r.isk score of ninth gr.ade students was
77.68 with a standard deviation of 12. 43 and a mode of 86 while the
mean health r.isk scor.e of twelfth grade students was 73. 84 with a
standar,d deviation of 13.56 and a mode of 83. Based on the mean
health r,isk scar.es, both the ninth gr,ader,s and twelfth graders, on
the average, wer,e categorized into the fair. health r.isk category.
2. The following are the results of cross tabulation of gr.ade
(ninth and twelfth) with the health r.isk categories: for. the ninth
grade students, 32. 1% were in the excellent health r,isk category,
followed by 46.5% in the fair. category, 16. 1% in the r,isky category,

and 5.3% in the hazardous category. The twelfth grade students were

categor,ized into the following health risk categories: 22. 6% in the
excellent category, 46.5% in the fair category, 20.7% in the risky

category, and 10.2% in the hazardous category.

3. The results of cross tabulation of grade (ninth and twelfth)
with health risk categories wer,e significant at the .05 level of sig
nificance when chi-square was applied.
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4. Twelfth grade students had a higher percent (39. 8% } of
drinking and driving or riding than the per.cent (19. 6% } of ninth
grade students.
5. A higher percent (31.5% } of twelfth grade students drink
alcoholic beverages than the percent (16. 9% } of ninth grade students • .
6. A higher percent (7. 5% } of twelfth gr.ade students reported
drinking five drinks or more in a day than the percent (3.5% } of
ninth grade students.
7. Approximately 18. 9% of twelfth grade students mix alcohol
and drugs while 9. 4% of ninth grade students mix alcohol and drugs.
8. A higher percent (21.3% } of twelfth grade students smoke
cigarettes than the percent (15.7% } of ninth gr,ade students.

9. Approximately twice the percent (6. 4%) of twelfth grade

students smoke one pack of cigarettes or more daily than the percent
(3. 1%) of ninth grade students.
10. A higher . percent (10. 1% } of the ninth grade students re
ported being highly stressed than the percent (7.2%) of twelfth grade
students.

· 11. A higher percent (69. 3%) of twelfth graders reported not

always wearing seat belt than the percent (66.7%) of ninth graders.

12. A higher percent (83. 8% } of ninth grade female students

· were not performing breast self-examination when compared to the per
cent (73.7% } of twelfth grade female students.
13. There was a significant difference between the mean health
risk scores of ninth grade students and twelfth grade students when
the t-test was applied.
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Gender
The following ar.e the results of the analyses of the health
risk appraisals of female and male students according to health r.isk
scar.es, health risk . categories, and selected health r.isk factors:
1. The mean health r.isk score of female students was 76. 45
with a standard deviation of 11.83 and a mode of 83 while the mean
health r.isk score of male students was 75. 32 with a standard deviation
of 14.28 and a mode of 86.

Based on the mean health risk scar.es,

both the female and male students, on the aver.age, wer.e categorized
into the .fair health r.isk category.

2. For the female students, 26.8% wer.e in the excellent

health risk category, followed by 48.6% in the fair.. categor.y, 18.6%

in the risky category, and 6. 0% in the hazar,dous category.

3. The male students wer.e categorized into the following
health risk categories: 28. 6% in the excellent category, 44. 4% in
the fair. category, 17.9% in the risky category, and 9. 2% in the
hazardous.
4. The results of cross tabulation of gender {male and female}
with health r.isk categories were not significant at the . 05 level of

significance when chi-square was applied.

5. Approximately 31. 7% of the male students drive and/or. ride

under. the influence of alcohol while 26.4% of the female students
drive and/or r.ide under. the influence of alcohol.
6. It was found that 17.4% of the male students and 10. 4%
of the female students use alcohol with other. drugs.
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7. It was revealed that 9.3% of the male students and 1.6%
of the female students drink five or mor,e dr,inks daily.
8. It was found that 30.5% of the male students· and 17. 1% of

the female students drink alcoholic beverage(s) .

9. A higher per.cent (11.3%) of the female students r,epor,ted
being highly stressed than the per.cent (6.2%) of male students.
10. A higher, per.cent (5. 1%) of the male students r,eported
smoking one pack of cigarettes or more daily than the percent (4. 1%)
of female students.
11. A higher. percent (19. 1%) of female students reported any
smoking than the percent (17.4%) of male students.
12. A high percent of males (71.3%) and females (74.6%) do not
always wear seat belts.
13. There was no significant differ,ences between the mean
health risk scores of female and male students when the t-test was
applied.
Race

This section contains the results of the analyses of the health

risk appraisal of nonwhite and white students according to their. mean

health risk scores, health risk categories, and selected health risk
factors:

l. The mean health r,isk icore of nonwhite students was 78. 25
with a standard deviation of 11.68 and a mode of 91 while the mean
health risk scor,e of white students was 75. 57 with a standard devia
tion of 13. 26 and a mode of 83.

Based on the mean health risk scores,
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both nonwhite and white students, on the aver.age, wer.e categorized
into the fair health r,isk category.
2. For the nonwhite students, 35. 2% wer.e in the excellent
health r,isk category, followed by 43. 0% in the fair, category, 18.2%
in the r,isky categor.y, and 3. 6% in the hazardous categor.y.
3. The white students wer.e categor,ized into the following
health r.isk categories: 26.6% in the excel.lent category, 47 .0% in
the fair. categor,y, 18.3% in the r,isky categor.y, and 8 . 1% in the
hazardous categor,y.
4. The results of cross tabulation of r.ace (nonwhite and
white ) with health risk categor,ies wer.e significant at the .05 level
of significance when chi-squar.e was applied.
5. It was found that 29.6% of the white students and 24. 8%
of the nonwhite students dr,ink and dr,ive or, r,ide.
6. It was r.evealed that 24.6% of the white students and 17.6%
of nonwhite students drink alcoholic beverages.
7 . Appr,oximately 5.9% of the white students and 1.2% of the

nonwhite students r.epor.ted dr.inking five dr.inks or. more i n a day.
8. A higher per.cent (19 .8% ) of white students smoke cig

arettes than the per.cent (7. 9% ) of nonwhite students.

9. A higher, percent (5. 2% ) of white students smoke one pack

of cigar.ettes or: mor,e daily than the per.cent (0.6% ) of nonwhite stu
dents.
10. An equal percent (13.9% ) of both r.aces (nonwhite and white )
use alcohol with dr:ugs.
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11. A higher, per.cent (9. 0%) of white students wer,e highly
stressed than the per.cent (6.7%) of nonwhite students.
12. A higher, percent (80.6%) of white female students not per.
for.ming br,east self-examination than the per.cent (68. 2%) of nonwhite
female students.
13. A high per.cent of nonwhite students (60. 0%) and white
students (69. 0%) do not always wear, seat belts.
14. There was a significant differ,ence between the mean health
r,isk scores of nonwhite and white students when the l-test was applied.
Geographical Area
This section contains the results of the analyses of the health
r,isk appraisals of students from rural- and urban areas accor�ing to
their mean health risk scores, health risk categories, and selected
health risk factors:
1. The mean health risk scor,e of students from rural areas was
75.82 with a standard deviation of 12.74 and a mode of 79 while the
mean health risk scor,e of students fr,om ur,ban areas was 75. 96 with a
standard deviation of 13. 45 and a mode of 83.

Based on the mean

health risk scores, both teens from r,ural ar.eas and urban areas, on
the aver.age were categorized into the fai� health r,isk category .

2. According to the health risk scar.es, the students fr.om
rural ar,eas were categorized into the following health risk categor,ies:
25. 3% in the excellent categor,y, 50.6% in the fair, categor,y, 16.9% in
the risky categor,y, and 7.2% in the hazardous categor,y.
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3.

Based on the health r.isk scar.es, the students fr.om ur.ban

ar.eas wer,e �ategor.ized into the following health r,isk categor,ies:
29.9% in the excellent categor.y, 42.6% in the fair category, 19. 5%
in the r,isky categor,y, and 7. 9% in the hazar.dous categor,y.
4. The results of cr,oss tabulation of geogr,aphical ar,ea
(r.ural and ur.ban) with health r,isk categor,ies wer,e significant at the
. 05 level of significance when chi-squar.e was applied.
5. It was r,evealed that 30.6% of the students fr.om ur,ban
ar,eas and 27.3% of students fr.om r.ur,al ar,eas dr,ink and dr,ive or, r,ide.
6. It was found that 15.9% of students fr.om ur,ban ar.eas and
11.7% of students fr.om r.ur,al ar.eas use alcohol with other. dr,ugs.
7. A higher. per.cent (27.9%) of students fr.om ur,ban ar,eas
dr,ink alcoholic bever,ages than the per.cent (19.4%) of students fr.om
r.ural ar.eas.
8. Almost twice the per.cent (6;9%) of students fr.om ur.ban
ar.eas dr,ink five or, mor.e dr,inks in a day than the per.cent (3.7%) of
students fr,om r,ur,al ar,eas.
9. Appr,oximately, an equal per.cent of students from ur,ban

ar,eas (18.2%) and r,ur,al ar,eas (18. 4%) smoke cigar,ettes.

10. A slightly higher, per.cent (5.5%) of students fr,om r,ur,al

areas smoke one pack or, mor,e cigar,ettes daily than the per.cent (3. 8%)
of students fr,om ur,ban ar,eas.

11. A higher, per.cent (10. 8%) of students fr.om ur,ban ar.eas r.e
por,ted being highly str.essed than the per.cent (6.6%) of students fr.om
rur.al ar.eas.
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12 . A higher, per.cent (80 . 4%) of female students fr.om r,ur,al
ar,eas were not per,for,ming br,east self-examination than the percent
(77 .8%) of female students fr.om ur,ban ar,eas .
13 . A much higher, per.cent (73 . 8%) of students fr,om r,ur,al
ar,eas do not always wear seat belt than the per.cent (62 .3%) of stu
dents fr,om ur,ban ar,eas.
14 . Ther,e was no significant difference between the mean
health r,isk scor,es of students from r,ur,al and ur,ban ar,eas when the
t-test was applied .
Additional Findings
These findings per.tain to the cr,oss tabulation of the health
r,isk categories and the following variables: gr,ade. sex. r,ace. and
geogr,aphical ar.ea. Chi-squar,e was applied to deter.mine whether, the
r,esults of the cross tabulations were significant at the . OS level of
significance.
1 . The result of cross tabulation of ninth grade male and
female students � scor,es was significant . A higher p�r.cent of ninth

grade male students (34 . 5%) wer,e in the excellent category than the

per.cent of female ninth gr,ade students (29 . 7%) .

2 . The result of cross tabulation of twelfth grade male and

female students ' scores was not significant .

3 . The result of cross tabulation of ninth and twelfth grade
female students ' scor,es was significant . A higher. percent of the
ninth grade females (29 .7%) wer,e in the excellent category than the
percent of twelfth grade female students (23. 5%) .
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4. The result of cross tabulation of ninth and twelfth gr.ade
male students '. scores was significant. A higher, per.cent of the · ninth

gr.ade male students (34.5%) were in the excellent category than the
per.cent of twelfth gr.ade male students (21.7%).

5. The r.esult of er.ass tabulation of white and nonwhite male
students ', scar.es was significant. A much higher. per.cent of the non
white male students (42.5%) wer.e in the excellent category than the
white male students (26.7%).
6. The result of cross tabulation of white and nonwhite
fema 1e students •. scar.es was not significant.
7. The r.esult of cross tabulation of white male and female
students •, scar.es was not significant.
8. The r.esult of er.ass tabulation of nonwhite male and
female students ', scar.es was significant. A much higher, per.cent of
nonwhite male students (42.5%) were in the excellent category com
par,ed with the per.cent of nonwhite female students (28.5%).
9 . The result of cross tabulation of white and nonwhite

r.ur.a 1 students '. scar.es was not significant.

10 • . The r.esult of cross tabulation of white and nonwhite

ur,ban students ' · scar.es was not significant. For, the excellent cate

gory, 42.9% of the nonwhite urban students wer.e in this category

compared to 27.4% of the white ur,ban students. A much higher. per.cent
of the white ur.ban students (9. 1%) wer.e in the hazardous category
than the nonwhite urban students (1. 8%) .
11. The result of er.ass tabulation of urban and rural non
white students •. scar.es wer.e significant. A significantly higher.
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percent of urban nonwhites (42.9%) were in the excellent category than
the per.cent of r,ur.al nonwhites (18.9%) , but a higher percent of the
r,ur.al nonwhites (28. 3%) were in the r,isky categor,y than the percent
of ur,ban nonwhites (13. 4%).
12. The r.esult of cross tabulation of ur,ban and r,ur,al white
students •, scores was significant . Ther.e was not much difference be
tween the two groups for. the excellent and hazar,dous categories. For.
the fair. category, 51. 1% of the r.ur.al white students and 42 . 8% of
the ur,ban white students were in this categor,y. A higher. percent of
the ur,ban white students (20. 7%) wer.e in the r.isky category than the
per.cent of rur,al white students (15 . 9%).
13. The result of cross tabulation of ninth grade white and
nonwhite students•. scores was not significant.
14 . _The result of cross tabulation of twelfth grade white
and nonwhite students' scar.es was not significant.
15. The result of er.ass tabulation of ninth and twelfth grade

white students•, scores was significant . A significantly higher per.

cent of the ninth grade white students (30.8%) were in the excellent

category than the percent of twelfth gr,ade white students (21 . 7%) .

16. The r.esult of cross tabulation of ninth and twelfth grade

nonwhite students •. scores was significant.
17. The r,esult of cross tabulation of urban and r.ur.al female
students•. scores was not significant.
18. The r.esult of cross tabulation of ur,ban and r.ur,al male
1

students scores was not significant.
:
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19. The r,esult of cross tabulation of r.ur.al male and female

students 1 scores was significant.· There were not much differences be
1

tween the gr.oups for the excellent category and the r,isky category.
For the fair, category. there was a higher, percent. of female students

fr.om r,ur,al areas (52.7%) in this category than the percent of male
students fr.om r.ural areas (48. 4%) . A higher. per.cent of the male

students from r.ur.al areas (10. 0%) wer,e in the hazar,dous category than
female students from r,ur,al areas (4.5%) .
20. The r.esult of cross tabulation of ur,ban male and female
students '. scores was not significant.
21. The r.esult of cross tabulation of ninth and twelfth grade
r,ur.al students'. scores was significant. A higher, per.cent of the r,ur.al
ninth gr,ader,s wer.e in the excellent and fair. categories (30. 4% and
51. 8%. r.espectively) than the r.ur.al twelfth graders (20.0% and 49.4%.
respectively). A higher per.cent of the r.ur.al twelfth graders wer,e in

the risky . and hazardous categor,y (20.6% and 10.0%. respectively) than

the r,ur,al ninth gr,ader,s (13. 4% and 4.5%. respectively).

22. The r,esult of er.ass tabulation of ninth and twelfth

gr,ade ur,ban students'· scores was significant. A higher, percent of

the ninth grade ur,ban students (33.6%) wer,e in the excellent category
than the twelfth grade ur,ban students (25.3%) .

23. The r,esult of er.ass tabulation of ninth grade ur,ban and

r,ur,al students • . scar.es was significant. Ther,e was not much difference
between the gr,oups r,egar,ding the excellent category. Yet. a much
hi.gher, percent of ninth grade r,ur,al students (51.8%) wer,e in the fair,
categor,y than the per.cent of ninth gr,ade urban students (41.9%).
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24. The r,esult of cr,oss· tabulation of twelfth gr,ade ur,ban and

r,ur,al students �, scar.es was not significant.

25. The r.esult of cr,oss tabulation of white and nonwhite ninth
gr,ade female students', scores was not significant.
26. The result of cr,oss tabulation of white and nonwhite
twelfth gr,ade female students': scar.es was significant. Ther,e was
not much difference between the gr,oups for the excellent category,
but a significantl� higher, per,cent of nonwhite twelfth gr,ade females
(62.0% } were in the fair, category than the per.cent of white twelfth
gr,ade females (44.3% } . A higher, per.cent of the white twelfth gr,ade
females wer,e in the r,isky and hazar,dous categor,ies, �espectively,
21.9% and 10. 4%, than the per.cent of nonwhite twelfth grade females,
r,espectively, 12.0% and 2. 0%.
27. The r,esult of er.ass tabulation of white and nonwhite
ninth gr.ade male students � scor,es was not significant.
28. The result of cr,oss tabulation of white and nonwhite
twelfth grade male students', scor,es was significant. A higher, per,cent
of the nonwhite twelfth gr,ade males (34. 3% } wer,e in the excellent

category than the per,cent of white twelfth gr,ade males (20. 1% } , but

a higher. per.cent of the white twelfth gr,ade males (48.2% } were in the
fair category than the per,cent of nonwhite twelfth gr,ade males (28.6% }.

Additionally, 31.4% of nonwhite twelfth gr,ade males wer,e in the r,isky

categor,y compar,ed to 19.7% of the white twelfth gr,ade males, and more
than twice the per.cent of white twelfth gr,ade males (12. 0% } wer,e in
the hazar,dous categor,y than the per,cent of nonwhite twelfth gr,ad�
males (5. 7% }.
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29. The r.esult of cr;oss tabulation of white and nonwhite
ninth gr.ade ur.ban students \ scar.es was not significant.
30. The r,esult of er.ass tabulation of white and nonwhite
twelfth gr.ade ur.ban students', scar.es was significant. A higher. per.
cent of the ur.ban nonwhite twelfth gr.ader.s wer.e in the excellent and
fair. categories (r.espectively, 36. 4% and 52.7%) when compared to the
per.cent of ur.ban white twelfth gr,ader.s (r.espectively, 22. 9% and 41. 5%).
A higher. per.cent of the . ur.ban white twelfth gr.ader.s wer.e in the r.isky

and hazar.dous categor.ies (r.espectively·, 22. 9% and 12. 7%)_ when com
par.ed to the percent of ur.ban nonwhite twelfth gr.aders (respectively,
10. 9% and 0.0%) .
31. The r.esult of er.ass tabulation of white and nonwhite
twe 1fth gr.ade rur.a 1 students'. scores was not significant.

32. The r.esult of er.ass tabulation of· white and nonwhite

ninth gr.ade r.ur.a 1 students', scar.es was not significant.

I I I . CONCLUSIONS
Based upon the findings of the study, the following conclu

sions were made:

1. Over.all, the health of Tennessee teens is fair. Driving

and/or, r.iding under. the influence of alcohol, substance use/abuse,

lack of seat belt use, lack of adequate amount of exer.cise, and poor.
nutr.itional habits wer.e the r,isk factor.s most implicated in the
subjects', pr.actice of r,isky hea 1th behavior.s.
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2. The grade of the subjects is a factor regarding the major
health risk factor.s. As students progress in grade, they increase
their practice of risky health behaviors.
3. The gender of the subjects appears not to be a factor con
cerning the practice of risky health behaviors.

Both male and female

students are practicing risky health behaviors.

4. According to the Teen Wellness Check 11 questionnaire, the
11

race of the subjects is a factor regarding . the major health risk fac
tors. White students are more lik�ly to engage in risky health be
haviors than nonwhite · students.

5. It appears, generally, that the geographical area of the

subjects is not an influencing factor concerning the major health risk
factors. However, geographical area seems to be a factor regarding
the health risk categories. Students from urban areas are more likely
to practice risky health behaviors than students fr.om rural ar.eas.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the findings, conclusions, and literatur.e r,eview of

the study, the following recommendations were made:

1. Data sets are limited/missing for risk factors for Black

and other nonwhite teens; therefore, epidemiological studies are
needed on Black and other nonwhite teens in order to compile a data
base for these groups.
2. Follow-up study should be conducted to validate/assess
changes in health beliefs and behaviors of the ninth grade students.
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3. A study that is similar. to this research should be con
ducted, using grades seventh through twelfth in the state of Ten
nessee to further assess r.isk behaviors according to grade.

CHAPTER VI
EPILOGUE
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the study, as stated in Chapter I, was to
identify major health r,isk factors of teens attending selected
Tennessee public schools as either ninth or. twelfth gr,ader.s and to
pr,ovide baseline data for futur,e school health pr,ogr,ams in Tennessee.
The data were collected fr.om 1, 348 students through the administr.a
tion of the "Teen Wellness Check" questionnair.e. In this chapter,
the researcher. is given an opportunity to expr,ess obser.vations
encountered in the study that go beyond the scope of this research .
This chapter. encompasses the following divisions:

(1) Introduction,

(2) Purpose of Teen Health Risk Appraisal (HRA } , (3) Comparison to
Connecticut Study, (4 } Obser,vations about the Study, (5 } Signifi �
cance of the Study, and (6 } Recorrmendations.
II .

PURPOSE OF TEEN HRA

Since the introduction of the first HRA by Robbins and Hall
in the late 1950s, many HRAs have been developed, including the de
velopment of teen HRAs. They range from simple self-scor.ed ques
tionnaires to computer-scored and analyzed r.eports with extensive
data presentations. The first HRA was developed largely out of
efforts to make the public aware of their risks of preventable
128
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cancers.

Practicing physicians were the major targeted audience for

Robbins's original manual to be used as a tool to identify risk fac
tors and to screen their patients. Since that time, the audience has
expanded to include nonmedical personnel, health educators, employee
groups, and community organizations and also the purpose of HRA has
expanded/changed. Thus, the purpose of this section is to address
the purpose(s) of teen HRA.
Teen HRA probably has as many uses as users. The major uses
include data collection, intervention, raising the participants'
health awareness, and health behavior modificatirin. Teen HRAs are
sometimes used as a mean for collecting and summarizing epidemiologic
data. These instruments provide useful statistics for research and
surveillance. They are useful tools for the assessment of risk-taking ·
behaviors. They can also provide risk information on a defined popu
lation for a number of preventable diseases and deaths. Surveillance
ij more for. the user• s�concer.n to track events than for providin�
t�tervention· · programs � ·

Teen HRAs have been used as intervention devices for school

health program planning, risk reduction programs, and evaluation of

curriculum .

In other instances, teen HRAs can be used principally

as a conscious awareness/raising strategy or attention getter" to
11

stimulate participation in risk reduction programs or to modify/

change risk-taking behaviors. Lastly, teen HRAs have served as be
havior modification/health promotion devices. Probably, all HRAs
were developed with some hope of directly stimulating health behavior
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change of clients/students, but the expectations vary with the user.s
of the instruments. When used as par.t of a comprehensive health
pr,omotion package, HRAs seem to facilitate more behavior. change than
HRAs used independently. The instruments ser.ve little pur,pose to the
client when used as a "hit-and-r.un" screening tool �ith limited oppor
tunity to put new knowledge to use and to modify/change lifestyle.
Again, the questions are: what is the pur,pose of teen HRA
and what audience is ser,ved by the pur.pose? HRAs for. the pu�pose of
data collection mainly serve as surveillance tools for epidemi
ological data, which basically is for the concerns of user.s such as
resear,cher,s or. epidemiologists. School curriculum supervisors use
HRAs to determine the needs for cur,r,iculum and evaluate curriculum.
This pur,pose also is more beneficia1 to the user. rather. than the
client. Health educators use teen HRAs to change behavior,. When
used as an integral part of a comprehensive health promotion
package, it seems to enhance behavior, change which is beneficial to
the client. Teen HRAs utilized to cause conscious awareness ar.e
definitely for. the client concerns. The feedback fr.om the HRA raises

questions concerning risk factors which in turn stimulates the client
to seek help for reducing preventable mortality or, morbidity.

Although teen HRAs have many pur,poses/uses, the actual poten

tial individual benefits should not be over.looked because of concerns
with problems of use/misuse. Teen HRAs are very useful as tools of
prevention (primary prevention). These instruments can forecast and
identify high r.isk groups for selected risky behavior,s. Thus, teen
HRAs can pr,ovide a system to coor,dinate pr,eventive strategy for

dealing with risky behaviors of those targeted as 1 high risk.
1

1

1
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The

fir.st step in this system is to identify those who are at high risk
for particular risky behaviors. The next section pr.esents two
studies that used a teen HRA, the Teen We 11 ness Check question
11

I

I

naire, to identify groups at r.isk for selected risky behaviors.
III. COMPARISON TO CONNECTICUT STUDY
An investigation similar to the Tennessee Teen Wellness Check
Project was conducted in Connecticut schools in 1985 and again in
1986. The data were generated through the administration of the
1

1

Teen Wellness Check 11 questionnaire to 14, 127 students in grades

seventh through twelfth (DeMusis and Dewey, 1987).
In this section, comparison of some of the findings of the
Connecticut study and this study (Tennessee Teen Wellness Check

Project)· will be presented . The comparison will focus on seven risk

behaviors as they are distributed across gr.ade, sex, race, a·n a
highest grade expected. The risk behaviors include : non-exercisers,

cigarette smoking, drinking alcohol, drive or ride under the in

fluence of alcohol, use alcohol with other drugs, no close family

or friends to turn to when troubled, and often feeling life is not

worth living. Also, the percent of scores in the risky or hazardous
health risk categories (scores less than 70) will be compar.ed .
Grade
Table 55 presents the percentage of ninth and twelfth graders
by r.isk behaviors for Connecticut teens and Tennessee teens. In the
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TABLE 55
PERCENTAGE RISK BEHAVIORS BY GRADE
Connecticut
12tn
9tn
1 • Risky/hazardous

17. 1

37. 1

21. 4

30.9

2. Non-exer.cisers

16. 9

32. 1

41.8

56. 5

14.9

25.9

15.7

21.3

26. 1

48.9

16.9

31. 5

43.9

19.6

39. 8

3.

.

Tennessee
12tn
�tn

Cigar.ette smoker,s

4. Dr.ink alcohol
5. Dr.ink and dr.ive/r,ide

17 . o

Mix alcohol/dr.ugs

11. 4

28. 4

9. 4

18. 9

7. No family/fr.iends

6.6

6.4

5.2

3.5

8. Often feel life not
worth living

9. 0

8. 7

9. 7

7. 2

6.

Total Respondents

4,544
(N

=

1,056
5,600)

720
(N

=

628
1, 348)
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Connecticut study, it was found that as students advanced in grades,
the percent at r.isk increased for. all behavior.s except those related
to mental health, wher.e the level r.emained fairly constant. Similarly,
results were reported for Tennessee teens except for mental health,
wher.e the percent at risk slightly deer.eased as students advanced
academically. It must be noted that a much higher, percent of Ten
nessee teens (ninth gr.ade--41.8%, twelfth gr.ade--56. 5%) wer.e classi
fied as non-exercisers than Connecticut teens (ninth gr.ade--16.9%,
twelfth grade--32. 1%). These data indicate that the schools in
Tennessee need to increase the emphasis and provide opportunities
for students • participation in aerobic exer,cise.
Gender
The analysis depicted in Table 56 looks at differences in
risk behaviors according to gender.

For Connecticut, approximately

· an equal percentage of each sex scored in the r.isky or. hazardous

category (score below 70). However., for. Tennessee, a hig.her. percent
of the male students (27 . 1%) scored in the r.isky or hazar.dous cate
gory than the per.cent of females (24.6%). Male students fr.om Ten

nessee and Connecticut had a higher. percentage in drinking alcohol,

mixing alcohol and drugs, and having no family or. friends to tur.n to
when troubled. Also, a higher. percent of Tennessee male students
drive and/or. ride under the influence of alcohol than the percent
of females whereas in Connecticut approximately an equal percent of
female and male students drink and drive or. ride . Female students
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TABLE 56
PERCENTAGE RISK BEHAVIORS BY GENDER
Connecticut
�ales
F'emales

Tennessee
�ales
F'emales

20. 0

19.5

27. 1

24.6

2. Non-exercisers

13. 0

26.2

39. 3

57.7

3. Cigarette smoker.s

13.6

17. 9

17. 4

19. 1

4. Drink a 1coho 1 ·

33. 1

26.9

30.5

17. 1

5. Drink and dr.ive/r,ide

21.4

22.2

31. 7

26. 4

6. Mix alcohol/drugs

15.7

13.6

17. 4

10.4

7. No family/friends

7.4

4.4

6. 0

3. 1

8. Often feel life not
worth living

6.4

10.8

5. 7

11. 3

1 • Risky/hazardous .

Total Respondents

6,682
(N

7,445

=

14, 127)

665
(N

683

=

1, 348)
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fr.om both Connecticut and Tennessee had a higher. per.centage in non
exer,cising, cigar.ette smoking, and often feeling life was not worth
living.
Race
Table 57 pr,esents per.cent of r.isk behavior.s by r.ace. The
Tennessee sample size of Hispanics, Asians, Native Amer.icans, and
other,s is very small, and pr.obably the r.isk factor.s ar,e nonr.epr.e
sentative of these r.aces, ther.efor.e analysis of r,isk behavior.s by
r.ace will be between white and Black students. White teens fr.om
both Connecticut and Tennessee had a much higher. per.cent at r,isk for.
cigar.ette smoking and dr,inking alcohol than Black teens. Also,
white teens fr.om Connecticut had a higher, per,centage for. non

exer.cising and dr,iving or. r,iding under, the influence of alcohol and
mixing alcohol with dr,ugs, but ther,e was not much differ,ence between
whites and Blacks fr.om Tennessee in regar.d to non-exer,cising, drink

ing and dr,iving or. riding, and mixing alcohol with drugs. Ther.e was
not much differ.ence between white teens and Black teens fr.om Connec
ticut and Tennessee concer,ning risk behavior,s r,elated to mental

health. In addition, a higher. per,centage of white teens fr.om Con

necticut and Tennessee scor,ed in the r,isky or. hazar,dous category
than the per,centage of Black teens.
Highest Gr.ade Expected

Table 58 presents an analysis of the differ,ence in per.cent
of r.isk behavior.s of those not expecting to finish twelfth gr,ade,
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TABLE 57
PERCENTAGE RISK BEHAVIORS BY RACE

r.

Connecticut
B1acK

�n1 te

Risky/hazardous

21.2

13. l

Tennessee
B1acK
�h1 te
26.4

22.9

49. 1

48. 0

2. Non-exercisers

20.5

17 . o

3. Cigarette smokers

17.5

9. 1

19. 8

7. 0

4. Dr.ink alcohol

33. 7

15.9

24.6

17. 4

5. Dr.ink and drive/r,ide

24. 4

12.2

29. 6

27. 1

6. Mix alcohol/drugs

16.5

7. 4

13.9

14.6

7. No family/friends

5. 1

6. 2

4. 2

6. 3

8. Often feel life not
worth living

a.a

10. 3

8. 8

6. 9

Total Respondents

10,593
N

=.

1, 751
14, 127)

144

1, 183
(N

=

1, 327)

TABLE 58
PERCENTAGE RISK BEHAVI ORS BY H IGHEST GRADE EXPECTED TO ATTAIN
Connecticut
12tfi
<12tfi

Col l eie

Tennessee
12tfi
12tfi

Col l eie

35.5

15.8

44. 4

36. 4

20. 2

2. Non-exer.cisers

40. 4
25.4

25. 5

18.7

52. 2

53. 4

46.6

3. Cigarette smoker.s

31. 1

12.6

34. 4

27.5

13. 4

4. Dr.ink alcohol

39.3

29. 6
36.2

28. 1

26.7

26. 3

22.5

5. Dr.ink and dr.ive/r,ide

30.4

27. 1

20.4

40. 0

32.2

26.8

6. Mix alcohol/dr.ugs

28.2 ·

22.9

12.3

22. 2

16. 7

12. 0

33. 2

8. 4

5. 1

11. 1

4.5

3. 9

11.8

13. 3

7. 4

11 • 1

11. 0

7.4

1.

Risky/hazar.dous

7. No family/friends
8. Often feel life not
worth l iving
Total Respondents

720

1, 913
(N

=

14, 127)

11, 494

90

335
(N

=

923
1, 348

w

-..J
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those expecting to complete twelfth grade. and those who expect to
graduate from college for both Connecticut teens and lennessee teens .
For all risk behaviors except non-exercising and risky/hazardous·
category. those _ (both Connecticut and Tennessee teens) expecting
higher academic attainment had a lower percent at risk for risky

behaviors . For Tennessee. the risk of non-exercising was slightly

higher for those expecting to finish twelfth grade than for those
not expecting to complete twelfth grade. It must be noted that a
much higher percentage of stµdents from Tennessee were non-exercisers
than the percentage of students from Connecticut. Also. the largest
difference was found between those who expected to graduate from
college and those who did not expect to graduate from college .
Summary
In comparing results of these two studies. some generaliza
tions can be made about adolescents (ninth graders and twelfth
graders) in regard to selected health risk behaviors as measured by
the "Teen Wellness Check" questionnaire. Both studies were state

wide (cross-sectional studies) projects. wherein students across the
states were surveyed. An interesting feature of this comparison is

that the studies were conducted in two distinctly different regions

of the United States (Southeast and Northeast). Yet. the findings
of both studies were very similar.
As a result of comparing the two studies. the following
generalizations were made for Connecticut teens and Tennessee teens
at the ninth and twelfth_ grade levels:
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1. As students progress in grades . there is an increase in
risky behaviors . therefore there is a need for e·arly and consistent
school health education.
2. Males have the highest percentage of alcohol drinkers .
mixing alcohol and drugs. and having no family or friends to turn
to when troubled . therefore school health education efforts should
be concentrated in these areas for males.
3. Females have the highest percentage in non-exercising .
cigarette smoking. and often feeling life was not worth living. and
school health education efforts should be targeted for females in
these areas.
4. White teens are more likely than Black teens to practice
risky behaviors such as cigarette smoking. drinking alcohol . and
drive or ride under the influence of alcohol. Special emphasis
should be placed upon these areas for. white teens. while other
risk areas probably shoul d be targeted for. Black teens.
5. Students expecting higher academic attainment (i. e • •
graduating from college) are less likely to practice risky behaviors .
therefore it seems likely special school health education efforts
should be t�rgeted for non-college bound students.

IV. OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE STUDY
Limitation of the "Teen Wellness Check" Questionnaire
Health Hazard/Health Risk Appraisal (HHA/HRA) is a health
promotion technique that assesses r.isk factors for, premature death
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or morbidity and encourages the adoption of positive health behaviors.
HRAs appear to be aimed primarily toward white, middle-class Amer
icans. For �hat reason HRAs have been criticized in the literature
for not also .targeting other populations (e.g., Blacks, Hispanics,
Native Americans, and teenagers) at greatest risk for premature
morbidity and mortality (Wagner et al., 1982; Moriarty, 1985; and
Rowley, Mills, Kellum, and Avery, 1985). In 1978, the first health
risk appraisal for use with teenagers was developed. by the Florida
Cooperative Extension Ser.vice (Moody and Rienzo, 1981). Subse
quently, other health risk appraisals have been developed for teen

agers, including the Teen Wellness Check 11 (TWC } (Goulding and
11

Peterson, 1983; Moody and Moriarty, 1983; and Rhode Island Department
of Health, 1984) .

The Teen Wellness Check 11 faces some of the same criticism
11

as other HRAs; that is, it seems to be racially biased. It appea�s
to be more of a valid indicator of risk factors present among white
middle and upper class adolescents than for black teens and other
minority teens. One of the main problems with the TWC questionnaire

is that it does not include questions that would elicit responses for

the identification of risk factors that are the major causes of

mortality and morbidity for Black and otheri nonwhite teens. As a
result of using TWC, white teenagers appear to be at much greater.
risk for risky behaviors than nonwhite teenagers.
Using the TWC, Marciano (1985 } reported that in the state of
Rhode Island white middle and upper class subur,ban students were the
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ones with serious risk factors for. danger.ous lifestyle rather than
inner-city students and minority students. Similar results were
r.epor.ted in the pilot test for this study, using the TWC, it was
reported that inner-city black students were at less r.isk than white
suburban students for risky behavior.s • .In this study, it was con
cluded that white students were more likely than nonwhite students
to practice r.isky behaviors, par.ticular.ly for substance abuse/mis
use. Based upon these results, the assumption is that nonwhite teens
do not practice risky behaviors.

Quite the contr.ary, nonwhite teens

have a different set of risk factors than white middle and upper
class teens. The leading causes of death for white teens and non
white teens {particularly Blacks) are different.
Homicide is the leading cause of d�ath for Black males be
tween the ages of 15 and 44, and for Black females between the ages

of 15 and 24 . In 1980, the lifetime chance of a white per.son becom
ing a victim of homicide was 1 in 240; for. Blacks and other. nonwhites,
the chance was 1 in 47. Further, in 1983, Black males had a 1 in 21

lifetime chance of becoming a homicide victim whereas for. white males
the chance was 1 in 131. Additionally, Black females had a 1 in 104

lifetime chance of becoming a homicide victim, and the chance for

white females was 1 in 369 {Task Force on Black and Minority Health,
1986) .

Homicide or potential violent crimes ar.e related to many fac
tors, which include: availability or access of weapons, overcrowded
and substandard housing, high employment, broken homes, working
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mothers . low levels of education and vocational skills, anti-social
and violent behavior, and high population density.

The TWC does not

include any questions that elicit responses for risk factors for
homicide such as overcrowded and inadequate housing, availability or
access of weapons. and violent inter.personal characteristics. Homi
cide now is considered a public health problem. If the TWC is going
to be used as a health promotion tool, particularly with Blacks and
other nonwhites, it must include questions that would identify those
at risk for homicide.
Drug abuse is also a major health problem for Blacks and other.
nonwhites. Drug use is generally higher in urban areas than in sub
urban or r.ur.al areas. Nonwhites tend to reside in inner-city areas.
therefore they may be at gr.eater risk of drug abuse and the negative
social and health consequences associated with drug abuse. The health
consequences of drug abuse are probably gr.eater for. nonwhites than
whites because of the route used to administer. the drugs. Generally,
nonwhites are more involved in the intravenous use of drugs which
places them at an increased risk of infection fr.om hepatitis B virus
(potetially fatal) and acquired immune-deficiency syndrome (AIDS).

The TWC does not include any questions that singularly address the
use of drugs (Task Force on Black and Minority Health, 1985).

Not only is the TWC racially biased, but it does not contain

enough pertinent questions related to suicide. There are basically
two questions that somewhat assess the potential risk of suicide:
(#37--In the past six months, have you had feelings that life wasn't
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worth living? and #38--Do you have friends or, relatives that you can
turn to for help when . something is troubling you? ) . With the in
crease in suicide among adolescents and being the third leading
cause of death for this group, the questions for eliciting r,isk
factors for potential suicide should be mor.e direct, such as: Have
you had thoughts about or attempted suicide in the last year? Other
areas not adequately represented or cover.ed, specifically, ar.e:
sexuality, sexually transmitted diseases including AIDS.
In summary, the TWC as defined now, does not adequately

identify risk factors that are prevalent among Black teens and other
nonwhite teens. The instrument needs major modifications before it
can ser,ve as an useful tool for. identifying r,isk factors and encourage
health enhancing behaviors among teenagers, particularly Black and
other nonwhite teens.
St�engths and Weakness of the Study
One of the real strengths of this study is data collection.
The data wer,e collected with the use of a microcomputer, pr,ogr.am,
which included a card reader,, and an eight-minute instr.uctional

videotape. The videotape, pr,ofessionally produced, was utilized to

standardized instructions to the students participating in the study.

The following information was provided by the videotape: purpose of
the study, the agencies involved, defined health risk, informed
11

11

the students how to complete the Teen Wellness Check, and assured
11

the students their anonymity and confidentiality.

11
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The card reader (scanning device) was a very important feature
of data collection in this study because of its ability to provide
confidentiality, particularly on information · that is sensitive to

adolescents. This study sought to gather valid information on cur.
rent knowledge and behaviors regarding health risk factors among
adolescents by using a self-reported health risk behaviors question
naire. One of the major concerns of self-reported data pertaining
to health habits is validity. As stated, an advantage to using the
card reader . to collect data is its ability to provide maximum con
fidentiality, which increases the chance of gathering data that are
valid.
The card reader works by the students marking their responses
to the 46 lifestyle questions of TWC onto a mark sensing card with a
number two pencil. "The card is immediately fed into a card reader
(scanner) which in a micro-second reads the card, activates a com
puter which prints a lifestyle profile within 30 seconds" (Marciano,
p. 14, 1985). The students ' individualized profiles are confidential

and contain no identification. Use of the card reader and videotape
in data collection are the real strengths of this study, but the
study has weakness also.

The major weakness of the study was no follow-up and behavioral

counseling on the data generated by the students ' responses were pro
vided for the students. The only type of follow-up that was given

was a booklet entitled, The Way to Wellness for Teens. These booklets
were given to the students as a resource to. a 11 of the major r,isk
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factors. Better follow-up is, indeed, needed.

11

The use of HRAs is

most appropriate in settings where students receive long-term,

comprehensive health education 1 (Petosa et al., p. 54, 1986). Using
1

HRAs as hit-and-run 11 screening tools provide limited opportunities
11

for students to put new knowledge to use in modifying/changing risky
behaviors.
V. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This study is the first, to the knowledge of the r.esear.cher,

systematic study using the 1 Teen Wellness Check 11 program that was
1

conducted in Tennessee to assess adolescents health issues. One of
the most important aspects of this study is that it provides base
line data for future school education programs in Tennessee. Thus,
· the school health education programs will be based on data gener
ated from Tennessee adolescents rather than extrapolation from
national data concerning adolescents health needs. Further, the
data could be useful to the teacher. in planning lear.ning exper.iences

directed at addressing health implications of risky behaviors for

targeted population. The data are also useful to school adminis

trators for curriculum development of expansion. Additionally, the
data provide support for. the need of health education programs in
the schools.

Another important featur.e of the study is that the 1 Teen
1

Wellness Check 11 program provides collective data that may hel p the
teacher/health educator tar.get high-r.isk groups for, specific health

risk behaviors; for instance, females may need special emphasis on
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mental health. In or.der. to be more responsive to the needs of the
students, the school health pr.ogr.am should focus on the main health
behaviors that most influence the health of students.
Last, a very important aspect of the study is ·that this study,
unlike many studies, did not just collect data from the subjects but
were given something tangible (e. g . , a computer printout with de
tailed individualized advisory health messages in regar.d to each

participant's health behavior.).
up best. by stating:

11

Johnathan Fielding has summed it

For. the individual, health risk appraisal pro

vides a permanent document with personalized information that can
be taken home, referred to at will, discussed with family, and used
to track progress (or lack of it) i n ameliorating health risks over.

time 11 (Fielding, p. 338, 1982).

Perhaps the greatest value of the existing study is to provide
convincing documentation to support the unmet health needs of adoles
cents in our society. Futur.e studies need to focus on how best to
addr,ess primary prevention methods based upon predictive models which

identify those adolescents at the highest risk. The Tennessee and

Connecticut studies demonstrate the application of microcomputer.
technology in its early developmental stage.

Hopefully, other re

searchers will be challenged to move for.ward as a result of these
findings.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the results of this study, recommendations were
made in regard to the state health curr,iculum framework for. high
schools in the following areas: substance use/abuse, highway safety,
aerobic exercise, nutrition, mental health, and family life education.
Substance Use/Abuse
Tennessee data. Accor.ding to the study, 23.7% of Tennessee
teens drink alcoholic beverages, 13.9% use alcohol with other drugs,
and 18.4% smoke cigarettes. A higher, percent of white students
(19.8%) smoke cigarettes than the percent (7.9%) of nonwhite stu
dents.
Goal. In the Tennessee Health Curriculum Framework, the
following goal was stated with regard to substance use/abuse:

0

The

student will learn that dr,ug use may be useful, harmful or, non
essential for a healthy, happy life" (Health Cur,r,iculum Framework,
1985� p. 27).
Recommendations.

1. Health education programs should increase their emphasis
on substance use/abuse.

� - Stronger emphasis on tobacco use/abuse should be aimed
at white students.
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Safety
Tennessee data. twenty-nine per,cent of the students dr,ive or
r,ide under, the influence of alcohol and 67 . 9% do not always wear, seat
a seat belt . A higher per.cent of students fr,om r,ur,al ar,eas {73. 8%)
do not always wear, seat belts than the per,cent {62 .3%) of students
from ur,ban areas.
Goal. In the Tennessee .Heal th Cur,r,icul um F.�amewor,k, the follow

ing goal was stated with r.egar,d to safety:

11

The student will recognize

that accidents gener,ally r,esuJ t fr.om a combination of human er,r,or, and
environmental factor,s, and that pr,oper, knowledge and skills can lead
to safer, lives" {Health Curr.iculum Fr,amewor,k, 1985, p . 27).
Recommendations.
1.

Health education pr.ogr.ams should incr,ease their, emphasis in
highway safety.

2. Stronger, health education effor,ts should be dir.ected toward
dispel l ing myths concer,ning seat belt use and a str,onger.

emphasis should be aimed at students from r,ural areas.
Aer,obic Exer.cise

Tennessee data . Appr.oximately 48.7% of the students do not
per,for,m aerobic exer.cise at least thr.ee times weekly.
Goal. In the Tennessee Health Cur.r.iculum F.r,amewor.k, the follow
ing goal was stated with regar,d to exer,cise: "They will recognize
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that appear.ance, health, and fitness ar,e inter,r,elated and dependent
upon the degree to which per,sonal health needs ar.e met" (Health Cur.
r,iculum Fr.amewor,k, 1985, p. 27).
Recorrmendation.
1. Health education pr,ogr,ams need to incr,ease their emphasis
and pr,ovide oppor,tunities for, students • , par,ticipation in

aer,obic exer.cise.
Nutrition
Tennessee data. Appr,oximately 67.8% of Tennessee teens do not
eat fr.om the four, basic food gr,oups daily, and 55.3% do not eat br,eak
fast at least five times weekly.
Goal. In the Tennessee Health Cur,r,iculum Fr,amewor,k, the follow
ing goal was stated with regar,d to nutr,ition:

�The student will know

that food selection and eating patterns ar,e deter.mined by social,

psychological, environmental, economic, and cultur,al factor,s 11 (Health
Cur,r,iculum Fr,amewor,k, 1985, p. 27).
Recof1111endation.

1. Health education pr,ogr.ams should incr,ease their, emphasis on
the impor,tance of eating fr,om the four, basic food groups
daily and eating br,eakfast daily.

Mental Health
Tennessee data. The study r,evealed that 8.8% of Tennessee
teens wer,e highly stressed, and 8.5% often felt life not war.th living.
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However.. a higher. per.cent of the female teens wer,e highly str.essed
and often felt life not war.th living {11.3% and 11.3%. r.espectively)
than the per.cent of male teens {6.2% and 5.7%. r.espectively).
Goal. In the Tennessee Health Cur.r,iculum F,r.amewor.k. the fol
lowing goal was stated with r,egar,d to mental health:

11

The student

will know that each per.son is unique and special and has many good
qualities" {Health Cur.r,iculum Fr,amewor.k. 1985. p. 27).
Reconunendation.
1. Str,onger. health education effor,ts in the ar,ea of mental
health should be dir,ected towar,d female students.
Family Life Education
Tennessee data. Appr,oximately 79.1% of Tennessee female teens
wer.e not per.for.ming br,east self-examination.
Goal. In the Tennessee Health Cur.r,iculum Fr.amewor.k. the fol
lowing goal was stated with r.egar,d to family life education:

11

The

student will under.stand the impor.tance of r.efraining fr.om sexual

activity until matur.e and capable of under.taking commitments and

family r.esponsibilities" {Health Cur,r:iculum Fr.amewor,k. 1985, p. 27).
Reconmendation.
1. The family life education pr.ogr,am needs to be expanded to
include infor,mation. demonstr,ation. and pr,actice sessions
on br,east self-examination for, females.
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• C l Z 10 " -:avs • "'"•

(C) Nettner

18) Al IHlt J IIINS a ...

(Cl SelOOffl

18 AerODIC eaerc,se ,s any pnys.cll acti,,,ry 1n11 IN•llY ,ncrHwt OOll'I l'le1rt r111 ind
o,1111,in1 �cs can ,nctuoe 11erc1S1n1, J0111n1, SW1mm,nc, 1um01n1 rooe .
.:ross-country ,1"'"'· 0ris• w1111,,.,. or otller strenuous 1C11v1t1ft. How often do you
itt at •east 20 '""'"'" :>f non-stoo HroD1c eaerc,w
(Al 01tly
(01 Setc:lom

i 81 Al le•st ll'Pft ""'" a weell
1 El Never

tCl Once or tw,ce a •HII

: 9 '1ow otten do yau oairt1c1oa1e ,,. •terHt1ona1 act1v1t1n - '"'" n DOwt1n1. iOlf
!e,tn,,. bHiltto.11 sotftlall. d1nc1nc. Of '''"''" ICl1Vlllft 1
( 8) At IHSI tllrH llfflff a ...ell
c EI N�

<Cl Onct or tw,c, 1 """"

20 "40W rn.ny C•preffft (tOOICCO) ao ,ou lfflOlle?
(Al
1C1
(01
, El

(81 None. I Quit srno11,n1
None. I � ne- SfflOkecl
A 01t• o, •ns e>er -•
Mort lfl•n I r:,.c:11 r,er ,.... out ins ,nan a D1Cll Der day
i gKII oer Gay
IF) � 1 ,ncs 2 DICIIS e>er d•y

Zl ,, ,ou ••e • c,p,ene smo•er ac ,ou 01•n on Q\j1nin1 some 01, 1
1A1
18)
<Cl
1 01
(El
,,1

i HI somet"'"'II 1,0,., �J::-: of !�tH 1our •1)()(1 1rou01
I

(B) Yes. or,e

1 7 Mow oft.., GD yOU ...... 11 IHSI one ffllle Wtll,oul lfOOOtnt?

NIIII ,s '/04Jf wee1nt• (wear,n1 1nd0or c101nn1

(Al 89 lbs or tns
(0) 1 10 10 1 19
(GI ! &O to 1'9
iJl 1 70 10 1 79
( Ml 200 to 209
11', 230 101. o, more

( S> At 1e11t J bmes a ,....
(D) Never ;

1 6 .,.,.,e ,ou Deetl ,mmun11t0 (rece,vea snotsl to protect ygu 111,nst me11les and
German mellleS ,ruNtlal 1

6. 1"111 I DIOoCS reia1, ... 1 oarent. 1r1ndc,a,em. Drotnet. or ""., I r'IICI .,,,,., I l'IHrt
11tac:11. a stralle. "''" blOOO c,res1u1e. or d11Defe1 Defore '"- a11 of 60'
(Al Yft

a ..._.

, S) At 1e11t J tirnes
: 0) Ne1<er

: 8) � :• ':i �a,, , _
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! do nor srno•t
�- I 00 1\01 011n a,, Q\joff•"I
Yn. I l)lln 10 Qu11 today or ,n :ne very near !uture
Yes. I ;,tan to QUtt OtfOf't I 1ft '"'' ::Jf "''" SC:l'IOOI
Yn t 0111n to Quot Defore I "'"' 21 -,.1rs Ol4
• .,1; -,n1y au,1 ,t to,ceo to Oy ,11""1 o, d11eHo1

162
iteaftOl 11 .... 12 oz of IINr. • 5 oz. ..... of ...,.. o, • I 'It Ol ,nae of na,a IIQUO,I
In • l'fOIClt .. !ti. !tie fflOII I dri.,. '" '"" one eta, ,,
!Al
•C>
, [)
, Gl

llione. I donal Ollnll
J or , d,111111 on one aa,
7 Off a ClnMs ,n one aa,
1 1 o, rtlOre d,111111 ,n ON eta,

'"'
i

j

( 8) l o, 2 dllnll1 ,n one eta,
(0) 5 Off 6 Ollnlls ,n one eta,
(f) 9 0/f 10 0tll'IU ,n one a..

No (

(Al fft. usu.Uy

25. 0o ,OU .,_ IIM IICOIIClf Wllfl Gl1* druel!
<A> No I da,n
(C) Yft, _,..,"'"

I .,�

(A) No I oon·t
IC) 'Ill. SOIMflfflel

(8)
(0)

<Al AlweYI o, ne1rty ,,_,.

(81 Y11. sometlfflft

(C) No

39. C1n wau. ,11tercou,w even once. ..ltloul eff9c1lve tllfttl c:onlnJI. rnu1t ,n

�

<Bl Ya often
(0) '1ft. 01A Y«Y satdOffl

CA) ""

Yft, often
Yft, :>ut ...,y setcsom

tBl 5'>metifflft

rC> Seldom

<01 New,

: 21. WIien on111nc a car. da yau ,_ eac:NG IN sONO "'"" DY more rn1n 10 '""" 0lf
IIOUl'J
Nol c,m,,n1 ,.r
Newer IICN<II SONG hfflll Dy 10 mgfl
1t...,e11CNO � llffl11 Dy 10 mc,ft
Somal1fflft eacNO � llffllt Dy 10 mOfl
Often ncNO SONG lime lly 10 mOft

<Bl No

<C> I'm nat sure

40 "Noll MAUii ,ctlV1ty ..ti! Mftfal Dlftnerl tncrHW I penofl'I Ctlanc:11 o4 ptllffC
s1au111y transmitted o,uesn (ST0'1i' S.1ually transmitted o,uases ,re
somtf11N1 citied __... 01w1111 (Y.0 ).
(Al Yft

; 27 Ho- often oa YGU UM sellOelts wt1en yau or.,,. o, nae ,n I ca,1

(Al
( 8)
(C)
tO)
1 E)

(A) Yft. afteft
{Cl Yn. riNfY
38 Oo YGU "•• fnenOS or rt11t,ves 11,11 yc,u can tu,n to tar "9fD wftefl _,..,,.,,, ,,
trout11tnc yau'

! 26. Ooyou ft9t'dnNunclaf tlleinftuanceot 11c:a11atordfUCS - M riaewit11 1 onverwna

1
i

(C) No

:Bl No

(Cl rm nat su••

MALES STOP! You have completed the appraisal. Thank
you.
FEMAW please continue.
FEMALES ONLY SHOULD ANSWER THESE , LAST SIX
QUESTIONS ......
• 1 Oo ,ou eqm,ne you, 01,nts eacn mom11 ra detect lumos!
No (

29 If ,OU rlOe I ffllllClrC-,Cle '11 mooed. 00 YoU ... I netmetJ
,Al Ooifl rio. 1 motorc,cle1 1ftQOed 1 8) Never ..11 i lletmet
(Cl fta,ety ...,. 1 netmet
10\ 5o,,,er,fflft -..,; , neimet
1() � ..

., . ,,..in«

30 Wflefl -1111n1 o, 1oea,n1 on • tOIO. wn,c11 1101 11 tne •Old oo vou """ 01 101 onJ

(Al 'l'H

( 8)

No

tCll OOft f know

43 1111 yoi,r motl'llf Jr ''"" naa • nysre,ecto.,,., (uterus remow«1)1
IAI vn

18) No

IC)I OOI' f know

44 11 yoi, we !ollttecl na,,,n1 menstr� oerioo1. Oo tftey ew, 1n1 tar mor. ttlln l O oay,
" ' t,meJ

(Al Fac,nc Oft·COffllf'II trltfoc
( Bl '" same c,,recttOn as 1r11f1c
IC) E1tflet \tCN
I
i l l Mien ..,111n1, 101&•"1 01 ,,a,nir , D111e ,ner 01r11 oo
,�,.. cto111,n1 o, "1111 rtttectClfl on ,our IJlql

:,au .,.,, 1i1nt·c060red or

tAI No
1C> Yes, often or "*""

, Bl ""· SOfflt't11,,es
t Ol I aon t ..1111, 1011 rodl I Doke ,,.., e21r11

lA) No
1CI 1K. DUI ,t may nol .wt,

<Bl 'l'ft. ,no r'" ,..,,. '"" ,, _..,
t O) I OO,, t •now

!Al No
,c, YH. sorn.t,mft

<Bl Yes. often
( 0) Yft. DUI very se1aom

( A) r..,. nol Sllfted IIIV•"I pertOCls 19'
<Bl ·,"- my oe,,oo, nave 11sted to, more Ulan 10 o�
<Cl Na. r.. no1 nao I oe,,od Int tor more fllan 10 csa,s
45 Oo -,ou •now wftll cauwo yaur oenod to IHI mor. rllln 10 c,aysl
(Al Does not •DIIIY

18) Yes

IC) Na

46 Are - WftOt.a,,e DI'"' conr,01 0,11,anc:1 Smolle c,ca,enn ,ran ,ncrus«1 ,.,., ot
Dlooa CIOftlffCJ
(A) Yft

{8) No

tCll co-, t kllOW

Yoi, n,.. cQfflOleteG tnt Wtllnets Clltck ne11tll ris• uwssment QUfttoonnaire.
THANK YOU

J4 uo ,ou •"ow now ro ,.,,,. o, \tay 1flo,r ,n ,.,,., 1n11 ,, .J..,e, iour !"IIIO'

Srate Form t 1 2 1 '
f�1 I

.•,o f

:;a;-i: : . : ; ::
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Pl�, s e m a , � U $ w t r i c l e a r l y a n d pres) l11ml 1 with
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APPENDIX B

APPENDI X B

ttff11111IIIIIIIIIIIlffttffftftfftfffftfffltftfftfffftffl!Htffffttttffftftffftt
IIEUJIESS CKECX FOR TEDA6ERS
CDUITESY DEPT 11.S, UTX, DR. JAQ PURSLEY ! US-m-5�l l
tttftttfttfftttttffttllllllI1111fl111111111Ilfftttffftttttttfftffffttffffftffft
t t t t YOUR SCDRE DI THE HEALTH RISK MPPRAISAI. IS ,. OUT OF a POSSIBLE lit POINTS.
t t t t YOUR SCllRE PlACES YOU IN TH£ FOUDVIN6 H£AI.TH RISK CATEGORY: -» EICEI.LEHT

«-

YOU SCORED WELL lN THE FOUOWlNi AREAS llN TII WTlONIIAlRE:
t ->

D IET

DEMTAI. HEM.TH

IIIIUNlZATIONS

EXERCISE

SfflJKIN&

�CDHOL

AUTO SAFm <-

t

YOU SHOUU BE PROUD OF T1£ IIAY YOU TAkE CAR£ OF YOURSE.f IN THESE CATEGORIES.· IF YOU WOUU LIKE UlfOR"ATION TO HELP VDU TO !'!AINT�IN
OR FURTHER llftOVE T1tES£ &GOD HEALTH HAllTS, Pt.EASE REFER TO 'TM£ WAY TO IIELLNESS FOR TEEMS' BOOKLET YOU RECEIVED.

-»

NO NATTER HOii ·1ou AIISIIERED TH£ QUESTIONS ABOUT DRUGS AND SEIUAI.ITY, EVERYONE IS RECEIVIN& THE FOlLOIUN6 IIESSA6ES : ( '. ·---

• BESIDES lfARUUANA'S CANCER-CAUSIM& tl&EMTS, YOU SHOULD KNOii THAT KAAUUAMA USE CAM AFFECT YOUR THINKIN6, IIEffORY, AHO
CONCENTRATIIIII. IT CAN LOIIER l!Al£ HORltONES IM SOYS AND FENALE HORltONES IN 6IRLS, WHICH IIAY AFFECT YOUR PHYSICAL OR SEXUHL
ilEVaOPIIENT, tT CAN INTERFERE WITH DRIVING ABILITY AMI COORDINATION . FOR IIORE INFORIIATION P.EAD PAGE 11 OF ' THE IIAV TO
IIW.MESS FOR TEEMS. '
t ALCOHOL CAN BE A DAN6£ROUS DRUG. ABUSE OF IIMY kUIDS OF DRUGS CAN LEAD TD PER"ANENT PttYSICAL AND IIEMTAL DAIIA&E ANO/OR
ADDICTION, OVERDOSES OF SDIIE DRUGS CAN !\ND DO KIU , SNIFFING OR INHALIN6 SUBSTANCES lS ESPECIALLY DA11A6IN6 AND DEADLY .
READ PASE 1, OF 'THE IIAY iD WEU..'4ESS FOR rmtS. '
'

.

t SEXUAL INTERCOURSE -£VEM ONCE- WITHOUT EFFECTIVE BIRTH CONTROL CAN LEAD TO PREGNANCY , READ PASE 21 OF ' THE WAY TO
IIEI.UESS FDR TEEMS, '
t A PERSON l'IAY HAYE A SEXUALLY TRAHSIIITTED DISEASE iSTD) AND NOT KNOii IT UNTIL PER"ANEMT DAIIA&E IS ODNE. VOU SHOULD KNOw
THAT PERSONS WHO ARE SEXUAi.LY ACTIVE WITH DIITTRENT PARTNERS SHOULD BE CHECkED FREQUEJITLY FOR SEXUALLY TRANS"ITTED mmEs.
t SIIOKIII& CAIi RESULT IN CONSTRICTION OF Bl.GOD VESSELS AND POOR CIRCll.ATION. IIHEN CORIIIIED WITH POSSIBLE CLOTTtN& EFFEm
OF TH£ PIU, THE RESULT CAN BE A STROKE. IF YOU ARE TAkIN6 THE PILL, YOU HAYE A SPECIAL REASON NOT 'TD $1tOkE. READ P�E i 2
Qt: ' TME ilA V T O IIEt.LNESS Fat TE£MS.
I

t t YOUR IDEMTIFiED HEALTH RISK FACTORS t t
YOUR RESPONSES TO T1tE HEALTH RISK APPRAISAL QUESTIONS INDICATE THAT THE FOLLOIIIN6 ARE THE .\REAS Of GREATEST DANSER TO YOUR HEALiH :
t CLOSE RELATIVES OF YOURS HAVE HAD ONE OR ll()RE OF THE FOI.LOIIIM&: HEART ATTACl, STROKE, HI&H BLOOD PRESSURE OR DIABETES, TlHS
FMILY HISTORY I1CREAS£S YOUR CHANCES OF DEVElOPIN6 THE SAIIE CONDITION, REDUCING RISK FACTORS IS VERY INPORTANT FOR YOU,
t TRY TO LINIT SU6ARY FOODS ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE OVERIIEIGHT OR IF YOU TEltD TO GET CAVITIES,
t All UIIINTEIITIOIIAL LOSS OF IIEI&HT OR APflETITE MY BE CAUSED av STRESS AND Allllffi, OR 111\Y BE THE RESULT OF A PHYSICAL PROBLEII. IF
YOU HAYE EXPERIENCED All UNEXPLAINED IIEl6HT LOSS, YOU SHOULD CHECK WITH YOUR SCHOOL NURSE, COUNSELOR OR FtlftILY DOC!OR,
t IIMILE BREAST CANCER lS VERV RARE II YOUR A6E SROUP, IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO BEGIN THE HABIT OF !!ONTHlY BREAST SELF-EJAIIINAT!ON.
THIS. HABIT WOULD REDUCE ¥OUR RISK FOR BREAST CANCER Ill THE FUTURE .

AND BY THE IIAY,
t+tt lNFOR"ATIOl IS AIIAILABLE ON HOii YOU CAN TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR HEALTlt AIID REDUCE VOUR IDENTIFIED RISkStttt
PLEASE REFER TO THE FOLLOIIIN& PASES IN iHE 'IIAY TO IIEUNESS FOR TEENS' BOOKLET :
PA6E 7 PAGE 17 PA6E 2, PASE 26 PAGE 29
THESE SU66ESTI0NS wERE PROVIDED TD IIAKE ·,auR LIFE SETTER AND �ORE ENJOYABLE COURTESY DEPT HLS ,UTK-KEEP S1 HLI N6 1 1
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t t t t YOUR SCORE ON THE HEALTH RISK AP�AISAL IS 36 OUT OF A POSSIBLE 111 POINTS.
t t t t VOUft SCORE PLACES YOU IN THE FOlLOWIN& HEALTH RISK CATESORY: --» HAZARDOUS

«-

-» NO MTTD HOii YOU ANSWERED THE QUESTIONS AIOUT DIU6S AND SEXUALITY, EVERYONE IS REC£IVIN6 THE FOLLOWING !tESSA6£S: «---
t BESIDES ltAIUJUANA'S CANCER-CAUSIN& mrs, YOU SHOUlD KNOW THAT ltARIJUANA USE CAif AFFECT YOUR THIXKIN&, ltE!IORY , �0

CDNCENTRATIOI. IT CAI LOUER ML£ HORIIOIIES IN BOYS AID F£JtALE HORNONES IN 6IRLS, WHICH MY AFFECT YOUR PHYSICAL OR SEXUAL
DEVELOPIOT , IT CM INTERFERE WITH DIIVIN& ABILITY AND COORDINATION. FOR IIORE INFORNATION READ PAGE 18 OF 'THE WAT TO
118.lNESS FOR TmS. '
t UOHOL CAN BE A DAN&EROUS DRU&. ABUSE OF !WIY KINDS 0F DRUGS CAN LEAD " TO PERltAIIEJIT PHYSICAL ANO IIENTAL DIWGE AND/OR
�DDICTION. OVERDOSES OF SQIIE DRU6S CAN !UID DO KIU.. SNIFFIN& OR INMAI. I N6 SUBSTAHCES rs ESPECIALLY DA11A6IN6 IUID DEADLY .
READ PASE 1� O F 'THE IIA Y T O WELL.MESS FOR TEEMS. '
t SEXUAL INTERC00RS£ -£YEM ONCE- WITHOUT EFFECTIVE BIRTH CONTROi. CAN LEAG TO PREGNANCY . READ PAGE 2t OF 'THE WAY TO
WELLNESS FOR TEENS. '

t A PERSON i.AY HAVE A S£XUAl.lY TRANSltITTED DISEASE ism ,- NOT KNOW IT UNTlL PERNANENT DAltA6E IS DONE. YOU SHOULD r.NOW
THAT PERSDHS WHO ARE SEXUAU.Y ACTIVE WITH DIFFEREMT PARTNERS SHOULD BE CHECXED FREQUEMTLY FOR SEXUAlU TRAHSIUTTED DISEASES.
t SIIOKIN6 CAN RESUlT IN CONSTRICTION OF BLOOD 'JESSELS �ND POOR CIRCULATION. WHEJt C!IRBIHED WITH POSSIBLE CLOTT1M6 EFFEC�S
OF THE PIU., THE RESULT CAN BE A STROKE. IF YOU UE TAKIN6 TnE PILL , YOU HAVE A SPECIAL �EASON NOT TO S1IOKE. READ PAGE 12
OF ' THE WAY TO wn.u1m FOR TEENS. '
t t YOUR IDEJIIT IFIED HEALTH RISK FACTORS t ·,
YOUR RESPONSES TO TKE HEALTH RISK .ffRAISAl QUESTIOIIS INDICATE THAT THE FOi.LOWING UE THE AREAS OF GREATEST OAN&ER TO YOUR HEAL Tlh
t TRY NOT TO SUP BREAKFAST, · IT IS TM£ l'OST IltPORTAMT IIEAL OF THE DAY.

YOUR aODY NEEDS THE EMER&Y TO GET YOU THROUGH :ACH OAY .

t WHAT YOU EAT OEFINlffiY .V:FECTS YOUR HEALTH. TRY TO EAT A YARIETY OF FOODS FRON TltE FOUR FOOD SROUPS AIID "AINTAIN 10UR IDEAL
WEIGHT,
t YOU SHOtll.D FLOSS YOUR TEETH DAILY TO Pffl'ECT YOUR TEETH AND 6UltS. MOT FLOSSING REGULARLY INCREASES THE RISK OF TOOTH LOSS .lND
SUII DISEASE EVEN IF YOU KAVE FEW OR MO CAVITIES,
t YOU MY NOT BE UP TO DATE ON YOUR IIINUMIZATIOIS, WHICH WOULD INCREASE YOUR RISK OF SETT1N6 ltEASLES OR RUBELLA i GER"AN IIEASLESl .
CMECK WITH YOUR PARENTS, SCHOOL NURSE, FMILY DOCTOR, QR LOCAL CL.IIUC.
t A REGULAR PRD6RM OF AEROBIC EXERCISE WOULD BE SOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH. TO SE CONSIDERED AEROBIC TIIE ACTIVITY IIIJST GREATLY INC�Em
YOUR BREATH(N6 AND HEART RATE, AND CONTINUE NON-STOP FOR AT LEAST 2t IIINUTES, THREE OR !tORE TINES EACH WEEK, AEROBI C ElE!'iCI SE C:.N
INCtUDE BRISK WALKINS, JD&61N6, SWUIIU116, CROSS-COUNTRY SK1 IN6, DANCIN&, BIKIN&, OR �NY OTHER FORN OF YISDROUS ACTIVITY.
t SNOICIN6 IS A ltA.TOR HEALTH HAZARD, EVEN AT YOUR AGE. IT'S COSTLY, &IVES YOU BAD BREATH, IIAKES YOUR CLOTHES SIIELL, CilUSES
?RENATURE WIUll:L£S ON fOUR FACE, AND 5HORTENS YOUR BREATH. IT IS ALSO THE "A.TOR CAUSE OF LUN6 CAIICER , HEART DISEASE, E"PHYSEl'!A ,
iUID SUDDEN DEATH. IF YOU QUIT NOW, YOUR BODY Ct.It RETURN TO HORIIAL IN A 'JERY SHORT Tt!IE.
t ALCOHOL, WHEN COltBUIED WITH OTHER DRUGS, CAN BE FATAL. ALCOHOL AND BARBITURATES OR TRANQUILIZERS TOGETHER CAN SLCII OOWH BREATHt,G
AND HEARTBEATS TO THE POINT OF DEATH. IIMEN Al.C!lHOI. IS COIIBINEO WITH STIIIULANTS THE EFFECTS OF EITH£R O"E !tAV BE DANGEROUSLY
INCREASED, COltBIIHN6 ALCOHOL �D IIARIJlJANA CAN CAUSE IIORE PROBLEIIS THAN EITHER �LONE, ESPECIALLY IIHEN DRIVING.
t ALCOHOL RELATED TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS KILL ANO CRIPP1.E TENS OF THOUSANDS OF IMHOCEHT PEOPLE EVERY YEAR. 90TH ALCOHOL �HD DRUGS
GREATLY REDUCE REACTtOM Tl!IE, INCREASIN6 1QUR CHANCES OF CAUSING OR BEIN6 UMABLE TD �VOID A SERIOUS �CIDEllT

167
t l:itr.M VEAi AUTOIIOBILE ACCIDEMTS KILL AMD CRIPPLE T9S OF THOUSANDS OF TEEMS AND YOUN& ADULTS. I T t s THE �IIBER ONE CAUSE OF DEATH
�ND SERIOUS INJURY FOR YOUR A6E &ROUP. BY IIEARIN6 SEAT BELTS YOU GREATLY DECREASE YOUR CHANCES OF SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.
t WHEN WAL.KIN& OR JDG6IN6 01 A ROAD, YOU SHOULD ALWAYS WAlX OR JOG SO THAT YOU �E FACIN6 THE ONCDIIIN6 TRAFFIC.
t IM4El J06&IN6, IIAUIN&, OR RID1N6 A BIKE AFTER DARI AllilAYS WEAR LI&HT-COI.ORED CLDTHIN6, PREFERABLY A REFLECTIVE �EST, OR BE SURE
YOUR BIKE HAS REFUCTORS. YOU IIAY SEE A CAR'S HEADL16HTS AFTER DARK, BUT WITHOUT RffiECTIVE CLOTHING THE DRIVER IIAY �T BE ABlE ro
SEE YOU.
• Pffl'EALY UISTAU.ED AIII IIORKIN6 �E DETECTORS IN T1tE HONE CAN IIARN voua FAIIILY QF A FIRE WHILE THERE IS STIU TIIIE TO GET
TO SAFETY.
1 YOUR OWN l!OODS AID STRESSES MY BE EHDAN&ERIN& YOUR OVERALL HEALTH. PROLONGED STRESS IS ASSOCIATED WITH ILLNESSES SUCH �S HISH
BLOOl> PRESSURE, HEART DISEASE, 6ASTRIC ULCERS, ALCOHOLISN AND 11£NTAL OR EfflJTlOIIAL ILLNESS. FIND H£Al.THY IIAYS TD REL.ill. LIKE
EXERC1SIN6. YOU IIAY NEED TO TAU TllIN&S OVER. IUTH SOIIEONE IN YOUR FAIIILY, A ClOSE RUENI, OR S011EONE El.SE WHO IS A SOOD LISTENER,
t FEELIMS REAi.LY DOWN EltOTlOltAUY HAPPENS TO AUtOST EVERYONE OCCASIONALLY -BUT- 1T CAIi SERIOUSLY HARII 'fOUA · HEALTlt. IF YOU FINO
YOURSEl.f r£Ellll6 THAT LIFE ISl'T IIORTH LJYIN&, DONT DO ANYTHING HASTY - S£EX OUT THOSE SOU1IC£S OF H£U> THAT ARE AVAILABLE TO 100.
t WHILE BREAST CANCER IS VERY RARE IN YOUR MiE GROUP , IT IS A SOOD IDEA TO SESIN THE HABIT OF IIONTHLY BREAST SELf-EXAll[NAT ION.
THIS HABIT IIOULD REDUCE YOUR AISX FDR BREAST CANCER IN THE FUTURE.

ilHO BY THE WAY,
tfft INFORIIATIOI IS AVAILABLE ON HOW YOU CAN TAKE COITIIOL OF YOUR HEAL TH AIIO REDUCE YOUR IDENTIFIED RISkStttt
PLEASE REFER TO THE FOLLOIUN6 PAGES IN THE 'IIAY TO WEU.MESS FOR TEENS' BOOKLET:
PAS£ 7 PASE 11 PASE 12 PAGE lit PASc 15 PAGE 17 PMiE 22 PASE 2, PAS£ 29
THESE SU66ESTIOIS IIER£ PROVIDED TO IIAKE YOUR LIFE BETTER AMD IIOAE ENJOYAILE COURTESY DEPT HLS,UTX·KEEP S11ILIN6 1 1

«

wELLNESS CHECt IIAS DEVELOPED BY THE RHODE ISLAND DEPART"ENT QF HEAL TH }}
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APPENDIX C

APPENDI X C

WEL L �ESS C��CK SCO� I NG Mf fHOO ( Teen Vers i on )
I nc l uded here i s a copy of the hea l th ri sk appr a i s a l ques t i onna i re for
teens marked wi th the number of po i nts as s i gned to each respo n se u nder each
response . A l so i nd i c ,1 t�d i s the nu,nber of the adv i sory me � s age wh i ch the
co,,,:,u t�r pri nt s ou t and tho se responses tha t tr i gge r each adv i sory . A l i s t of
a l l pos s i b l e adv i sory mes � ages i s a l so i nc l uded . P r i n ted u nder the adv i sory
rnes sage number i s the page number of The Way to Wel l ne s s for Teens book l et
tha t i s l i s ted a t the bot tom of the rm appra1 sal pr 1 n tou t rrt'Fi'at adv i sory
mes�age i s gi ven . E ach teen star t s ou t wi th a · bdse score of 76 po i nt s .
P oi nts are added to or sub t r ac ted from the base score to determ i ne the f i na l
score .
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1 70
TEEN WELLM£SS CHECK QUESTIONNA I RE
< W l th weight• !or each r•aponae >
Ar• you :
Feaale C >
0ueation 2

1S < >

14
17

16

--------------------------------------------------------------------.

.

Ou•aUon 3
What do you cona1d•r your rac•l•thn ic group to be ?
CA>

Whi te < non -Hispan i c or igin>

<B>

Bl ack < A£ro-Aaer 1can or igi n >

CC>

H i apan i c:

<E>

Nat i ve Aaer 1c:an Ind i an or A l aakan nat i v•

<D>

Aaian or Pacific: Ial ander

Qu•at i.on 4
What grad• are you i n now ?
7th

8th

9th

1 0th

1 1 th

12th

QuesUlln S
What 1a th• h1gbeat grad• you plan to coapl•t•?
7th

C >

10th <

�th

1 1 th < >

( )

1 2th C >

9th

< >

C F>

Other
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Hda a b l ood rel ativ• < parent . gra�dperen t . brother , or ai ater > had
e i t her a heart attack . a atrok• , h igh blood preaaur e , or d i ab•t••
befor• th• ag• of 60?
CA>

Yea

<B>

No

Don " t knov

<C>

--------------------------------------------------------------------Quea t i on 7
How wou ld you d•acr i b• your body fr••• ?

---------------------------------- --------------· -------------------Question 8
How tal l ar• you < wi th

aho•• -- one

1 nc:h h.. l a > 7
4'1

CA>

4 ' 9 " or unde,r

<B>

4 " 10 " -

(0)

5 ' 2"

<E>

CG>

5 ' 8 " - 5 " 9 11

( .J )

6 ' 2 " - 6 " 3 11

- s · 3··

1

5" 1"

<C>

5'

5 " 4 " - S ' S"

<F>

5 ' 6"

CH>

5 ' 10 " - 5 ' 1 1 "

<I>

6" - 6 ' 1"

<K>

6 ' 4 " - 6 ' 5"

< L>

6 ' 6 .. or over

H

-

5 " 7"

-------------------------------------------------- · -----------------Queat 1on 9
What 1 • your we ight?

< wearing indoor c:loth•• >

CA)

89 lba . or l •••

<B>

90 to 99

<C>

100 to 109

C O>

1 10 to 1 19

< E>

1 20 to 1 29

<F>

1 30 to 1 39

<G>

140 to 149

C H)

150 to 159

(I)

1 60 to 1 6 9

(J>

170 to 179

CK)

1 80 to 1 89

<L>

190 to 1 99

(")

200 to 209

<N>

210 to 219

<O>

220 to 229

<P>

230 lba . or aor•

--------------------------------------------------------------------20% - 29 . 9� ov•rwe ight < 1'• ..•9• . 2 )
2o·u underwe i ght. < Neaaaqe II 33 )

30�+ overw• ight

< N•aaeg• # 32 >
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How aany daye in a typ ica l ..,..k do you eat break fast ?
<8>

+1
<C>

2 t o 4 days a w••k

5 o r 6 day• a w�k

0

-1

How aany day• i n a t yp ica l we.k do you ••t £ooda fro• •ach of the four
t·ood groupa 7
ih• four ! ood groups ar• : .
1>
2>
3>
4)

Fru i ta and veg•tabl•• :
breada , gra i ns and/or cereal • :
• i l k o r • i l k product• :
••at . £ i ah , or pl ant protei n• ?

I �at so••th 1 ng f r o • each 0£ the•• £our food group•
<8>

+1

5 o r 6 days • we.k

0

-4

-2

Quest ion 12
How oft•n do you snack on fooda l i k• paatr i•••
dr inks , o r oth•r augary £ood a 7
<A>

Da i l y

<C>

Seldo•

-1

<B>

candy ,

At leaat 3 t i aea • w.. k

0

0

0

How o£t�n do you bruah your t ..th?
tA>

Dai l y

�1

<C>

Seldo•

-1

0

-1

< Neaaage I 6 >

!Ju�&t ion 14
How of ten do you uae dent a l ! loaa on your. t .. th and guaa ?
<A>

Dai l y

+1

<B>

At l•••t 3 t i••• a w..k

< C>

S•l doa

-1

< D>

Never

-1

0

< Neaaag• # 35 >

aweeta ,

ao f t
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Queat lon 1S

..
----�---------------------------------------------------------------Hav• you had your tMth ehec:�.ct and/or el•anttd at a den t i at • a
or cl inic in th• paat 1 2 aontha?

,

(

+1

)

No

Hav• you b..n i aaunizttd < rec:ei vttd ahota>
••••l•• and G•r•an ••••l•• < ru�l l a > ?
CA>

Y•a , both

< D>

I don • t know

+1

< 8>

Y•• • one

0

-1

< >

< ft••••CJ•

to

CC)

off ie•

6>

#

protect

you

aga inat

-1

N•i th•r

< X•aaag• # 7 >

0

----------------------------------------------------�---------------How oft•n do you wal k at leaat one ai l• without atopping ?
<A>

Dai l y

+1

<8>

A t leaat 3 ti ••• • w.. k

+1

<C>

Seldoa

0

( Jleaaag• # 8 )

0

Question 18
Aerobic •x•reis• i a any phyaical act ivi ty that gr•atl y lncr••••• both
Aerobic• can include exere i a i ng , J ogg i n g ,
h•art rate and breath i ng .
swiaain9 , Ju•ping rope . croaa country ak i ing , br iak wal k i n9, or oth•r
atr•nuoua act i v i ti•• ·
How often do you g•t at l•••t 20 • i nut•• of
non -stop a•rob i c •xerc i ae ?
<A>

Dai l y

<C>

Once or twice a w4tek

+2

< 8>

At leaat thr .. - ti••• a w4tek
0

CO>

Seldo•

+2

O
C E > N•v•r
< N••••CJ• I 8 >

0

Queat i on 1 9
How often d o you part ici pat• in recreat ional act 1v l t iea -- auch ••
bowl i ng , gol f . tenn i s , baak•tba l l , aoftbal l , dancing , or a i a i l ar act 1 v 1 tiea?
CA>

Da i l y

<C>

Once or twice a wMk

+1

< 8>

At leaat three t i ••• • w..k
O

CO>

Se ldo•

If 0 < 1 7 l + Q C 18 > + Q ( 19> a l l = E> th•n -2

0

<£>

+1
N•v•r

< R•aaa9• # 8 >

0
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<B>

< Dl

+2

Nore than a pack p•r w.•k but leaa than a pack per day
-6

CG>

Non• , I qu i t aaoki n9

< F>

2 or aore pack• per day

-4

_,

8etw..n 1 and 2 packa 1>4tr day

-6

Quest .i on 2 1
I f you a r e a c i gar•t te aaoker , do you plan o n qu i tt i ng aoae day ?
<A>

I do not saoke

(8)

No , I do not pl an on qui tt i ng

<C>

Y•• · I phn to qui t today or ln th• very near future

-1

( 0)

Yea , I p l an to qui t before I get out of h igh achool

-1

CE>

Yea , I plan to qui t befor• I turn 21 years old

-2

C F>

I w 1 1 l on l y qu i t lf forced to by i l l n••• or d i •••••

-3

0

-4

Question 2 2
Does •ar i Juana aaoke contai n •ore cancer -caua i ng ag•nta than
saoke ?
Yea

< >

No

0

(

)

tobacco

0

In a typical w.. k . what ia th• aoat alcoho l you dr i nk i n any one day ?
< A drink of alcohol l a e i t her 12 oz of b••r , a S oz gl ••• of w i n• , or
a 1 1 / 2 02 . ahot of h ard l iquor >
In a typ i ca l we•k , the •oat I dr i nk in any on• day ia .
< B>

<A>

None , I do not dr ink

<C>

3 o r 4 dr l nk a 1 n one day

-2

<D>

S or 6 d r l nk a l n on• day

< E>

7 or 8 dr i nks in one day

-6

<F>

9 or 10 dr i nka in on• day -6

(G)

1 1 or •ore dr i nks in one day

+1

-6

1 or 2 dr ink• 1 n one day

0

-4
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I a th• abu .. of alcohol C e depr••••n t > or any oth•r dru9 dan9eroua ?

v•• C )

No

0

C

0

)

Do you •v•r uae alcohol w i th other druga 7
-9

+1

cA>

No I don ' t

CO>

Y@s . but very se ldoa

CC>

Y•• • aoaeti •••

-6

-3

Queat ion 26
Do you •ver dr i ve under th• i nf luence of alcohol or druga -- or
w i th a dr 1 Y.e r who i a ?
+1
CO>

< B>

Yea , but very aeldoa

Yea , often

-11

<C>

Yea . aoaet i •••

ride
-6

C Neaaage # 14>

-3

Queat ion 27
How o!t@n do you uae seatbe l t• when you dr i ve or r id• i n • car ?
<A>

A lways or near ly alway•

CC)

Sel doa

-3

+1

C Neaaage # 1 5 >

<8>

Soaet i a••

<D>

Never

-1

-s

Queat ion 28
When dr iv i ng a car . do you ever •xceed th• apeed l i • i t by aore than 10
• i lea per hou r ?
0

( A>

Not dr i v i ng yet

CB>

Never exc.-d speed l i a i t by 10 aph

CC>

Rarely @xc.-d ap.-d l i a lt by 10 aph

1 £>

Of ten exceed speed l i a l l by 10 aph

+1
O

-5
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Quest ion 29
I f you r i de a •otorcyc l• or •oped , do you wear a helaet ?
<A,

Don ' t r ld• a •otorcycle/ aop� + l
-3

<E>

Never wear • hel aet

< D>

Soaet i ••• wear a hel ••t
-1

0

Always wear a hel ••t

-4

<8>

Question 30
When wa l k i ng or Joggi ng on a road ,
o r 1 09 on ?
<A>

Facing on-coaing traffic

<8>

In •••• d ir•ct ion aa traff ic

which aid• 0£ the road do you wa l k

•1
<C>

-1

Ei ther aid•
11••••9•

#

-1
18

Question 31
When wal k i ng , Jogging or r iding a bike after dark do you wear l ight
co l ored or ref lectiv• clothing or have ref lect.or• on you b i ke?
<B>

-1

Yea , aoaeti•••

0

<C>

Yea , often or alvaya

< A>

No

< D>

I don ' t walk/ Jog/r ide a bike after dark

+1

Quest ion 32
Do you have a aaoke detector in your ho•• or apartaent?

<A>
<C>

Mo

v•• •

-1

(8)

Vea , and I ' a sure that. it work•

but i t aay not work

< D>

0

0
I don ' t knov
11••••,. ti 34

Quest ion 33
Do you ever h itchhik• or pick up h i tchhi kers?
CA>

No

C D>

Yea , but s•ldoa

+1

<8>

Vea , often
0

-3

<C>

+1

Yea , ao••ti•••

-1

+1

177

0u•st .lon 34
Do .you
head ?

knov .hov to sw ia or stay ;,, f l oat i n wat•r that
(

v..

)

+l

(

No

is

over

your

)

Qu•at ion 35
H a v e you
d itft i ng ?

Yea

< • • •For

<

Q

loat •or• than £ i v• pounda i n th• paat £ev
-1

#36-38

Neaaag• • 23••• >

No

(

•ontha

wi thout

0

)

Qu•st ion 36
Do you usua l l y get enough s l eep and t.. 1 reated ln the aorni ng ?
CA)

V•a , uaua l l y

<C>

0

No

-1

Que11tion 37
In th• paat a i x aontha ,
l i v i n9 ?

have you had feel ing• that l i fe waan ' t vorth

CA,

Yes , often

Yea , · aoaet i •••

<D>

N o I haven ' t

-7

< B>

<C>

-3

0

Yea , rare l y

-1

Neaeag• • 24

Question 38
Do you have friend• or rel a t i ve• that you can turn to for
so••th ing ia troubl i ng you ?
<A>

Yes , usua l l y

0

<B>

Y•• , aoaeti aea

0

<C>

No

hel p

when

-1

Qu•stion 39
Can ••xual intercour•• even once , wi thout effect i ve b i rth control , re
su l t ln pregnancy ?
, ,\ )

Vea

0

<B>

No

-1

<C>

I ' • not aure
-1
Neaaag• ti 25
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Wi l l sexual act ivity vith Hveral partner• 1ncr•••• • peraon • a cbanc••
Sexual l y trana
0£ getting Nxua l l y tran .. 1 tted d1 •••-• < STD' a > ?
• 1 ttM diaea..a ar• aoaeti ••• cal led •enera l d1 ...... < V . D . > .
<A>

Yea

<8>

0

No

-1

<C>

-1
I ' • not aure
......,. I 2,

------.----------�----�----------------.,-------------------·--------You have coaplet� the appraiaa l .

NALES STOP !

Thank you .

FEMALES pl••- continue .
FEMALES ONLY SHOULD ANSWER THESE LAST S I X QUESTIONS
QuaaUon 41
Do you exaain• your br•••t• eec:h aonth to detect luapa7
Yea

< >

Mo

+1

(

)

-1

Neaaag• #27

Kaa your aether or ai ater had a breaat reaoved or an operat ion on
br•aat?
<A>

Y•a

0

<8>

No

0

< C>

h•r

0
I don ' t know
Jleaaag• # 28

Haa you •other or aiater had a hyaterectoay < uterua reaov•d > ?
<A>

Y•a

0

<8>

No

0

<C>

I don ' t knov

0

,. •••• ,. I 29

Queat.on 44
If you ' ve atartM having ••n•trual period• , do they •v•r l aat for aor•
than 10 daya at a ti••?

<A>

l ' v• not started hav i ng per 1oda yet

<B>

Yea , •Y per iod• have l aated for aor• than 10 daya

<C>

No . I ' v• not had • per iod laat for •ore than 10 daya

0

O
O

"••••9• # 30
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uu,Ht u,n .-s

Do you know what cauaed your per iod to laat aor• than 10 day s ?
<A>

Do•• not app ly

0

<B>

Yea

CC>

0

No

0

Ar• wo••n who tak• b i rth control p i l l• and aaok• eigar•tt••
1ncr•aa•d r i ak 0£ blood clotting ?
< A>

Vea

0

< B>

No

0

<C>

I don ' t know

"••••CJ•

at

an

0

I 31

You hav• coap letN the WELLMESS CH£CX hea l th r iak a•••••••nt qu•at ion
n a 1 r e . THA NK YOU !
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TEEN WELLNESS CHECK AOVI SORY MESSAGES
Your score on the hea l th ri st apprai s• l i s __ out of 100 po i nts .

Your score p l aces you i n the fo l lowi ng hea l th r i st category:
Exce l l ent
Fai r
R i sky
Hazardous

( 85-100)
( 70-84)
(55-69 )
( 0-54)

You scored we l l in the fo l lowi ng areas of the que s t ionna i re :
See sco red

Cr i ter i a for pri nt i ng ( S13 means score for ques t i on 1 3 ) .
ques t i onna i re.
Diet
Dental Heal th
Inmun i zat ion
Exerc i se
Snoki ng
Al coho l
Auto Safety

SlO

+

Sl l • 2

S13 + S14 + S15 •
SJ • l
s11 + · sis + s1g •
S20 + S21 greater
S23 + S25 ·greater
S26 + S27 + SZB +
than S
Haz ardous ac t i v i t i es S33 + S34 •. l

3

2
than 1
than 0
S29 + SJO

+

S31

+

S32 greater

You shou ld be proud of the way you take care of yours e l f i n these
categori es . I f you wou l d l i k e informat ion to he l p you to ma i n ta i n or
further improve these good hea l th hab i ts , p l ease refer to ·The Way
To We l l nes s For Teens• book l et you rece i ved .
No mJtter how you answered the Quest ions about drugs and sexu a l i ty,
everyone is rece i v i ng the fo l lowi ng messages , (me ssages 9 , 11 , 24 , 25 and
30 ( fema l es on ly) are pri nted here. )

1.

2.

{Any of the fo l lowi ng mes sages may be pr i nted . The cri ter i a are l i sted in
the quest ionna i re gi ven tn the previ ous sect i on . )

Your responses to the heal th ri sk appra i sa l ques t i on s i nd i cate that the
fo l lowi ng are the ar � as of greatest danger to your hea l th :
*
C l ose re l a t i ves of yours have had one or mo re of the fo l low i ng befo re
age 60 : Heart Attack
Stroke
H i gh B lood PressuMl
D i abe tes
Th i s fami ly h i story i ncreases your chances of deve lop i ng the sa1ne
cond i t ion . E l i1a i nat i ng the ri sk factors you can con tro l becomes even mo r�
i mportan t for you.
* You may be over your ide a l wei ght . You wou l d probab ly look and fee l
better i f you ate sens i b ly and exerc i sed regu l arly. S i nce you may st i l l be
growi ng, don • t try to lose we i ght wi thout consu l t i ng a doctor or your
schoo l nurse .

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10 .

11.

12 .
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* · You wou l d def ini te ly benefi t from a roore he a l thfu l di e t . Try to eat
regul ar mea l s , eat a vari ety of foods from the four food groups , ind
mai nt a i n your ideal we i ght .

* Try to avo id sugary food s i f you are overwe i ght or i f you tend to get
c;av i t ies .
* By neg l ecti ng the care of your teeth you p l ace yourse l f at an i ncreased
ri sk of tooth decay and gum di sease. Teeth are p art i cu l a r l y prone to
cav i t ies duri ng the teen years and gum di sease i s the major cause of too th
l oss beyond the midd l e year s . You shou l d brush your teeth and u s e dent a l
f loss everyday .

* Your 111111.1ni zat i on record i s i ncoq, l ete . You may, therefore, be suscep
t i b l e to te tanus , di phtheri a , measl es or rube l l a . Proper imna.,ni zat ion
wou l d protect you aga i nst these di seases .

* Maybe you a l ready p l ay sports or do other k i nds of exerci se . To
protect your hea l th , choose exerci se that gi ves your heart a good workout .
Exerci se non- stop for at least 20 mi nutes three t imes a week or more.
Enough of the ri ght k i nd of exerc i se-- l i ke swi mmi ng , joggi ng , cross-country
ski i ng , aerobi c danci ng or b i k i ng--cou l d protect you aga i ns t heart d i sease
as you get o lde·r . And it wi 1 1 he l p you l ook and fee l better .
* By- smok i ng you are i ncreas i ng yo ur chances of a heart attack , l ung
cancer, or emphysema as you get o l der. Qui t now before i rreparab l e damage
i s done .
* Bes i des mari juana ' s cancer-caus i ng agents , you shou ld know that
mar ijuana use can affect your th i nk i ng, memory, concentration; i t can lower
ma l e hormones in boys and fema l e hormones in gi r l s wh i ch may af fect your
phys i ca l or sexua l development ; it can i nterfere wi th dri v i ng ab i l i ty and
coordi nat i on .
* If you con t i nue to dri nk a l coho l i c beverages at your present rate you
may become an a l coho l i c even at your age. You are a l so more l i kely to
encounter phys i ca l and soci a l prob l ems associ ated wi th a l coho l i sm, l i ke
troub l e re l at i ng to peopl e, troubl e concentrat i ng in schoo l , l ower
res i stance to i n fect ion .
* You shou l d know that a l coho l can be a dangerous drug. You shou l d a l so
know that abuse of many k i nd s of drugs can l ead to permanent physi ca l and
ment a l damage and/or add i ct ion . Overdoses of some drugs can and do k fl l .
Sni f f i ng or i nha l i ng substances i s especi a l l y damagi ng and dead l y. I l l ega l
drug users can never be sure of the •qua l i ty• of drugs they are us i ng .
Drug abuse resul ts i n loss o f se l f-contro l .
* Al coho l , when conm i ned wi th other drugs can be fatal . Al coho l and
barbi turates or tranqui l i zers together can s l ow down breath i ng and
heartbeats to the po i nt of death. When a lcoho l i s con> i ned w i th s t i 111.1 l ants
the effects of e i ther one may be dangerous l y i ncreased. Comb i ni ng a l coho l
and mari juana can cause more probl ems than e i ther a l one, espec i a l ly when
dr i v i ng .
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* Dri vi ng under the i nf l uence of al coho l or drugs great l y i ncreases your
ri sk of caus f ng a l i fe-threaten i ng auto acci dent . R idi ng wi th dri vers who
are under the i nf l uence pl aces you at greater ri sk of be i rig invo lved i n a
l i fe- threaten i ng auto acci dent .
14. * By weari ng a seat be l t , your chances of be i ng i nj ured i n an auto
acc ident wo u l d be cons iderab l y reduced .
15 . * By dri v i ng no faster than the speed l i mi t and dri v i ng defensi vely, your
chances of be i n g i nvo l ved in an auto accident wou l d be cons i derab ly
reduced .
16 . * R i d i ng a mo torcyc l e wi thout a he lmet pl aces you at i ncreased ri sk of
seri ous i nj ury or death i n the event of an acci dent.
17 . * When wa l k i ng on a road wi th no s i dewa l ks , always wa l k on the l eft,
where you can see the oncomi ng traff i c .
18. * When jogg i ng or wa l k i ng after dark , on streets wi th no · s i dewa l k s ,
a l ways wear l i gh t c l othi ng, preferab l y a refl ect i ve vest . You may see car
head l i ghts after dark , but wi th no refl ector, the dri ver cannot see you
unt i l you may be too c lose to avo i d an acci dent.
19 . * Be sure your b i cycl e i s equi pped wi th vi s i b l e ref l ectors for rid i ng
after dark or wear a ref l ect i ve vest. You may see car head l i ghts after
dark , but w i th no refl ector, the dri ver cannot see you unt i l you may be too
close to avo id an accident.
20 . * Hi tchhi k i ng i s a dangerous pract i ce that can resu l t i n 'k i dnapp i ng ,
i nj ury, murder and rape. Pi cki ng u p hi tchhi kers pl aces you a t the same
r i sk s .
21 . * If you spend t i me. i n or near the water, you sho u l d l earn proper water
safety precaut ions .
22 . * An un i n tent iona l loss of wei ght or appet i te may be cau sed by stress and
anx i ety or may be the resul t of a phys i ca l probl em. You shou l d probab ly
see a phys i c i an to f i nd out .
23 . * Your own rrx:,ods and stresses may be endangeri ng your overa l l hea l th .
Pro longed s tress i s associ ated wi th i l l nesses such a s h i gh b lood pressure ,
heart di sease , gastri'c u l cers , a l coho l i sm and mental or emot ional i l l nes s .
F i nd hea l thy ways to re l ax , l i ke exerc i s i ng .
24 . * You shou l d know that sexual i ntercourse wi thout effec t i ve bi rth contro l
wi l l lead to pregnancy . You shou l d al so be aware that a condom wi th foam
or jel ly i s an effect i ve method of bi rth contro l and can pro tect aga i nst
venera l di seas e .
25 . * You shou l d know that persons who are sexual ly act i ve wi th di fferent
partners sho u l d be checked for sexual ly transmi t ted di seases ( STD)
frequent ly so that they can be treated , if necessary. A person may have a
sexual ly transmi tted di sease and not know i t unt i l permanent damage i s
done .
26 . * You are not tak i ng proper precaut ions aga i ns t breast cancer . By
pract i c i ng breast se lf-exami nat i on , your ri sk from th i s d i sease wou l d be
oreat 1 v reduced .
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28.

29 .
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* Al though breast cancer i s extreme ly rare i n women your age , you may be
at a greater ri sk i f your 111>ther or s i ster had breast cancer . Be sure to
get in the hab i t of �reast se l f-exami nat ion .
* Al though cancer of the uterus i s extreme ly rare i n women your age, you
migh t be at a greater ri sk i f your mother or s i s ter had her uterus removed .
Be sure to check wi th your doctor about how often you shou l d have a Pap
tes t , wh i ch detects cancer early wh i l e i t can be cured.
* Bleedi ng for l ong periods of t i me may be a s i gnal of some di sorder .
See yo ur doctor to i den t i fy the probl em.
• You shou l d know that smoki ng can res u l t in constri ct ion of b lood
vesse l s and poor ci rcul ation . When cono i ned wi t h pos s i bl e c l ott i ng ef fec ts
of the p i l l , . the resu l t can be a stroke. I f you are tak i ng the p i l l , you
h ave a spec i a l reason to not smoke.
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